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The interpretations, views and opinions expressed in this publication are solely that of the 

Implementing organizations and the communities associated during the cyclone Phailin 

Relief and Rehabilitation work are presented in the Document. It does not necessarily carry  

the views and opinion of IAG Odisha, Oxfam India or IRCS-   OSB either directly or indirectly. 

 
Note: 

The publication may be quoted, in part or full, by individuals or organisations for academic or 

Advocacy and capacity building purposes with due acknowledgements. The material in this  

Document should not be relied upon as a substitute for specialized, legal or professional advice 

In connection with any particular matter. The material in this document should not be construed  

As legal advice and the user is solely responsible for any use or application of the material  
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The definition  of disaster  is now  all encompassing, which includes  not  only the  events  emanating 

from natural  and  man-made causes, but even those  events  which are caused  by accident  or 

negligence. There was a long felt need to capture  information about  all such events occurring across 

the sectors and efforts made to mitigate them in the country and to collate them at one place in a 

global perspective. This book has been an effort towards realising this thought. This book in the present 

format is the outcome of the in-house compilation and analysis of information relating to cyclone Phailin 

and response of IAG Members gathered from different sources. IAG Odisha would like to acknowledge 

the valuable support and insights provided by the core members of IAG which has been a source of 

encouragement for IAG Odisha, to take up the challenge of addressing issues pertaining to disaster risk 

reduction and management. IAG Odisha with the objectives, goal and strong with collaboration of 

target group, Govt. machinery support and co-operation with other INGOs,UN Bodies and Supportive 

agencies positively gone a large step in its endeavors. IAG Odisha is grateful to the many individuals, 

organisations and institutions who have been associated with us. We express our appreciation and 

thank each of them especially the Govt. Of India and and National Disaster Management 

Authority(NDMA),Government of Odisha, Department of Revenue and Disaster Managemnt,Odisha 

State Disaster Management Authority, Special relief commissioner ,ORSAC and IMD Odisha. Especially 

Shri M.Shashidhar Reddy, Vice Chairmen –NDMA,Dr. Taradatt Managing Director and Dr. Kamala 

Lochan Mishra General Manager of OSDMA,Dr. M.P Mohanty, Honorary Secretary & Sudhir Ku. Sahoo 

of Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State Branch,Dr. Surya Prakash & Dr. Satyendra of NIDM, Sri. 

Pradipta Ku. Mohapatra & Pravat Ranjan Mohapatra of SRC,Ms. Sikha Nayak of Odisha State Water and 

Sanitation Mission deserve special appreciation for their continuous engagement an extending 

unwavering support towards IAG Odisha. We are specially thankful to Mr. Vikrant Mahajan CEO of 

Sphere India and Mr. Manoj Dash Project Manager,Odisha of Sphere India for their continues support 

towards strengthening of IAG Odisha activities 

 

IAG Odisha would also like to extend its sincere thanks for the resource support extended by its partners 

for various ongoing activities of IAG Secretariat, We are thankful to Unicef India, Indian Red Cross 

Society-Odisha State Branch, Concern worldwide, Tro-caire, Catholic Relief Services, Oxfam India for 

their continuous support to Inter Agency Group Odisha. We owe thanks to Action Aid, Diakonia, CARE 

India, EFICOR, Caritas India, Help Age India, CASA, Indian Red Cross Society-Odisha State Branch, 

CRS,OXFAM-India,Concern Worldwide, LWSI,Handicap International,Save the Children, Trocaire, 

UNDP, UNFPA, UNICEF,UNWFP, WATER AID and World Vision. We are also Thankful to the 

organisations who are associated with us during Phailin I.e- Sphere India, Child Fund India, IGSSS, 

Practical Action, Mercy corps, Cord Aid, Terre Des Hommes, Christian Aid, ADRA India, 

 

We are also thankful all the Grass root level NGO’s, Govt. Officials and the representatives of media for 

their continuous engagement with IAG. In producing this document, the cooperation extended by 

colleagues from INGO’s and NGO’s is acknowledged. Without the consistent guidance and support 

extended by Sri. Akshya Biswal-Regional Manager-Oxfam India, Sri. Ambika Prasad Nanda, State Head 

Odisha- UNDP India,and Sri. Animesh Prakash-Program Officer Oxfam India,& Ms. Yumi Bae- Chief 

Field Office,Odisha- Unicef India it would not have been possible to prepare this Book. We are also 

thankful to Harishchandra Dash and Chittaranjan Dash of SOLAR for their continuous support. IAG 

Odisha is deeply grateful for all the support and encouragement we receive from our collaborators, 

advisors, supporters and well-wishers. We look forward to your continued support which remains a 

constant source of motivation towards us. 
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t is indeed a great privilege for me to 

present the “PHAILIN After 5 Months” a 

Book that highlights the  efforts of IAG 

Odisha which shows, how the prepared Odisha 

saved Millions of live from a greatest 

humanitarian challenges like Phailin. IAG 

Odisha has been a responsive humanitarian 

platform in odisha, through its existence of last 

one decade it has created many milestones in 

different DRR, humanitarian and development 

initiative& endeavors. Now IAG Odisha is ten 

years old, 10 years of an institution sounds like 

a long time, but it has gone by rather quickly 

hence IAG has come a long way on its journey 

of translating ideas, policies into reality. There 

have been many successes in this journey, 

reflected in the lives of the people and the 

stakeholders IAG works with. There have been 

failures as well, and IAG Odisha has had the 

courage to acknowledge them and learn from 

them. Hence, the whole process has been an 

exciting journey with lots of learning and we 

commit to take it forward to enhance the 

quality and accountability in humanitarian 

action in Odisha and India.  

 

It is again time to look to the future, to reassess 

priorities and DRR strategies and to renew 

capacities so as to appropriately reposition  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Itself in the context 

of the landscape 

evolving with time. 

As we know, India 

has been highly 

vulnerable to 

disasters. Orissa 

Super Cyclone in 

1999, Bhuj 

Earthquake in 

2001, Tsunami in 2004, Kashmir Earthquake in 

2005, Koshi floods in 2008, Cyclone Aila in 2009 

and the South India floods in 2009 have been 

some of the mega disasters in the last decade. 

Many times there have been contrasting 

disasters, like in 2009; there were floods and 

drought in many parts of the country. 

Subsequently, Odisha has been witnessed 

Global warming and climate change have also 

led to an increase in the frequency and impact 

of disasters. The rapid increase in population in 

last few decades and inequitable growth has 

increased the number of people living in highly 

vulnerable areas. These people often come in 

the way of hazards leading to disasters. These 

devastating disasters have not only impacted 

the economy but have also caused deep 

human suffering and unrest in the affected 

communities. We have learned from these 

I 

 

From The Chairperson’s Note     
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major disasters. At the same time we must 

continue to improve and innovate to make 

disaster preparedness, mitigation, response 

and recovery more effective and accountable.  

 

In the world, and many of its 1.2 billion people 

live in areas vulnerable to natural hazards such 

as floods, cyclones, droughts and earthquakes. 

Disasters have been somewhat overshadowed 

by conflict and the human impacts of the 

extended economic crisis. But, as custodians of 

humanitarian principles and a leading 

humanitarian network of Odisha, India, we will 

demonstrate the commitment and capacity of 

the IAG to address today’s challenges, 

providing leadership and vision in the 

humanitarian sector. We will harness the power 

of technology, youth, and volunteers. We will 

link local and global realities. We remain 

committed to empowering people, in every 

community we serve, as partners and agents of 

change. 

 

Reducing the risks posed by man-made and 

natural disasters is of paramount importance 

and one of our strategies, where building 

resilience within grassroots communities is the 

key. We are building partnerships and creating 

collaborative approaches that leverage our 

unique ability to reach even the most isolated 

areas. The exchanges that take place at 

gatherings such as these are vitally important 

to understanding how the humanitarian system 

is changing and to identify the challenges and 

opportunities that affect all of us. It is not easy 

to bring so many diverse groups into one 

forum but IAG Odisha has transformed this 

idea into reality.  

 

If we highlighted one example of the strength 

of the IAG Odisha in 2013, it would undoubtedly 

be the response to the unfolding humanitarian 

catastrophe of PHAILIN in Odisha. This has 

been at once heart-breaking, complex and 

inspiring. It is heart-breaking because the 

situation continued to deteriorate with 

disastrous consequences, affecting every 

Human being Odisha. It was inspirational 

because the humanitarian actors across the 

globe responded so impressively to this acute 

humanitarian emergency, especially our IAG 

Members. We pay tribute to all the men and 

women and volunteers who supported this 

work. 

 

Since i became a part of IAG Odisha, I have 

watched IAG Odisha grow and develop its first-

rate reputation over the years and have been 

impressed by the commitment and energy of 

the members who are giving their utmost 

inputs for strengthening the IAG Platform-since 

last many years and playing a very vital role in 

all of IAG Odisha’s activities and endeavors. I 

am even more confident of IAG Odisha’s 

contribution to positive change and 

improvements – and that this will continue in 

the future. We wish to thank all those who 

contributed to our shared humanitarian vision 

in 2013. We also wish to acknowledge our 

continued strong engagement with 

government of Odisha including OSDMA,SRC 

and The Revenue and disaster Management 

Department of Odisha. Whilst the Movement is 

perhaps best known for the work we do on the 

front lines of disasters, crises and conflicts, 

through our members, we will increasingly be 

recognized for the significant contributions we 

can make to social and economic development 

and the strengthening of civil society. 
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In my opinion, while documentation of this 

type, undoubtedly helps in dissemination of the 

knowledge and practices among the 

humanitarian stakeholders, such efforts should 

be made by many others. The humanitarian 

organizations and the Govt. should try and 

influence public policy to recognize such good 

practices. The government should come 

forward to recognize and integrate such 

models in to the public system and thus pave 

the way towards building disaster resilient 

communities in India. I am sure that this 

publication – “PHAILIN after 5 Months” would 

receive the attention of policy makers, 

government officials, disaster management 

practitioners and the other concerned 

stakeholder groups, not only in India, but also 

in other disaster prone countries which may 

benefit from these insights. We are also hopeful 

that this book will be, able to provide a flavor 

of not only the huge effort that has gone into 

the work of the IAG Members, but also the very 

difficult circumstances-in which it has been 

attempted. I hope this publication would 

strengthen our understanding of the 

challenging complexity in managing disasters 

and contribute to our collective efforts in 

working towards a disaster resilient Odisha, 

India. 
 

 

And finally, to end where I began, I am 

delighted to be part of such a vibrant network. 

IAG Odisha really is an active network and I 

have looked on at so many collective 

endeavors with admiration. I take this 

opportunity to congratulate each and every 

member of IAG Odisha on the completion of a 

very successful first year of operations. It is also 

time to express gratitude towards all those who 

participated in dreaming the Humanitarian 

concept with common vision for Odisha and 

have lent full support in its implementation. 
 

Once Again I wish to express my appreciation 

of the efforts of IAG Odisha and Oxfam India to 

document the good practices of strengthening 

community resilience in the disaster prone 

areas of the country through evidence based 

research. I also take the opportunity to thank 

Dr. Ambika Prasad Nanda, State Head- 

Odisha& Jharkhand UNDP India, Sri. Akshya 

Biswal- Regional Manager-Odisha & South 

India of Oxfam India for their continuous 

support and Inputs. I am also grateful to my 

colleague Manoranjan Behera for his invaluable 

assistance in the work of the Secretariat and 

performing compiling and designing both tasks 

lovingly and painstakingly; and bringing out this 

Book. We are also thankful to the support 

extended by all our stakeholders for the trust 

reposed in us.

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

In Solidarity ! 

Dr. M.P Mohanty 

Honorary Secretary 

Indian Red Cross Society, 

Odisha State Branch and 

Chairperson IAG Odisha 
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Odisha is located between the 

parallels of 17.49N and 22.34N 

latitudes and meridians of 81.27E 

and 87.29E longitudes. It is 

bounded by the Bay of Bengal on 

the east; Chhattisgarh on the west, 

Jharkhand and West Bengal on the 

north and Andhra Pradesh on the 

south. It has a coast line of about 

480 km. It extends over an area of 

1,55,707 square K.M covering about 

4.87% of the total area of India. 

According to the 2011 census, it has 

a total population of 4,19,47,358  

(3.73% of the total population of 

India) out of which about 

2,12,01,678 are men and 

2,07,45,680 are women.  

 

The State is broadly divided into four geographical regions viz. the northern plateau, central river 

basins, eastern hills and coastal plains.  The northern plateau region comprises mainly Mayurbhanj, 

Keonjhar and Sundargarh districts. The central river basins lie between the northern plateau and 

eastern hills and include Bolangir, Sonepur, Sambalpur, Deogarh, Bargarh, Jharsuguda, Dhenkanal 

& Angul districts and a part of Cuttack district. The eastern hills which constitute the last portion of 

the Eastern Ghats, lito the south and southwest of central river basins stretching for about 250 km 

in northeast – southwest direction through the districts of Koraput, Rayagada, Nabarangpur, 

Malkangiri, Kalahandi, Nuapada, Gajapati and a part of Ganjam district.  The eastern hills are 

elevated and are generally 900 m above sea level. The coastal plains comprise mostly of Balasore, 

Bhadrak, Kendrapada, Jagatsinghpur, Jajpur, Puri, Khordha, Nayagarh districts and a portion of 

Ganjam and Cuttack districts. The areas of the state north of latitude 20 N have elevation up to 

500m above sea level, in general and in the south western districts, they rise to 1500-1600m above 

sea level. 

 

Odisha is vulnerable to multiple natural hazards. Due to its sub-tropical littoral location, the state 

is prone to tropical cyclones, storm surges and tsunamis. It has a 480 km coastline. There are 

eleven major river systems in Odisha such as the Subarnarekha, the Budhabalanga & Jambhira, 

the Baitarani, the Brahmani, the Mahanadi, the Rusikulya, the Vansadhara, the Nagabali, the 

Indravati, the Kolab, and the Bahuda. Its densely populated coastal plains are the alluvial deposits 

of its river systems. The rivers in these areas with heavy load of silt have very little carrying capacity, 

              About Odisha 
 

ODISHA MAP 
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resulting in frequent floods, only to be compounded by breached embankments. About two-third 

of the total cultivated area being rain-dependent, drought poses a serious threat at regular 

intervals in the event of failure of Monsoon. Though a large part of the state comes under 

Earthquake Risk Zone-II (Low Damage Risk Zone), the Brahmani-Mahanadi graven and their deltaic 

areas come under Earthquake Risk Zone-III (Moderate Damage Risk Zone) covering 44 out of the 

106 urban local bodies of the state. Although the coast of the State was not affected by the tsunami 

of December 2004, it remains a potential hazard for the State.  

 

Apart from these, loss of life due to lightning has remained the highest of all natural calamities 

over the last decade. Heat-wave conditions during summer months also lead to heat-stroke death 

and other suffering to the people. And its occurrence is not limited to any particular season or 

month although increased number of fire accidents occurs in the summer months. Section 23 of 

the Disaster Management (DM) Act 2005 provides that there shall be a DM plan for every State. It 

outlines the broad coverage of the plan as well as the requirements of consultation in the 

preparation of the state plans. It also provides for annual review and updating of the state plan, 

and enjoins upon the state governments to make provisions for financing the activities to be carried 

out under the state plans. It provides for the departments of the state governme4nts to draw up 

their own plans in accordance with the state plan.   

 

Demographic details  
 

As per 2011 census, Odisha has a total population of 4,19,47,358 (male-2,12,01,678female-

2,07,45,680), out of which 3,49,51,234 live in rural Odisha.  The density of population per sq km is 

269. Odisha has a sex ratio (females per 1000 males) of 978(Rural- 988, Urban-934).  The literacy 

rate is 73.45% (70.78% in rural areas and 86.45%in urban areas).  The decadal growth rate is 13.97% 

as against 15.94% for all India, and indeed this has been the third lowest growth rate of population 

among the major Indian states.  This has occurred not because of a normal process of 

demographic transition but due to a peculiar demographic regime, namely, a relatively faster 

decline in the birth rate from a relatively low level on the one hand and a relatively slower decline 

in the death rate from a relatively higher level on the other.  As per 2001 census, the Scheduled 

Tribe and Scheduled Caste population in the State is 81, 45,081(22.13%) and 60,82,063 (16.53%) 

respectively. 
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Odisha at a Glance 

Description 2011 2001 

Approximate Population 4.2 Crores 3.68 Crore 

Actual Population 41,974,218 36,804,660 

Male 21,212,136 18,660,570 

Female 20,762,082 18,144,090 

Population Growth 14.05% 15.94% 

Percentage of total Population 3.47% 3.58% 

Sex Ratio 979 972 

Child Sex Ratio 941 979 

Density/km2 270 236 

Density/mi2 698 612 

Area km2 155,707 155,707 

Area mi2 60,119 60,119 

Total Child Population (0-6 Age) 5,273,194 5,358,810 

Male Population (0-6 Age) 2,716,497 2,744,552 

Female Population (0-6 Age) 2,556,697 2,614,258 

Literacy 72.87 % 63.08 % 

Male Literacy 81.59 % 71.28 % 

Female Literacy 62.46 % 50.51 % 

Total Literate 26,742,595 19,837,055 

Male Literate 15,089,681 11,992,333 

Female Literate 11,652,914 7,844,722 

\*Source – Census Data of 2001 and 2011 conducted by GOI 



 

 
 
 
 

 

  

 

Source- 
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Few Facts &Figures 

of Odisha 

 

The eastern Indian state of Odisha is home for 36.7 million people, 

of which 88% are living in rural areas with a large tribal population. 

• 47% of the population lives below the poverty line 

(BPL) 

• Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) stands at 75 out of every 

1000 live births 

• Less than 7% of rural households have access to safe 

sanitation; less than 20% of the rural population has 

access to protected water and no more than 1% to 

piped water supply. 

• 80% of the instances of morbidity and mortality cases in 

rural areas are caused by water-borne diseases. 

• Only 63% of the population is literate; among the 

female population, the literacy rate is just 50% 

• Only 31% of women are employed. 

• More than 70% households have no electricity 

connection. 

• ORISSA ranks poorly in all socio-economic indicators 

- primary education, health care, agriculture, industrial 

growth and infrastructure development. 

 

 

     (Sources: Census of India 2001 & Orissa Human Development Report 2004) 
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Socio – Economic profile Of Odisha 

Nearly 84% of Odisha‟s population live in the rural areas and depend mostly on agriculture for 

their livelihood. The State has abundant mineral resources including precious and semi-precious 

stones. It has also plentiful water resources. Planned exploitation and optimum utilization of rich 

natural resources like mineral, land, water and others including human resources holds the key to 

rapid economic development of the State.  

 

One of the major concerns of the State has been to accelerate the all-round development of 

scheduled tribes and scheduled castes.  For historical reasons, this segment of the society has 

remained socially and economically backward. Therefore, concerted efforts have been made 

under different Plans to bring them into the mainstream of development. The State Government 

is committed to the development of these communities. Accordingly, various special programmes 

and welfare measures have been launched for their benefit, which include legal aid, rehabilitation 

of marginalised STs and SCs, housing facilities, establishment of special employment exchanges, 

reservation in employment, etc. 

 

State’s vulnerability to various disasters  
 

Odisha is vulnerable to multiple disasters. Due to its sub-tropical littoral location, the State is prone 

to tropical cyclones, storm surges and tsunamis. Its densely populated coastal plains are the 

alluvial deposits of its river systems. The rivers in these areas with heavy load of silt have very little 

carrying capacity, resulting in frequent floods, only to be compounded by breached 

embankments. Though a large part of the State comes under Earthquake Risk Zone-II (Low 

Damage Risk Zone), the Brahmani - Mahanadi Rivers and their deltaic areas come under 

Earthquake Risk Zone-III (Moderate Damage Risk Zone) covering 43 out of the 103 urban local 

bodies of the State. Besides these natural hazards, human induced disasters such as accidents, 

stampede, fire, etc, vector borne disasters such as epidemics, Animal diseases and pest attacks 

and industrial / chemical disasters add to human suffering. These natural disasters lead to the loss 

of human lives and cause insurmountable damage to households, livelihood assets and 

community development. The present levels of poverty have further aggravated the population’s 

vulnerability to natural disasters in the state. Vulnerability of population is further exacerbated by 

the lack of safe shelter, effective early warning system & insufficient community awareness on 

how to prepare for disaster. The “Vulnerability Atlas of India” places the entire coastline of Odisha 

(about 480 kilometers) in the “Very High Damage Risk Zone B” in terms of Cyclone occurrence 

with wind speed ranging from 50 k.m to 280 k.m and tide waves/ storm surges of between 3 to 

10 metres. Disasters like cyclone, flood, drought are however regular features in the state since 

1965. Disasters not only led to loss of human lives but also resulted in loss of property. The value 

of property lost and damaged due to the disaster has also been increasing over the decade. 

During the last decade, the State has faced one or other forms of disasters like flood, cyclone, 

tornado or drought every year. From 1891 to 2000, 98 nos. of cyclones/severe cyclones had 
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crossed the Odisha coast. This is more than that of the coast of West Bengal, Andhra Pradesh, 

Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Maharastra, Goa, Gujrat & Kerala. Following data on crossing of 

cyclones/severe cyclones in Indian Coast can help appreciate the situation better.  
 

Most of the cyclones cross coast of Odisha, followed by Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu and 

then West Bengal. Balasore district is more vulnerable to landfall.  

Total number of Cyclonic Storms (CS) / Severe Cyclonic Storm (SCS) crossing different coasts (1891-2000)  
 [Source: IMD] 

Generally, two cyclone seasons i.e one during pre-monsoon period (April, May & June up to 

onset of monsoon) and another post monsoon (October to December) prevail for the coast of 

Odisha.   

The State had experienced two cyclones consecutively in October 1999 causing wide spread and 

unprecedented damage to life and property in 14 districts. The first severe cyclone occurred on 

17-18 October 1999 and the Ganjam district was the worst affected. 11 days after this cyclone, a 

Super Cyclone devastated the Odisha Coast on 29th October 1999.  
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The severe cyclonic storm Phailin, which forced the evacuation of over eight lakh people, left a 

trail of destruction in coastal areas of Odisha and Andhra Pradesh. The strongest storm to hit the 

state in 14 years, flattened homes, uprooted trees and blocked roads in Odisha and Andhra 

Pradesh states. 

 

Subsequent flooding has 

left one million people 

stranded in parts of 

Odisha. The death toll in 

Cyclone Phailin remained 

low because of a 

successful evacuation 

effort described by officials 

as "the biggest in India's 

history for such an event".                                                                                 

 

The Very Severe Cyclonic 

Storm (VSCS) “PHAILIN” hit 

Odisha coast on 12.10.2013 

and the landfall point was 

Gopalpur in Ganjam District. 

The wind velocity was 

recorded to be 205-220 

kmph. After hitting the 

Gopalpur coast, the cyclonic 

storm with tidal waves of 3.0 to 3.5 meter height ravaged the coastal districts of Ganjam, Puri, Khordha, 

Jagatsinghpur and Kendrapada. Apart from the coastal districts, the adjoining districts namely, Gajapati, 

Nayagarh, Keonjhar, Kandhamal, Koraput, Mayurbhanj, Bhadrak, Balasore, Jajpur, Cuttack, Bolangir and 

Angul, have also been seriously devastated by this Very Severe Cyclonic Storm and the resultant. 

The cyclone was accompanied with torrential rains for 3 days, leading to floods in a number of major 

rivers. Incessant rains and flood with high wind has also caused serious damage to other districts of the 

State. In Ganjam district alone 2812 villages have been affected. Apart from loss of life, power supply, water 

supply system and communication system were totally disrupted and lakhs of people were rendered 

homeless. Public and private properties, agricultural crops and horticultural plantations have suffered 

severe damage. All surface communication systems, telecommunication, power supply and water supply 

were totally disrupted. For the first time after the Super Cyclone of 1999, the State has witnessed a Very 

Severe Cyclonic Storm of rare severity. 

 

        Cyclone Phailin 
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Following the cyclone, due to heavy rainfall, 

Baitarani, Budhabalanga, Rusikulya, 

Subarnarekha and Jalaka rivers witnessed 

floods/ flash floods affecting the downstream 

areas of mainly, Mayurbhanj, Balasore, 

Bhadrak, Keonjhar, Jajpur and Ganjam 

districts.  

 

Officials said the cyclone and   the floods 

had together damaged 4.42 lakhs in 

18,374 villages in Orissa. The worst hit 

was the Ganjam district of Odisha, where 

the cyclone landed, Over 2,00,000 hectares of  agricultural land and 2,00,000 houses have been 

destroyed, as per the state government. Balasore and Mayurbhanj districts were severely affected 

by heavy floods, and rescue operations are going on.  

 

Hit hardest by Cyclone 'Phailin', the coastal district of Ganjam is estimated to have suffered a loss 

of at least Rs 3,000 crore (US$ 500,000,000) in the nature's fury which has deprived lakhs of people 

of their livelihood and damaged 240,000 houses in the district alone. Fishermen have suffered 

massive losses as their nets, boats 

and catamarans have been 

damaged. The farming 

community has also been hit with 

the standing paddy crop 

submerged in water. 

 

Power infrastructure has been 

damaged to a great 

extent."There has been extensive 

damage to the standing paddy 

crop as a huge area of land 

covering paddy fields has been 

submerged in rain water. There 

has been huge loss to horticulture farming also as an enormous number of mango and coconut 

trees have been uprooted. 
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Impact &Damages 

 

1.32 
Crore People Affected 

18,374 
Villages Affected Including 18 Districts 

In Cyclone Phailin 

 44 
Human Lives Lost 

In Cyclone & Flood 

4.42 
Lakhs House Damaged 
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Impact & Damages 
 
The damages caused by the cyclone were mainly due to gusting action of wind with unprecedented 

velocity of up to 220 kmph and torrential rainfall from 11th to 13th October 2013. Due to storm surge up 

to 3.5m, large areas were inundated in Ganjam, Puri, Jagatsinghpur, Bhadrak, Kendrapada, Khurdha and 

Balasore districts. Baitarani, Subarnarekha, Budhabalanga, Rushikulya and Jalaka rivers experienced floods 

as a result of torrential down pour during 11th  to 14th  October 2013.Even t h e   interior  districts  of  

Gajapati,   Nayagarh,   Bolangir,   Keonjhar, Mayurbhanj, Sundargarh, Jharsuguda and Cuttack also 

reported heavy cyclonic rain and flash floods. 

 

As per report received from 

Collectors, 132.35 lakh people 

in 171 Blocks, 44 Urban Local 

Bodies, 2164 GPs and 18374 

villages in 18 Districts have 

been affected. 44 persons have 

lost their lives due to cyclone 

and the floods thereafter. The 

standing crops in 6.71 lakh 

hectares have been damaged.  

The fishing communities have 

been severely affected due to 

huge loss to their boats and 

nets. The poor artisans have 

lost their looms, equipment, 

accessories and raw materials. 

The farmers have lost their 

livestock and sericulture farms. 

Some other districts also 

suffered from damage of houses and crop due to the wind and heavy rainfall activity of the cyclone. 

 

Massive and unprecedented damage has been caused to public properties like canal / river embankments, 

roads, bridges, culverts, drains, water works, tube wells, LI points, electrical installations, 

telecommunications infrastructure, Government buildings etc. 
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Extent of Damages 
 

Abstract of extent of damages due to cyclone & floods is indicated below: 
 

 
 
Sl. 

 
 
Name of the 
districts 

 
Blocks 
Affecte

d 
(Nos.) 

 
Village

s 
Affecte

d 
(Nos.) 

 
ULB 

Affecte
d 

(Nos.) 

Populatio
n 

Affected 
(Nos.) 
due to 

flood & 
cyclone 

 

Human 
Casulaty 
due to 
cyclone 

 

Human 
Casulaty 
due to 
flood 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 
1 Angul 8 589   1 1 
2 Balasore 11 1725 4 1140309 3 5 
3 Bhadrak 7 179 1 145000 1 2 
4 Bolangir 5  1  1  

5 Cuttack 14 800  1553722   

6 Deogarh 3 140 1    

7 Gajapati 7 1528 2 480300   

8 Ganjam 22 2812 18 1502000 10 3 
9 Jagatsinghpur 8 1230 2 900000 1  

10 Jajpur 6 1813 2 630000   

11 Kandhamal 12 124 1 13310  1 
12 Kendrapara 9 1592 2 1445891  1 
13 Keonjhar 13 263  65123  1 
14 Khurda 10 1355 2 2234706 1 1 
15 Koraput 2 19     

16 Mayurbhanj 15 854 2 326845  5 
17 Nayagarh 8 1582 2 984000  2 
18 Puri 11 1769 4 1814775 3 1 

TOTAL 171 18374 44 13235981 21 23 
 

[Source- SRC Odisha] 

House Damage 
 

430 pucca houses and 121246 kutcha houses have been fully damaged due to the cyclone and 

the flood thereafter.  Besides, 7174 pucca houses and 80406 kutcha houses have been severely 

damaged and 180628 houses (both pucca and kutcha) have been partially damaged. These apart, 

52161 huts and 99155 cowshed attached to houses have been damaged. The district-wise details are 

given under Appendix-VII.
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Crop Damage 
 

About 651490 hectare of agriculture and horticulture crops and perennial crops have sustained 

crop-loss more than 50% due to cyclonic storms & floods. The details are given under Appendix-

IV & V. 

 

Livestock Affected 

 

70.59 Lakh livestock were affected due to cyclone & floods. The district-wise figures of affected 

livestock are given in following table. 
 

Sl. District Livestock Affected Total 

Large Small Poultry 

1 Balasore 301302 145018 0 446320 

2 Bhadrak 170195 41530 72110 283835 

3 Cuttack 525000 300000 325000 1150000 

4 Dhenkanal 11 0 3000 3011 

5 Gajapati 30000 12000 8000 50000 

6 Ganjam 632000 253500 1110000 1995500 

7 Jagatsinghpur 314256 117374 157987 589617 

8 Jajpur 539827 196516 156652 892995 

9 Kendrapada 20684 2378 32920 55982 

10 Keonjhar 42247 18913 18359 79519 

11 Khurdha 2693 624 30 3347 

12 Mayubhanj 40205 54277 111992 206474 

13 Nayagarh 191809 106718 372815 671342 

14 Puri 440581 190180 0 630761 

Total 3250810 1439028 2368865 7058703 

 
[Source- SRC Odisha] 

Loss of livelihood 
 

Due to cyclone & flood, 3455 traditional craftsmen of 19 districts have been affected causing 

damage to their equipment’s and raw materials.  767 handloom weavers have been affected.  

Similarly, 11111 sericulture farmers have been affected. 
 

Damage to Nets and Boats of Fishermen 
 

8198 boats and 31058 fishing nets have been damaged due to cyclone & floods. 
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Damage to Sericulture Farmers 
 
 

157 hectares of Tasar plantation, 308 hect. of standing mulberry crops, 196 hect. of Eri crops  of 

2536 nos. of farmers have been sustained loss 50% and above due to cyclone & floods. 

SL 
No. 

Item Details 

1 Total number of districts in the state 30 
2 Number and names of districts 

affected 
18 ( Angul, Balasore, Bhadrak, Bolangir, Cuttack, 

Deogarh, Gajapati, Ganjam, Jagatsinghpur, 
Jajpur, Kandhamal, Kendrapada, Keonjhar, 
Koraput, Khurda, Mayurbhanj, Nayagarh, Puri) 

3 Number of villages affected 18374 

4 Population affected (in lakh) 13235981 
5 Total land area affected (in lakh ha)  

6 Cropped are affected in ha  

(i) Total cropped area affected 1100501 

(ii) Estimated loss to crops 2300 crore 

(iii) Area in ha. where crop damage 

was more than 50 % 
651590 

7 Percentage of area held by SMF :  

(i) In the State as a whole 53.10 

(ii) In the affected Districts  

8 Houses damaged :-  

(a) No. of house damaged :- 541200 

(i) Fully damaged pucca houses 430 

(ii) Fully damaged kutcha houses 121246 

(iii) Severely damaged pucca houses 7174 

(iv) Severely damaged kutcha house 80406 

(v) Partly damaged houses 180628 

(vi) No. of huts damaged 52161 

(vii) No. of cowshed damaged 99155 
(b) Estimated value of damage to 

houses (Rs.in lakh) 
222147.00 

9 No. of human lives lost 44 

10 No. of persons with grievous injuries 28 

11 No. of persons with minor injuries 53 

12 Animals lost:-  

 (a) No. of big animals lost 1500 
(b) No. of small animals lost 3002 

(c) No. poultry (birds) lost 170970 
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[Source- SRC Odisha] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13. Damage to public proprieties:- 

(a) In physical terms (sector wise 

details should be given – e.g. length of 

State roads damaged, length of district 

roads damaged, length of village roads 

damaged, No. of bridges damaged, 

No. of culverts damaged, No. of school 

buildings damaged etc.) 

Length of State Roads:1947.35 Km 

Length of District Roads:8099 Km Length 

of village Roads:17637.30 Km No of 

bridges/culverts damaged: 253 

No of School buildings damaged: 5825 

No of community assets damaged: 

4199 

Length  of River embankments 

damaged: 874.48Km 

Length of canal embankment damaged: 
765.81 Km 

No. of Minor Irrigation projects 

damaged: 1269 

No of Lift Irrigation projects damaged: 

4848 

No of deep bore wells damaged: 641 

Length of drainage channels damaged: 

700.67 Km 

(b) Estimated value of the damage to 

public properties. 
9852 crore 

14. Estimated total damage to houses, 

crops and public properties. 
14373.47 crore 
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How a better prepared India saved Millions of lives, 
from Cyclone PHAILIN  
 

India is one of the most disaster-prone countries in the world, and many of its 1.2 billion people 

live in areas vulnerable to natural hazards such as floods, cyclones, droughts and earthquakes. 

Natural calamities have seriously affected livelihoods in the state and the income level of 

households. These also led to serious setback for capital formation process in the economy. 

Consequently, the state's Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has been substantially depressed, says 

the State Human Development Report of 2003.  

 

In October India has seen how the unprecedented Cyclone Phailin affected 1.23 Crore people 

in the state, who have lost everything, and the immense damage has taken place to the 5 lakh 

households, including their livelihood and live stocks. For the state that has been witnessing a 

disaster almost every alternate year, this is a big setback.  

It is for the first time after the Super Cyclone of 1999 that the state has witnessed a cyclonic 

storm that has had such severe impact.  The low loss of life, following the strongest storm ever 

measured in the Bay of Bengal, would almost certainly not have been possible without learning 

lessons from previous cyclones and tsunamis that have hit this coastline." Cyclone Phailin, 

India's fiercest storm in 14 years, smashed into the coastline of Andhra Pradesh and Odisha 

states over the weekend, flooded swathes of farmland and ripped apart tens of thousands of 

mud-and-thatch homes - but surprisingly, only 44 people have been reported dead during 

cyclone and flood. 

 

As meteorologists warned 

before cyclone Phailin, the 

country's disaster 

preparedness teams 

snapped into action, pre-

positioning emergency 

response teams and supplies, 

and evacuating nearly a 

million people - ultimately 

saving countless lives. The 

impressive show of disaster 

preparedness is thanks in 

large part to the lessons 

learnt after a powerful 

cyclone hit the country and killed over 10,000 people in 1999, and the plans implemented in 
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the years since, say aid workers and disaster experts. Successfully evacuating a million people 

is not a small task. This cannot be merely achieved by kicking the entire state machinery into 

top gear for three-four days following a cyclone warning.  

 

Steps Undertaken by The State Government- Early warnings which started five days 

before the storm's arrival, the pre-

positioning of food rations and 

packaged drinking water in shelters, 

and the orderly and sometimes 

forceful evacuation of close to one 

million people saved many lives, 

said aid workers. As Phailin 

approached, authorities cancelled 

the holidays of civil servants during 

the popular Hindu Dussehra 

festival, deployed disaster response 

teams with heavy equipment, and 

positioned helicopters and boats 

for rescue and relief operations. Trains and flights were cancelled, roads barricaded and 

helplines and control rooms set up. Satellite phones and generators were dispatched to the 

heads of districts to ensure they remained in contact with the state capital. The army, navy and 

air force were put on standby, and power and telecoms companies were instructed to be ready 

to restore damaged infrastructure as soon as possible after the storm. Efforts to save people's 

livelihoods were also taken. Specific warnings were given to fishermen not to venture out to 

sea and to put their boats in safe places, while farmers were advised to harvest their standing 

crops. This has taken years of 

planning, construction of 

disaster risk mitigation 

infrastructure, setting up of 

evacuation protocols, 

identification of potential safe 

buildings and most 

importantly, working with 

communities and local 

organisations in setting up 

volunteer teams who all knew 

exactly what needed to be 

done. The Odisha State 

Disaster Management 

Authority (OSDMA),SRC, IMD Odisha and the Government of Odisha need to be given full 
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credit for their unwavering commitment to disaster preparedness and risk mitigation. 

Humanitarian organisations such as the Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State Branch have 

also played an instrumental role - mobilising thousands of volunteers across the cyclone-prone 

region who are trained in first 

aid and can support 

evacuations and aid 

distributions. Drills are 

regularly organised by IRCS 

Odisha, so that people were 

know what to do when an 

alert is issued – locking up 

their homes, keeping their 

cattle in safe places and 

taking only a few clothes and 

important documents with 

them.  

 

However, improvements in 

weather forecasting and 

disaster preparedness, after lessons learnt from 1999, proved crucial in reducing the extent of 

the disaster. A six-point comparison between the two cyclones (Super Cyclone 1999 Vs. Cyclone 

Phailin): 

 

Better forecast: Weather forecast has improved tremendously since 1999. Data collection of 

over the past decade has made climate models more precise and accurate. "We can track a 

cyclone more accurately and precisely now. In the last decade or so there has been 

considerable mapping and GIS work which has been carried out by the respective agencies 

mandated to create GIS. According to the Odisha Disaster Management Authority website, its 

mandate reads - "The prime objectives of developing the GIS database are to help disaster 

managers at State, District and Block level for: Pre-disaster planning and preparedness, 

Prediction and early warning and Damage assessment and relief management" 

 

Nature of the cyclone: The landfall of the storm in 1999 was delayed by 30 hours. It hung 

near the coastline for almost 11 hours, causing maximum damage. Phailin's made the landfall 

three hours after the predicted time."Physical movement of the storm was far more devastating 

last time," says M Shashidhar Reddy, vice chairperson of National Disaster Management 

Authority. 
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Better disaster preparedness: In 1999, preparedness of the Odisha government was poor. 

Andhra Pradesh was better prepared and helped Odisha overcome the disaster situation. 

"Odisha did not even have instruments to cut trees that fell on the roads," says Reddy. 

 

Since then, Odisha has improved its disaster preparedness and management. It has built 52 

flood shelter, 203 multipurpose cyclone shelters, including 65 by Indian Red Cross Society have 

been constructed, the government runs schools, anganwadis and community centers in them 

to ensure regular maintenance. Community members have been trained in Search & Rescue 

and First aid techniques and all types of equipment have been supplied to the shelters. Basic 

Training on Shelter Management has been given to the community members of all cyclone 

shelters. To review preparedness and to practice the skills learnt, mock drills are being 

organized in collaboration with NDMA,OSDMA, IRCS-OSB frequently. 

 

Setting up of communication means: "The communication means and protocols have 

improved. This time, NDMA managed the channel of communication from the Central 

government level to the district level," says Reddy. Timely communication ensured the 

authorities got three to four days to prepare. The key was evacuation, moving people away 

from unsafe places.  

 

In the aftermath of Phailin, Andhra Pradesh has set up its National Disaster Management Force, 

a recommendation that had been lying with the state government for many year setting up of 

disaster management force: Both Odisha and Andhra have their own personnel to deal with 

disaster—Odisha Disaster Rapid Action Force and Andhra Pradesh State Disaster Response 

Force.  

 

Mock drills: Agencies like OSDMA/ODRAF/ODISHA RED CROSS regularly conducting mock 

drills to check and prepare local authorities and people for disaster and help reduce damage 

to the minimum. "Odisha state has been conducting a mock drill every June 19 since 2006 in 

areas like Jagatsingpur district and Paradip, which are cyclone prone. This also helps in 

managing disaster and reduce casualty.   

 

However we have saved millions of lives during cyclone Phailin but, the sudden havoc and the 

destruction by cyclone have also left people especially women and children mentally 

traumatized. The elderly single women have been very badly affected. Here in odisha,the 

situation is now very worse, Means of livelihoods have been wiped out making people highly 

vulnerable to food insecurity, and they have lost their assets including essential household 

items, bedding, blankets, utensils and school bags, books and uniform of children. This has left 

many households unable to cope with the basic survival. 
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disha is vulnerable to multiple disasters. Due to its sub-tropical littoral location, the 

state is prone to tropical cyclones, storm surges and tsunamis. Its densely populated 

coastal plains are the alluvial 

deposits of its river systems. The rivers in     

these areas with heavy load of silt have very 

little carrying capacity, resulting in frequent 

floods, only to be compounded by 

breached embankments. In such a situation 

there was a need of coordination in disaster preparedness and response for building the 

capacity of disaster response.  

  

Thus in March 2004, Inter Agency Group (IAG) Odisha, got formally established to work in 

close coordination with the Govt. and the civil society bodies. Its objective was to primarily 

provide assistance in the field of emergency response and also to foster a culture of promoting 

values for quality and accountability in disaster response. It also aimed to facilitate capacity 

building for preparedness at various levels, take lead for collective approach and support all 

initiatives taken up by Government or Non-Government bodies in the field of disaster 

management to develop models in the state.  

 

IAG today is a consortium of 22 international agencies ensuring minimum humanitarian 

standards in disaster risk reduction and management with unified action and improved 

coordination in Odisha. It coordinates with INGOs, UN Agencies, Govt. Depts. like Odisha 

State Disaster Management Authority (OSDMA), Special Relief Commissioner (SRC), Revenue 

& Disaster Management Dept. at the state level and with the National Disaster Management 

Authority (NDMA) and Sphere India at the national level. IAG Odisha supplements the efforts 

of Government in identifying information gaps, providing quality post-disaster assistance, and 

act as a state level reference center for knowledge management and technical resource. It 

facilitates inter and intra coordination, training and capacity building, information& knowledge 

management and common advocacy through a collaborative process for quality and 

accountability.  

 

IAG Odisha operates through its secretariat hosted by Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State 

Branch, which also chairs the consortium. Its initiatives are guided by the core principles of 

Sphere Project and governed by the Charter for IAG Odisha. 

 

Ensuring Minimum Humanitarian Standard in Disaster Risk Reduction 

 

O 
 

             About IAG Odisha 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Vision  
 

A Disaster Resilient Odisha 

 

Mission  

Inter-Agency Group- Odisha ; establishes itself as a body 

for Advocacy, which can influence Policy, a center for 

Knowledge Management , an institution playing the role of 

co-ordination between Government and Civil Society 

Organisation, Institutionalize and Strengthen Partnership  

 

Goals 

 Improve coordination and sharing among Member 

Organizations resulting faster and effective response 

mechanism. 

 Strengthen relationship between Member 

Organizations, State/Central Govt. institutions and other 

relevant agencies. 

 Informed policy advocacy for inclusive approach and 

right based response in disaster. 
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Initiatives of IAG Odisha during and Pre & 
Post Disaster 
Coordination:  

With the warning of Phailin from Govt. of Odisha and 

metrological dept., IAG Odisha triggered it’s activity with the 

partner members. All the members were informed to 

coordinate with their local partners for disseminating the 

warning and information and preparation for the pre and post 

disaster. A IAG Control room was opened with the existing 

setup Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State Branch, for proper 

information dissemination.  

IAG Odisha has been maintaining regular contact with OSDMA,SRC,NDMA and district collectors 

for proper coordination and effective 

implementation of the proposed 

programme. Both the Odisha State 

Disaster Mitigation Authority (OSDMA) 

and Inter Agency Group (IAG), Odisha 

organized separate pre-cyclone 

meeting on 10th October. 

The pre-cyclone meetings focused 

mostly on the evacuating strategies 

and the immediate response planning. 

The third IAG meeting was organized 

in the Indian Red Cross Office on 18th 

October. More than 100 people from 

different International and national civil 

society organizations. The meeting 

was organised to share the initial 

finding from the four inter agency 

assessment groups.During the month 

of October 2 Preparatory meeting and 

5 Coordination meetings were 

organized by IAG Odisha, where more 

than 350 participants participated 

from various INGO’s, UN Agencies and 
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other Humanitarian agencies, for updating on the various activities and happenings in the field 

level.  

Meetings Organised and coordinated By IAG Odisha 
 

Joint Rapid Assessment in Affected Districts 

The Odisha Inter-Agency Group (IAG) has facilitated this initial joint rapid joint assessment process 

of the NGOs to identify emerging humanitarian needs and gaps to further facilitate coordination. 

In the beginning of the assessment process all the partners 

were made to 5 groups and sent for a Rapid Need 

Assessment in 5 Zones of affected areas in Odisha.  

  

The assessment has shown the following things, The impact of 

Cyclone Phailin is seen in extensive damage to shelters, impact 

on agriculture, impact on livelihood and increased health risks 

resulting from contamination of water and the scattered debris. 

The impact of the cyclone is enhanced by the underlying 

chronic factors, such as challenges to water supply along the 

coastal belt due to salinity, the underlying nutritional status of 

rural populations and the vulnerability of marginal population 

groups. Many long-term developmental impacts are also seen 

as long-term cash crops along with other small and marginal livelihood activities have also been 

Meeting  DATE Venue 

Pre Cyclone Preparedness Meeting 10th October 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

2nd Pre-cyclone Meeting 11Th October 2013 Red Coss Bhawan 

1st Pre-cyclone GO-NGO 

Coordination Meeting 

11th October 2013 OSDMA, Rajiv Bhawan 

1st Coordination Meeting 13th October 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

2nd Coordination Merting 16th October 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

3rd Coordination Meeting 19th October 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

4th Coordination Meeting 22th October 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

GO-NGO Coordination Meeting 27th October 2013 OSDMA,Rajiv Bhawan 

5th Coordination Meeting 28th October 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

Disaster Preparedness Day 29th October 2013 Soochana Bhawan 

State Level Consultation On “Issues 

of Women In Disaster” 

4th November 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

6th Coordination Meeting 12th November 2013 Red Cross Bhawan 

7th Coordination Meeting 20th November 2013 Red Cross Bhwan 
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severely affected. The government response was commendable to evacuate more 983,553 

persons ahead of the cyclone and provide for essential needs. Extensive humanitarian work is 

required, and subsequently there is much work for the government and NGOs to do in order to 

contribute towards recovery of affected population groups.  

After initial coordination prior to landfall, the IAG initiated the rapid assessment on the 13th of 

October and completed the rapid assessment of flood affected areas in the north of Odisha on 

the 18th of October. Consolidation and analysis took place from the 14th to the 20th of October 

with dissemination of the report approval and dissemination by IAG groups on the 21st of October. 

With the zonal analysis, a common Rapid Need Assessment report was finalized for the IAG Odisha 

and circulated as standard document to all stakeholders. 

Round Table on Sharing Multi Sectorial Assessment 
 

A Round Table meeting on Sharing Multi 

Sectoral Assessment was organized by IAG 

Odisha in collaboration with Save the Children 

India on 20th  November 2013 at Red Cross 

Bhavan Bhubaneswar. This was organized in 

the context of the visit of Michael Ernst, South 

Asia Regional Advisor with USAID/Office of U.S 

Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA). 

 
 

IAG Odisha’s Participation in Disaster Preparedness day 
IAG Odisha in collaboration with Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State Branch commemorated 

in the State Level observation for “Disaster Preparedness Day & National Day for Disaster 

Reduction at Jayadev Bhavan, Bhubaneswar, and Organized by Orissa State Disaster Management 

Authority (OSDMA). Hon’ble Chief Minister, 

chaired as the Chief Guest with Minister for 

Revenue & Disaster Management & 

Minister for Youth & Sports.  

 

Disaster Management is one of the core 

areas of IAG which has been closely 

facilitating and coordinating the relief, 

response and rehabilitation measures so as 

to reduce the risk and vulnerability of the 

most vulnerable families and individuals. 

IAG with its partner members exhibited its 

search and rescue materials being prepared 
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and used by the communities during and after disasters. It also displayed a model house which is 

resilient to flood and cyclone. Good number of IEC materials was displayed for generating public 

awareness on disaster risk reduction and preparedness measures. 

 

Honorable guests led by Honorable Chief Minister visited the exhibition displayed by OSDMA, 

NDRAF, ODRAF, INDIAN RED CROSS SOCIETY- Odisha, IAG Odisha and appreciated highly for 

their preparedness and risk reduction measures.  

 
State level consultation on Issues of Women 
in Disaster 
As Disaster being one of the main challenges in Odisha, in this context a state level consultation was 

organized by Inter Agency Group (IAG) Odisha in collaboration with UNFPA & Indian Red Cross society – 

Odisha state Branch at 3.00 PM, 4th 

Nov. 2013 in Disaster Preparedness 

Center, Red Cross Bhavan, 

Bhubaneswar. The consultation 

“Issues of women in disaster” was 

held by involving various key 

stakeholders from Govt., NGO’s, 

INGO’s, UN Bodies, academia and 

media etc. Focus discussion wad 

made on significant problem and 

views, opinions and suggestions 

were consider from the house to 

strengthen policy on women and 

girl child. 

It was attended by a wide array of individuals many of whom were members of IAG including UN 

agencies, INGO’s and humanitarian agencies, gender experts, Govt. Officials and media 

personals. The meeting was chaired by Dr. Mangala P. Mohanty, chairperson of IAG Odisha & 

Honorary Secretary of IRCS Odisha State Branch, and Dr. Deepa Prasad, State Programme 

Officer, United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA). Amrita Patel made a presentation on the 

strategic line to be deal in the upcoming policy. 

The consultation on women in disaster aimed to draw inputs, which will be considered during the 

preparation of state level policy on girl child and women. The consultation highlighted existing 

creative practices and strategies at the community level particularly during the time of disaster 

both natural and man-made, how the women and adolescent girls are being affected physically 

and mentally due to adverse circumstances. Several suggestions and recommendations were 

made by the participants on women and girl children during various phases of disaster, which was 
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accepted for inclusion in the Women & Girl Child Policy. The consultation helped in findings the 

key issues for strengthening the Women & Girl Child Policy.  

 

State Level Round Table Meet on WASH Issues 
As water Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) is treated as the core to health sector but there has been 

gaps covering in many parts of the state, In this context a state level Round Table meet was 

organized by Inter Agency Group (IAG) Odisha, in collaboration with Indian Red Cross society 

Odisha state Branch, Oxfam India and 

SOLAR in 31st Jan. 2014 at 11.00 AM in 

Disaster Preparedness center, Red 

Cross Bhavan Bhubaneswar. 

The main objective of the meet was to 

bring together all stakeholders working 

on WASH Issues in the state to a single 

platform ie.Govt.,NGO’s,INGO’s, UN 

Bodies,academia and media etc. in a 

single platform and to collect their 

views, opinion’s and suggestions which 

is needs to be consider, during the preparation of for the upcoming WASH Mission. It was attended 

by a wide array of individuals many of whom were members of IAG including UN agencies, INGO’s 

and WASH Experts, Govt. Officials and media personals. The meeting was presided over by Dr. 

Mangala Prasad Mohanty& chairperson of IAG Odisha& Honorary Secretary of IRCS odisha state 

branch, and Sri Madan Mohan Biswal,chief engineer cum director WSSO Odisha has inaugurated 

the programme as the chief guest,Dr. Ambika Prasad Nanda state Head UNDP Odisha,Sri. 

Animesh Prakash from Oxfam India,Sri. 

Sumanta Harichandan- supt. Engineer 

WSSO, Ranjan Mallick-consultant 

WASH and Sri Harish Chandra Dash 

were present as the guest of honor. 

All the speakers on the panel 

highlighted various aspects of the 

WASH Sector which provided the 

context for the exercise of collating an 

assessment of the sector from the floor 
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and putting together ideas for a strategic plan.  They set the tone for the engagement and flagged 

key concerns in their presentations in order to help participants hold these in the forefront while 

embarking on identifying actionable areas for the upcoming WASH mission. The meeting aimed 

to draw the needs and inputs which are needs to be consider during the upcoming WASH mission 

in Odisha. The meeting has also highlighted existing creative practices on WASH and different 

strategies at the community level particularly. 

Several suggestions and recommendations were made by the participants including Awareness 

generation for behavioral and attitude changes, coordination between multi stakeholders, 

strengthening of PRI members, need of a better WASH policy in the state etc. which will be 

presented as recommendation to the state Govt. and different stakeholders , for inclusion. 

Mr.Victor Moses of UNICEF, Sri Prasant Ku Sahu of Pallishree, , Mrs. Monalisa Bhanja from LWSI, 

Chitaranjan Parida from SOLAR,Sikha Nayak From Odisha state water Mission and Many eminent 

personalities of Civil Society, Govt. and IAG Members participated and expressed their views and 

suggestions in the meeting. Mr. Manoranjan Behera, coordinator of IAG Odisha coordinated the 

meeting and Sri. Harishchandra Dash offered the vote of thanks. 

State Level TOT on MISP (Minimum Initial Service 
Packages) 
 

A State Level TOT on MISP (Minimum Initial Service Packages) for Sexual and Reproductive Health 

in Disasters was jointly organised by IAG Odisha ,in collaboration with UNFPA, NDMA, Sphere India 

and Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State branch from 9th to 13th December 2013, at Hotel 

Hindustan International, Bhubaneswar. 30 Participants from Govt. and Non. Govt. sectors have 

participated including IAG Odisha Members in the TOT. 
 

The participants came from 

experiences of working at 

different level from grass roots to 

state policy level and majority of 

them have had prior experiences 

with training and facilitation. All 

the participants also completed 

their online certificate course on 

MISP (Eligibility criteria for 

attending the ToT). 
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IAG Odisha Organised State Level Media Consultation on WASH 
Issues  

As media playing a very vital role in various spectrums of development scenario especially in 

behavioral changes, In this context a state level Round Table meet was organized by Inter Agency 

Group (IAG) Odisha, in collaboration with Indian Red Cross society Odisha state Branch, Oxfam 

India and SOLAR in 18th March 2014 at 11.00 AM in Disaster Preparedness center, Red Cross 

Bhavan Bhubaneswar. 

The main objective of the 

consultation was to bring together 

representatives from media and 

other stakeholders working on 

WASH Issues in the state, to a single 

platform and to collect their views, 

opinion’s and suggestions on the 

various challenges and roles of 

media on WASH Issues in Odisha. It 

was attended by a wide array of 

individuals many of whom were 

members of IAG,WASH Experts, 

Govt. Officials and media personals. 

The meeting was started with a formal lamp lighting by Dr. Mangala Prasad Mohanty & 

Chairperson of IAG Odisha & Honorary Secretary of IRCS Odisha State Branch, Sri. Animesh 

Prakash from Oxfam India, Sri. Sumanta Harichandan - Supt. Engineer WSSO, Ranjan Mallick- 

Consultant WASH and Sri Harish Chandra Dash. Mrs.  Shikha Nayak State Consultant WSSO. 

All the speakers on the panel highlighted various aspects and need of involvement of media 

especially in the WASH Sector especially in the states like Odisha, which provided the context for 

the exercise of collating an assessment of the sector from the floor and putting together ideas for 

a strategic plan.  They set the tone for the engagement and flagged key during the consultation 

in order to bring the WASH Issues to the forefront while embarking on identifying actionable areas 

for the Civil Society, Media and Government . 

 

The event helped in identifying the key issues on the grassroot level media persons during working 

in field. Several suggestions and recommendations were made by the participants including 

Awareness generation through media for behavioral and attitude changes, publication of best 
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ractices from grass root level, 

coordination between multi 

stakeholders, strengthening of PRI 

members, need of a better WASH 

policy in the state etc. which will be 

presented as recommendation to the 

state Govt. and different stakeholders 

, for inclusion. Mr. B Mennon and Alka 

Gupta from UNICEF, Manoj 

Mohapatra From FANSA Sri Prasant 

Ku Sahu of Pallishree, Chitaranjan 

Parida from SOLAR, Sikha Nayak From 

Odisha state water Mission and Many eminent personalities of Civil Society, Govt. and IAG 

Members participated and expressed their views and suggestions in the meeting. Mr. Manoranjan 

Behera, coordinator of IAG Odisha coordinated the meeting and Sri. Harishchandra Dash offered 

the vote of thanks. 

State Level Training Programme on PVCA 

IAG Odisha, in collaboration with CASA and Christian Aid has organised a State level training 

program on Participatory Vulnerability and Capacity Assessment (PVCA) on 4-7th February at Hotel 

Shakti International-Puri. More than 30 participants from NGO’s,INGO’s and have participated in 

the training.PVCA is an essential DRR 

tool that can be used for integrating DRR 

into livelihood programmes. As 

understanding of the short-, medium- 

and long-term impacts of climate 

change increases, the importance of 

ensuring that livelihood interventions 

address such risks grows. The 

assessment also helps reveal the links 

between the different kinds of risk a 

community faces and the power 

relations within the community. 

PVCA can assist any humanitarian and development oriented agency to make a measurable 

impact in its goals of secure livelihoods, accountable governance and strengthening the 

organisation. 
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Inter- Agency Group (IAG) Odisha Discuss on NDMA Act. 2005, 
in collaboration with OXFAM India & IRCS -Odisha State Branch  

  

A State level round Table meet on National Disaster Management Act-2005 Guidelines has been 

organised by Inter Agency Group (IAG) Odisha in collaboration with OXFAM India & Indian Red 

Cross Society - Odisha State Branch at Red Cross Bhavan, Bhubaneswar. The main objective of the 

event was to present the study conducted on Implementation Status of National Disaster 

Management Act 2005 in the State of Odisha and to discuss & identify the key findings on 

Functioning of District Disaster Management Authority. 

The said meet was held involving various 

key stakeholders from Govt., NGO’s, 

INGO’s, UN Bodies, DRR experts, 

academia, Govt. Officials and media 

personals etc. Dr. Jagadanand, Fomer 

Information Commissioner, Odisha has 

inaugurated the programme as the chief 

guest,Dr. Mangala Prasad Mohanty, 

Chairperson, IAG Odisha & Honorary 

Secretary, IRCS-OSB  presided over the 

function and Mr. Harishchandra Dash of 

SOLAR was present in the meeting as 

guest of honor. 

Dr. Jagadanand drew the attention of the 

participants by expressing the vital roles of 

NDMA Act in disaster prone states like 

Odisha where recurance of droughts, 

flood and cyclones etc. are regular. He 

praised the efforts of Indian Red Cross 

Society, Odisha state branch and Oxfam 

India for sharing of the study and he 

noted that, the suggestions emerged 

from the study may be incorporated in 

the state and district level disaster plans to 

enhance the proper implementation of 

NDMA 2005 in the state of Odisha. 
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Dr.M.P Mohanty made a brief 

presentation on the study.He urged 

that, the Act is at its initial stage,while 

steps have been taken out at the state 

level,much works are still remain to be 

done at the district level.of 

implementation and no concrete step 

has been taken to enact upon the 

provisions of the Act in the ground 

level. And Especially in Odisha DDMAs 

are need to be strengthen, so that they 

can deal with emergencies in proper 

time. While partnerships with local 

experts/institutions are needed who are willing to contribute on a voluntary basis and be linked to 

the DDMA for assisting them in case of an emergency he added.  

 

The event helped in identifying the key issues on the functioning of District Disaster Management 

Authority, for strengthening the National Disaster Management Act. 2005.The event also 

highlighted existing best practices and strategies at the community level particularly during the 

cyclone PHAILIN, and how the civil society and Govt. together were engaged in PHAILIN response 

activities especially in early warning & large scale evacuation. Several suggestions and 

recommendations were made by the participants including strengthening of District Disaster 

Management Authority,GO-NGO Coordination and Involvement of civil society in SDMA& 

DDMS’s, Coordination from state level to G.P Level, in Disaster Management plan etc. will be 

presented as recommendation to the state Govt. and different stakholders, for inclusion. Sri Prasant 

Ku Sahu Of Pallishree,Rashmi Rekha 

Mohanty of Unnyan,Sri Kailash Dash of 

RCDC, Sri.Bholanath Mishra from 

OSDMA, Victor Moses of UNICEF,Sri. 

Amrut Ku. Prusty of Care India,Rashmi 

Mohanty of Help Age India,Gaoutam 

Aryabhusan of Practical Action and 

Many eminent personalities of Civil 

Society, Govt. and IAG Members were 

participated ,and expressed their views 

and suggestions in the meeting.The 

meeting ended with a vote of thanks 

by Dr. Mangala P. Mohanty, 

chairperson of IAG Odisha & Honorary 

Secretary of IRCS Odisha State Branch and Mr. Harishchandra Dash, Secretary SOLAR Puri. 
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Inter- Agency Group (IAG) and Oxfam India’s 1st Annual 
Stocktaking Convention on status of NDMA Act -2005 In 
Odisha 

  
1st Stock taking annual convention on National Disaster Management Act-2005 Guidelines has 

been organised by Inter Agency Group (IAG) Odisha and Oxfam India in collaboration with Solar, 

Pallishree and Unnayan. Key Govt. Officials including representative from NDRF, revenue and 

disaster management department,IAG Members and representatives from Civil Society 

participated in the event. The main objective of the event was to discuss current status of 

implementation National 

Didsaster Mnaagment Act 2005 

in Odisha.  The distinguished 

panelists of the programme were 

Dr. Ambika Prasad Nanda State 

Head Odisha & Jharkhand of 

UNDP India, Sri Akshya Biswal, 

Regional Manager of Oxfam 

India and Sri. M.K Yadav of 

NDRAF, Dr. Mangala Prasad 

Mohanty , Chairperson, IAG 

Odisha & Honorary Secretary, 

IRCS-OSB, Sri. Pravat Ranjan Mohapatra Deputy Relief Commissioner GoO, Sri. Aurobindo Behera 

former revenue Board Member Govt. Of Odisha. 

Tapn Padhi made a brief presentation on the study. He urged that, the Act is at its initial stage, 

while steps have been taken out at the state level, much works are still remain to be done at the 

district and the state level. During the event Dr. Ambika Prasad Nanda expressed the need of 

strengthening District Disaster Management Authorities, so that they can deal with emergencies 

in proper time. By expressing on the various issues raised by CAG report he said that there is a 

need of having separate office space and dedicated professional staff to manage the day to day 

activities of the DDMA. 

Dr. Mangala Prasad Mohanty during the session urged on the importance of cyclone shelters and 

flood shelters in Odisha. Sri. Akshya Biswal urged that Share croppers are not included in the 

compensation package, though they are the real croppers, by giving the various perspective of 

Odisha, He opined about the possible ways, which could be include guidelines be made more 

inclusive in its approach 
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The event helped in identifying the 

key issues on the functioning of 

District Disaster Management 

Authority, for strengthening the 

National Disaster Management 

Act. 2005. The event also 

highlighted existing best practices 

and strategies at the community 

level particularly during the cyclone 

PHAILIN, and how the civil society 

and Govt. together were engaged 

in PHAILIN response activities 

especially in early warning & large 

scale evacuation. Several 

suggestions and recommendations were made by the participants including strengthening of 

District Disaster Management Authority, GO-NGO Coordination and Involvement of civil society 

in SDMA& DDMS’s, Coordination from state level to G.P Level, in Disaster Management plan etc. 

will be presented as recommendation to the state Govt. and different stakeholders, for inclusion.  

Sri Prasant Ku Sahu Of Pallishree, Rashmi Rekha Mohanty of Unnyan, Harish Ch. Dash Of SOLAR, 

Simanchal Pattnaik from UNDP, Mahesh Kamble From TISS, ,Manoj Dash from Sphere India, Shikha 

Srivastva of Practical Action, Santaram Nanda of Save The Children India and many eminent 

personalities of Civil Society, Govt. and IAG Members were participated, and expressed their views 

and suggestions in the meeting. The meeting ended with a vote of thanks by Sri Animesh Prakash 

program Officer DRR. The meeting was coordinated by Sri Tapan Padhi and Manoranjan Behera 

of IAG Odisha. 
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State Level Round Table Meet on I.T in the 
Context of DRR 

As increasingly the world has been facing many disasters in last few years, And during pre and 

post disaster’s Information Technology (IT) has started playing a very pivotal role in early Warning 

and management of disaster situations. In this context IAG Odisha is organized a state level round 

table meet in collaboration Oxfam 

India, Solar and Indian Red Cross 

Society Odisha State branch on the 

use IT. in the context of DRR. Key 

Govt. Officials including 

representative from NDRF, IAG 

Members, community radio stations, 

media and representatives from Civil 

Society participated in the event. The 

main objective of the event was to 

discuss on different existing and 

innovative technologies which can be used during disasters & emergencies in Odisha. The 

programme was inaugurated by Dr. Mangala Prasad Mohanty , Chairperson, IAG Odisha & 

Honorary Secretary, IRCS-OSB, Dr. Ambika Prasad Nanda State Head Odisha & Jharkhand of 

UNDP India, Sri Animesh Prakash,Program officer-DRR of Oxfam India and Sri. M.K Yadav of 

NDRAF and Sri. Ranjan Mallick GIS Expert.  

 

During the inaugural session Dr. Mangala 

Prasad Mohanty stressed that for the state 

like Odisha that has been witnessing a 

disaster almost every alternate year, this is 

a big setback. It is for the first time after 

the Super Cyclone of 1999 that the state 

has witnessed a cyclonic storm that has 

had such severe impact. And the world 

Odisha has seen how the Information and 

Technology played a pivotal role in Early 

Warning Systems and saved millions of life 

from unprecedented Cyclone Phailin. He praised the collaborative efforts of ODRAF,NDRAF, IMD 

and OSDMA and media and opined that our existing mechanisms are needed to be strengthen 

for a more fruitful result.  
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During the event Dr. Ambika Prasad Nanda expressed the role of the humanitarian agencies and 

NGOs is to complement the government effort in reaching out to the communities to be better 

prepared for responding to disasters,Within their own capacities and mandates. Sri. Animesh 

Prakash urged Disaster Response should be based IT Based informations and forecast, so that we 

can plan for a better coping mechanism, we need more specialized agencies and we need a proper 

disaster resilient development 

planning for a for a sustainable and 

visible result. He said still there is a 

need of strengthening the existing IT 

Mechanism for cyclone prone states 

like odisha, so that we can deal with 

emergencies in proper time. By Giving 

different examples of large scale 

evacuation Sri. Mk. Yadav expressed 

how ODRAF, NDRAF, and OSDMA 

became active after getting the 

informations from IMS and played a 

major role in evacuation during 

Phailin. During the technical session 

Sri. Ranjan Mallick made a brief 

presentation on Geographical 

Information system and Sri. N.A Shah 

Ansari and ms. Malbi from BBC Media 

action made a presentation on 

community radio and its role during 

emergencies. The event helped in 

identifying the key challenges of 

community radio stations, Govt. and 

Civil Society facing for using of exsting IT Tools during emergencies. The event also highlighted 

existing best practices and strategies of Odisha and Andhra Pradesh during the cyclone PHAILIN, 

and how the civil society and Govt. together were engaged in PHAILIN response activities 

especially in early warning & large scale evacuation.  
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Several suggestions and recommendations were made by the participants including strengthening 

of existing IT Mechanisam’s, Creation of IT Committee by involving GO-NGO Creation of online 

emergency data base etc .  

 

Sri Prasant Ku Sahu Of Pallishree,, Harish Ch. Dash Of SOLAR, Miss. Rajashree Purohit from CRS, 

Manoj Dash From Sphere India,Sandeep Ku Giri from World Vision, Sri Yudhistrir Pattnaik from 

Unicef and Many eminent personalities of Civil Society, Govt. and IAG Members were participated 

,and expressed their views and suggestions in the meeting. The meeting was concluded by sri. 

animesh parkash. And ended with a vote of thanks Manoranjan Behera Coordinator of IAG Odisha. 
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State Level WASH Mela 

As water Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) is treated as the core to health sector but there has been 

gaps covering in many parts of the state, In this context a state level WASH Mela was organized 

by Inter Agency Group (IAG) Odisha, in collaboration with Indian Red Cross society Odisha state 

Branch, Oxfam India and SOLAR in 25th March 2014 at 11.00 AM Unit-9 Govt. high School, 

Bhubaneswar.This year school childrens were the core part of this event, The rationale behind 

involving school children in the event that- they will play the role of effective communicators and 

they too can create awareness on WASH Measures/ Issues among their parents,neighbors and 

communities. And After PHAILIN it becomes more crucial to create Awareness on WASH 

measures, both in rural and urban areas. 

More than 300 School childrens 

and JRC Volunteers from 15 

different districts including 

(Khordha, Sonepur, Bragarh, 

Bhadrak, Dhenkanal, Kenonjhar, 

cuttack, jagatsighpur, gajapati, 

ganjam, nayagarh, Phulbani, 

Nuapada, Bolangir and Puri) were 

participated in this event,The said 

meet was held involving various key 

stakeholders from Govt., NGO’s, 

INGO’s, IAG Members,WASH experts, academia ,Govt. Officials and media personals etc.  

The programme was inaugurated by 

Dr. Mangala Prasad Mohanty-

Chairperson, IAG Odisha & Honorary 

Secretary, IRCS-OSB as the Chief 

Guestand and Sri. Akshya Biswal- 

Regional Manager of Oxfam Odisha 

and South India, Ms. Sikha Nayark, Sri. 

Arun Ku. Behera- Headmaster Unit-9 

Govt. Boys High School and Mr. B. 

Momen WASH Specialist From Unicef 

were present as Guests of Honour. 
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During the inaugural session                   

Dr. Mohanty expressed “The time tested 

concept of involving children to 

observe, react and to sensitize their 

family and communities is 

commendable because what the 

children do is based on truthfulness and 

honesty, they can motivate their 

illiterate parents on proper water and 

sanitation measures. The process will 

not only inculcate in the children a spirit 

of fearlessness and truthfulness, but will also help them grow as responsible and concerned 

citizens, Said. Dr.Mohanty also drew the attention of the participants by highlighting statistics 

releted to WASH he said i.e in India over 50 per cent of the population defecating in the open; 

only 53 percent of people in India wash hands after defecation, 38 percent wash hands before 

eating and only 30 percent wash hands before preparing food. Many people don’t wash their 

hands, because they believe that hands that look clean cannot make them sick and only 31 per 

cent of India’s population use improved sanitation etc. By addressing the childrens he said WASH 

is the most inexpensive public health initiative we should follow this for a healthier and safer life.  

Sri. Akshay Ku. Biswal Regional Manager 

of Oxfam India very lucidly said that - 

about the benefits of hand washing and 

behavoural changes on WASH 

measeures.He also explained the 

importance the event where children’s 

are taking lead role,by which they will 

attract public attention and inform a 

wider cross-section of the public he 

added. Miss.Sikha Nayak briefly 

mentioned that many water and air 

borne diseases include diarrhea, 

cholera, malaria, typhoid, respiratory infections, skin and eye infections which are all likely to occur 

when water supplies and sanitation services are disrupted. These illnesses are primarily caused by 

lack of clean water and sanitation facilities and can be drastically reduced if hand washing with 

soap becomes an ingrained household-practice she added.  
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During his addressed Mr. B.Momen 

from Unicef, said proper hand 

washing with soap can reduce 

diarrhoeal cases by almost half and 

acute respiratory illnesses by 30 per 

cent,This simple habit can save our 

lives.We should pass this message to 

everyone. During the Hand washing 

session,different techniques and 

merits and importance of hand wash 

is being taught to school children 

through teachers & WASH 

Specilaist. A Comics Book Named “JALA O PARIMALA” was released by the Guests during the 

event. WASH releted stalls were also opened by Indian Red Cross Society Odisha State 

Branch,Oxfam India,Solar,Pallishree and Unnyan,Practical Action,CYSD,RCDC and Water Aid. Mr. 

Manoranjan Behera, coordinator of IAG Odisha coordinated the meeting given the vote of thanks. 

Few Glimpses of The Event 
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THE RESPONSE  
OF IAG  

MEMBERS 
During Phailin & Floods in Odisha 

 1 
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A Brief Overview of Different Intervention by the IAG 

Members during pre and post disaster and how they 

responded to Cyclone Phailin in Odisha, by undertaking 

various relief and rehabilitation activities. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if Action Aid India’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone and Flood in 

Ganjam, Puri and Mayurbhanj Districts of Odisha 

India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

Districts covered Ganjam, Puri and Mayurbhanj 

Blocks covered Nine(9) 

Panchayats covered Twenty five (25) 

No.of villages covered Forty two (42) under Cash For Work 

 

Total Households covered  1403 under Cash For Work 

Types of Support Provided 1. Cash Transfer through Cash 

For Work  

2. Promotion of health and 

Hygiene 

 

 

Action Aid’s Intervention Area’s 



 

  

Building Stronger People  

& Societies 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

1. Cash for Work: 50 days work at a rate of INR 150 per day (total per household -7500 

INR) 

Cash for work was initiated to ensure immediate and continual cash income to the targeted families in 

selected villages during the intervention. This was to ensure purchasing capacity of the targeted families. 

While the main idea is to create work opportunities in the villages for income and food security of the 

vulnerable families, we prioritized to ensure rehabilitation of private and public infrastructure such as roads, 

public buildings, ponds and other public water bodies with DRR components, wherever possible. This also 

contributed in limiting starvation, chronic malnourishment, distress migration, and trafficking which are the 

key impacts out of such large scale emergencies as witnessed in the past.   

 

The type of work, prioritization and days for a work was decided through community consultation 

processes, where members of Panchayat were invited. If the community decides for public works, No 

Objection Certificate (NOC) needed to be taken from Gram Pradhan or Panchayat Secretary of the 

respective Panchayat. After the NOC is received, the detailed work estimate was prepared inclusive of 

estimation of number of person-days required, material required and other welfare measures. 

 

2. WASH 

Hygiene awareness and promotion was carried out at the Household level through WASH committees 

comprising of village PHP volunteers, local youth, school health club and village pump mechanics. Each 

team had specific task with respect to promotion of safe public health practices within the village. Hygiene 

promoter/mobilizer were trained for at community level and these promoters were selected form the target 

community. At least 50% of the persons trained were women and/or selected from members of the most 
vulnerable groups identified. Incentives were provided to health workers and volunteers in cash and/or 

goods according to the needs identified, so as to ensure that involvement in the activities does not increase 

the burden of responsibility, or reduce incomes of vulnerable households. Training in Hygiene Promotion 

was provided with follow up support and action plans shared at the time of training. Regular support visits 

with small assessments and reviews were carried out as part of the project cycle. 
 

 

 

 

 

         Basic Summary 
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Chhenua: People Reducing the Menace of Water Scarcity through Cash 
For work (CFW) 

Chhenua is situated in Astaranga, a coastal 

block of Puri district of Odisha. It is a small 

village of 44 households comprising 174 

populations. Earlier, Chhenua village was 

originally situated close to Udayakani village 

but due to the mass devastation in the 1999 

super cyclone, the village was totally 

expunged from the map. The post-disaster 

consequences were so horrifying that it was 

difficult for the villagers to habitat in the 

same place. The havoc of the cyclone also 

had left with them a deep psychological 

stroke. As a fall out, they were forced to leave the village and resettle in a nearby place alongside 

the sea-bank.  

Majority of the Chennua people are daily wage labourer. Some of them also depend upon the 

seasonal income that comes from their beetle vine cultivation and rain fed crops.   

The Chhenua villagers suffered a lot by the concurrent Cyclone Phailin and the flood. The 

unwarranted disaster eroded 

their assets as well as disrupted 

their lives. The saline water of the 

Bay of Bengal poured into the 

village during the landfall of 

Phailin. Many houses were 

scratched. The overflown saline 

water of Sea turned their 

agriculture land into sterile ones.  

The villagers also lost their daily 

wage based jobs as the scope of 

getting work was very difficult. 

The affected households also lost 

their food grains, utensils and 

other consumable goods. So, 

they were in urgent need of 

income in order to feed their families and to purchase like clothes, utensils, food items and other 

household articles. Scarcity of water was a long faced challenge for the community since the days; 

they have been resettled in the new place. The only tube-well of the village had been being used 

for bathing and washing clothes for the entire villagers. They were also unaware about the schemes 

Picture-2-Both male and females sharing the only tube-well for bathing 
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and provisioning of Rural Water and Sanitation Supply (RWSS) Department. So the villagers were 

in urgent need of a village pond which would fulfill their need of water for bowel movement and 

bathing. 

 

ActionAid-Young India Intervention 

Soon after the Phailin left, ActionAid with its local partner 

Young India interacted with the villagers and did an 

assessment of losses and damages that has happened to 

the affected households in terms of lives and properties. 

Chhenua was one of the worst affected villages in 

Astaranga block due to this disaster. Keeping their 

vulnerability and need for basic amenities to the frontage, 

ActionAid decided to initiate Cash For Work (CFW) in 

Chhenua as part of its early recovery response programme 

supported by European Commission Humanitarian Office 

(ECHO). Through CFW, the beneficiaries were assured to 

get 50 days of work with a daily wage rate of one hundred 

and fifty rupees to each identified beneficiary. It was meant 

to generate demand and to support people to meet critical 

needs for vital goods and services.  

Process of intervention 

Prior to the implementation of CFW, a village disaster 

response committee was formed in Chhenua. The 

committee was formed preceded by a village meeting in a 

public place. The social mobiliser (appointed by Young 

India for ECHO-supported early recovery programme) 

explained the purpose and procedures of the committee 

and the roles they need to perform. As part of the process 

to put in place the gender role well-exercised, it was 

decided that the village disaster response committee 

would be a seven member body and would include at least 

five members to females. Special preference was also 

given to the single woman, HIV/AIDS infected woman, 

disabled and socially disadvantaged woman to include in 

the committee so that their voices can also be raised. The 

committee was entrusted responsibilities like identifying the worst affected households, maintain 

common criteria to finalize the list of beneficiaries and making choice of the work as per their local 

needs. The entire villagers were more or less affected due to Phailin but keeping into the severity 

and the coping capacity to recover, the village committee finalized the beneficiaries for all who 

are under below poverty line (BPL). It was also unanimously agreed by them in a successive 

 

Sushama Behera, a woman 
beneficiary under Cash For Work and 
a member of village disaster response 
committee, is very happy with the 
work she is associated with. She said 
“it’s like a dream came true for us as 
pond was an immediate and long 
waited need. It would have been 
impossible to have a community pond 
if the organization had not extended 
support.  We had demanded jobs 
under NREGA six months earlier but 
we have not yet given work”. 

The CFW also made our work more 
accessible as my son comes with me 
to the worksite and he is being served 
with cooked food. Otherwise, I could 
not have worked; leaving my son 
alone in the house”. 
 

Tunganath Pradhan, Social mobiliser, 
Cash for Work programme 

“The people are really very 
enthusiastic. They took the work as 
their own. The village disaster 
response committee is also active. Its 
good to see that women members 
are coming to front and making 
decisions in the committee 
independently. I am happy that  I 
have been a part of the entire great 
work”. 

Case Studies 
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meeting that the community will excavate a community pond to meet the menace of water 

scarcity. 

her role of the implementing organizations was to facilitate the entire process and bring them into 

fore. The purpose behind such committee in CFW was to spawn leadership among women and to 

involve them in the decision making processes. The job card for CFW was given in the names of 

women of each selected households. Accordingly, the payments were also made into the accounts 

of women beneficiaries. The intention behind the practice approach was to ensure increased 

ownership of women in productive resources. This apart, a social audit of the CFW payment is 

being done for each payment schedule in order to bring transparency and accountability in the 

whole process. The entire process followed is being documented in the committee resolution 

book. 

Pond Excavation work- a story of change 

It was unbelievable for the 

community that, they would ever be 

able to dig a pond of their own. It 

was a story of change in the lives of 

the Chhenua people. The pond 

excavation work was initiated by a 

group of 48 beneficiaries out of 37 

households. After 30 days of work, 

the villagers started using the pond 

for their daily bath and bowel 

movement. A crèche Centre is 

being operational in the worksite 

where 10 to 12 children come every day 

and they are supplied with hot cooked food (khiri), safe drinking water while their parents work in 

the site. Chanduri Beua, a single woman (55 

years) and a beneficiary under CFW is being 

engaged to nurture and rear children in the 

worksite. Every day, she prepares food for the 

children and making them play different 

traditional games. A first aid box is also 

hanged in the pillar of the crèche center i.e. in 

the worksite for use in case a mere casualty 

needed for the persons in work. In the 

worksite, a flex banner containing details of 

the project work, name of the work, estimated 

budget and no. of persons engaged for the 

work and name with logo of the 

implementing and donor agency.  A 
Picture3-Hot cooked meal is being served in the creche centre in the worksite 

Picture4-A flex banner in the worksite containing details of project work 
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complain/suggestion box has also been hanged in the main entrance to the village so that the 

beneficiaries can put their complaint/suggestion in the box.  

Positive Impact of the Work 

Increased food consumption: As the beneficiaries got payments for their works, the cash enabled 

them to purchase grocery items and vegetables from the local market and thus helped towards 

better food consumption 

Increased awareness on NREGA: The process like use of job card, muster roll, functioning of 

Village committee was strategically used in Cash For Work which is being followed in NREGA. It 

was meant to literate people about NREGA. The community not only learnt the process but also 

came forward to demand job under NREGA. 

Improved practice of health and hygiene: 

Prior to Cash For Work, the people were 

accustomed to use the tube-well water as 

drinking water, toilet as well as bathing 

purpose. But now, this is no more seen in 

practice. They are using tube-well only for 

drinking water and using the water of pond 

for bathing and taking water for toilet 

purpose. 

The prevalence of self-dignity: Due to the 

menace of water scarcity, both men and 

women were using the same tube-well 

simultaneously for bathing and bowel 

movement. Now, the male members are 

using tube-well and motivating women to bath 

in the pond. This gives a well sight of self-dignity in the lives of women.  

Initiating Cash for Work in Chhenua allowed ActionAid-Young India to help those affected by 

disaster to reduce menace of water scarcity. The household choose the work what they decided 

in the committee as their immediate and utmost need. The participation of the community in 

the whole process helped to a long term solution to water scarcity. The people of Chhenua have 

recently demanded for job of 100 day each under NREGA and now hopeful of getting work as 

demanded. This can help them create more durable assets for their village; like the pond 

excavation one through Cash for Work. 

 
 
 

Picture5-Pond excavation work in the finalization phase 
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Story of Sitamani: she still hopes to rebuild her life 

Sitamani Murmu (45) lives in Sankucha, a tribal populated 

village which comes under Chandanpur Grampanchayat of 

Badasahi block in Mayurbhanj district. She is a single 

woman and bears the entire liability to feed and care 4 

members of her family. She serves as a daily wage labourer 

and also gets very little grains from her own land.  

The heavy downpour triggered by Phailin changed the 

entire scenario of the Sankucha village. Sankucha village 

was sunk due to flood water. The entire villagers may have been exposed to the same shock but 

her grief poles apart; being a single woman. Sitamani lost her house completely. The flood washed 

away all her household properties such as utensils, clothes and food grains. This apart, her goats 

(2 nos.) also floated away in flood water. Even after four to five days of the inundation, it was 

difficult for her to get a bellyful of food for her family members and herself. Being a single woman 

with no male members in her family, it is still an extremely difficult deal for her to cope with the 

disaster.  

Now, Sitamani is one of the 78 beneficiaries under Cash For Work in Sankucha where she is 

engaged to rebuild her own house with a daily wage of one hundred and fifty rupees. She has 

already completed 35 workdays and in the final phase of completing her house. 

While responding on the impact of Cash for Work, Sitamani finds herself with a hope still alive. She 

said “due to Cash For Work initiative, I am now ensured of daily wage of my work, maybe it is for 

50 days. It lessens my burden as I get paid for rebuilding of my own house. The money I have 

earned through this work has helped me in numerous ways. I have bought some clothes for me 

and my family members. I have also stocked some food grains for future consumption from this 

money. It would have been an 

undelivered task for me to overcome 

the challenges posed by flood if Cash 

for Work had not been initiated in our 

village”, she added.  Sitamani also 

expresses her happiness over the 

process being followed in Cash For 

Work. As she interprets in her language 

“ Every day, Sushil (Sushil Singh, the 

local social mobilizer of ECHO project) 

comes and takes my signature in a card 

(Job Card) as well as in a book (muster 

roll). He is more concerned of my 

weekly payment than me. It makes me feel good when the organization (STARR) involves me in 
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the meetings of Village Disaster Committee. For the first time, I am being associated actively in a 

community meeting. I eagerly wait for a meeting to be called by my neighbor who is the president 

of the committee. The people of STARR not only did build hope and self-confidence in me but 

also ensured my dignity what I dreamt from a long time; being a single woman.  

As of now, I have completed the roof and floor of my house in my 35 days of work. The remaining 

house walls will be completed within 15 to 20 days. Today, I don’t have to knock other’s door for 

help to rebuild my house. However, It would be helpful for me if I can get some support to 

purchase goats and assistance to revamp my 

green vegetable cultivation in my small land. 

This can enable me to restore my source of 

income even after the completion of CFW’, she 

concluded. 

After the need assessment, ActionAid and its 

partner organizations STARR and ANWESANA 

facilitated the process to form a Village Disaster 

Committee. Soon after it was formed, 

beneficiaries were identified taking into account 

the severity of damage to their lives and 

properties. Then, steps had been taken 

immediately to provide humanitarian and early 

recovery support to the villagers. The villagers 

were provided Support of 50 days Cash For Work 

to rebuild their damaged and scratched houses. 

 

DISASTER-AN OPPORTUNITY FOR LAXMI SABAR TO 
FLOURISH LEADERSHIP 
 

The havoc of Phailin and the subsequent flood made its worst affect to lakhs of populations in 

Odisha. Ganjam was the worst in case of damage due to Phailin and flood. 

While the disaster brought a trail of damage to lives and properties to the affected populations, it 

also flagged a pathway in the lives of women to showcase their potentialities in multiple ways. 

Though the primary focus of ActionAid led consortium( Oxfam, Plan, Christian Aid and ADRA) was 

to ensure ealy recovery of the affected populations but the processes were strategised to ensure 

Ownership, facilitating participation and leadership among women.  

 “We were informed that flood may 
hit our village but we had no other 
options. My mud house got ruined in 
front of me but I was hand-bound. 
However, it was important for us to 
save our lives first than counting 
losses to properties.  

The flood washed away everything 
we had. Our village was totally 
clogged by flood water. We had to 
take the help of boats to move to 
nearby village Kuradiha for food and 
drinking water”. 

-Sitamani Murmu 
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Here is the story of Laxmi whose journey from an illiterate tribal woman to a community leader 

has set example for others to rediscover themselves in the process of community development. 

Name:Laxmi Sabar (45) 

Spouse:Buddhia Sabar 

Village: Brahmanidei, GP-Pandiripada, Block-polasara, Ganjam 

 

The story of Laxmi Sabar adds a new page in the lives of women who have never been offered 

any platform to show their inner skills. Laxmi used to live as a typical tribal woman and feeding her 

kids and doing household works. She lives in Brahmanidei village, a very remote hamlet consisting 

of 19 households where facilities like electricity, safe drinking water and pucca road is not available.  

After the need assessment, ActionAid and its partner organization DAS-INDIA decided to initiate 

Cash For Work in the village with the 

support from European Commission 

Humanitarin Office(ECHO). They were 

assured of fifty days of cash for work.   

As per the process, a seven membered 

village disaster response committee was 

formed. Laxmi was unanimously chosen 

as the president of the committee. Since 

then, she has never looked back. She took 

active role in identification of beneficiaries 

under CFW. In her leadership, the 

members of the committee decided to 

take over community work such as house repairing, rejuvenation of cashew plants and land 

labelling.  

Repeated consultations and discussions have taken place between the members of the committee 

and the people from partner organizations on how things can move ahead. Cashewnut cultivation 

was major source of economic support for the villagers. They had also been provided some lands 

in their names under Forest Right Act. Laxmi took the lead and as a result the committee worked 

vibrantly. While on the one hand, Laxmi was counting of her losses, but simultaneously showed 

her strength to rebuild their village in CFW. Out of 19 households, 18 households were engaged in 

Cash For Work.  

Earlier, Laxmi has never been invited in any meeting. Neither, she knew what women can do in 

such platforms. Now, not only she attends meetings but also presides. It is her motivation that 

turned a forest land into a cultivable land; creating a sustainable source of livelihood for agriculture.  

Now, Laxmi with her co-members is aware on what the muster roll contain, how the process is 
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followed in job card and payment of wages. To her, Cash For Work has not only helped them to 

recover early but also raised platforms to increase their bargaining power. From an illiterate woman 

to a community leader, Laxmi’s journey shows the way to others on many fronts. 

While asked about her new role, Laxmi reveals “It is like a dream for me that came true. I was a 

simple housewife. My primary job was to feed my kids and nothing beyond than that. But support 

and inspiration by your organization (DAS-INDIA and ActionAid), has brought me to this height. I 

have been helped, guided and consulted many times which have helped me to nurture leadership 

in me. Now I realize, women can do a lot if they are allowed to participate and open voices in 

families as well as in the community. 

Earlier, we were ignorant of NREGA work that is being implemented in our village. Now, I am little 

bit aware about what are our rights,how the muster roll is being maintained and we ask them if 

the authority makes delay in payment of our wages. This has happened as we follow the same 

process in Cash for Work”, Laxmi added.  

Cheers Laxmi. Go Ahed!! 

 

Stories of Satuli- from devastation to upturn 
 

Satuli, a hilly habitat; is one amongst the villages of Ganjam District where Phailin and its 

subsequent flood left a trail of damage and destruction. The village is largely dominated by 

Dalit households. The landfall of Phailin and the five days incessant rains left Ganjam in a very 

desolate situation. The double blow not only made loss to lives and properties of the 

community; but also clogged the chances of work for the affected populace. Satuli was one 

amongst the villages of Ganjam district where the havoc left a trail of damage and destruction. 

Its heavy affect made hard for the 

villagers to get a job in the locality. 

The unlivable houses and lack of 

sufficient food grains even made 

their situation worse. Therefore, it 

was an immediate need for the 

villagers to get a job. Action Aid 

with the support from European 

Commission for Humanitarian Aid 

and Civil Protection (ECHO) 

initiated Cash for Work. This was 

an innovative approach in the 

sense that the identified 

beneficiaries were given daily 

wage for work project such as 
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repairing of their own Houses and pond renovation work and rebuilding of other community 

resources which they can later use as a whole in the community. 

Here is a case of Satuli village of Ganjam district, one of the worst affected village, where 

attempts have been being taken not only to meet their daily requirement of money for 

household expenses but it was also meant to substantiate their food and nutrition deficiency. 

In this initiative, households were chosen as a unit and the job cards were issued in the name 

of the female households and the payment so were given in their accounts or in cash. The 

process not only aimed at building women capacitated through financial literacy but it also 

attempted to give women ownership of productive resources as well as to create in them a 

platform to take part in the decision making process. In every village where CFW has been in 

practice; a village disaster committee has been formed and their roles have been very focal 

starting from the identification of works to the payment process. This idea has been planned 

to enable local leadership among women. In Satuli, 45 out of 62 households have been 

engaged in Cash for Work.  

Earlier to this, the villagers had no such viable options to get work as the local economy went 

totally down. Though the state government gave a compensation of 50 kilogram of rice, five 

hundred rupees cash and a polythene sheets to the worst affected households, the amount 

was not enough to lessen their difficulty. So, they were in urgent need of job opportunity. 

Through Cash for Work, they utilized their workdays in repairing the damaged houses and 

now they are engaged in pond renovation work. This initiative has benefited them a lot as 

they secured a paid work for 50 days. Simultaneously, they are rebuilding their own properties 

and community resources.  

Expressing her happiness on Cash for Work Initiatives, Ms. Jema Das said” we had lost our 

food grains, our livestock, 

even our cloths and 

utensils in cyclone and 

flood. Due to the initiative 

(Cash for Work), we are 

now assured of getting a 

daily income for 50 days. 

With this cash, we will be 

able to purchase our daily 

needs household articles 

and can avail increased 

food consumption.  

On the other hand, the 

pond renovation work will 

help us taking bath and irrigating our nearby farm land. Being Dalit, we have been facing 

discriminatory treatment by the upper caste people. We have been threatened not to take 
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bath in the same pond where they take. Now, this problem will no 

longer exist; as we will have our own pond. At the same time, we are 

getting wages for our own work. So the rate of recovery towards 

normalcy will be little faster for us, she added”. 

The payment for their work has been set weekly. Every week, the 

village disaster committee calls for a meeting. The president of the 

committee takes lead in the entire social audit process. Then the 

name of the beneficiary is called loudly so that it can be audible for 

all the beneficiary. Then the cash or the deposit slip of the bank 

deposit will be given to the beneficiaries. The social audit process 

takes places in a public place of every village to maintain all 

transparency on the part of the implementing agency.  

The payment against Cash for Work (CFW) was made directly to the 

beneficiaries who are being engaged in pond renovation work. The 

cash payment was made with all transparency and accountability on 

our part.  

With the presence of ActionAid representatives, staffs of partner 

organization United Artists Association (UAA), the payment was made 

to all the beneficiaries of CFW ensuring that all workdays have been 

maintained in the muster roll and job card. The name of the all 45 

persons was displayed in the list and their names were serially called 

during the process of payment. 

Earlier, some job card holders of CFW were given payment through 

bank account but could not benefit them faster all the way. Some of 

the beneficiary (whose payments have been transferred through bank 

account) complained that” the bank officials are delaying to transfer 

the CFW amount into our accounts. Cases were heard during the 

audit process that bank officials are not taking interest in these 

transactions for the reasons best known to them. As decided in the 

earlier meeting, all the payments were made through direct cash and 

subsequently, their grievances were noted down for further liaisoning 

to resolve the issues.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

ACTION AID HAS 

COVERED 

1403 
HOUSEHOLDS 

OF 42 VILLAGES 

IN GANJAM, PURI & 

MAYURBHANJ  

UNDER CASH FOR WORK 
PROGRAMME 
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Mrs. Namita Das (45), a woman beneficiary 

under Cash for Work initiative has already 

completed a seven days’ work. Sharing her 

experience, she said, “I have not yet availed 

any work under MGNREGA scheme and 

same is with many others of the beneficiary. 

After cyclone and the subsequent flood, we 

lost everything we had. Our prospect of 

recovery was very less till Cash for Work had 

not begun. Now, I am relieved that at least 

my family is assured of 50 days’ Work with 

Rupees 150/- wages per day. Today, I got a 

payment of my last seven days’ work. I feel 

happy about it as I would purchase rice, dal, 

some clothes and other household materials for our family. My happiness gets even more 

because we are working under CFW than to work under local contractors or upper caste 

people. This is certainly dignifying for us. They used to underestimate us and we have borne 

inhuman behaviors from them many a times. We also work for them with a relatively low 

wage. If Cash for Work had not for us, many of us would have left villages to earn our daily 

bread and butter, Namita iterated “. 

Any Other Information’s – 

Apart from the project activities, job demands have been created in the villages of Puri and 

Ganjam districts.  

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name,e-mail id and Contact No. Etc.) 

1. Gulzar wani | Project Manager | Actionaid India | Cyclone Phailin 

ActionAid India | Regional Office | 331-A, Saheed Nagar | Bhubaneswar 

Pin - 751 007 | Ph: +91 674 2548503|Mob: +91 8260305708/ 9818762522  

2. Naba Kishor Pujari | Documentation Officer (Media and Communication) 

ECHO-ActionAid project |Actionaid India, Bhubaneswar 

331/A, Saheed Nagar, Bhubaneswar-751007 

E-mail:naba.actionaid@gmail.com 

Mob:09337740902/09777102043 

mailto:E-mail%3Anaba.actionaid@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if Care India’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone and Flood in 

Ganjam, Balasore and Mayurbhanj Districts of 

Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

 
 

 

 

Districts covered Ganjam, Balasore and Mayurbhanj  

Blocks covered 12 

Panchayats covered 156 

No.of villages covered Forty two (42) under Cash For Work 

 

Total Households covered  5419, Total Population Covered- 23046 

Types of Support Provided  

- NFI, shelter and hygiene kits 

- Community water 

purification systems 

- Shelter repair, construction of 

transitional shelter, 

unconditional cash transfer, 

cash for work 
 

 

 

Care India’s Intervention Area’s 



 

Improving Lives, Changing 

Minds 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

CARE was able to position its team in Ganjam district prior to the cyclone and other team members were 

able to reach the affected villages of Puri, Balasore and Mayurbhanj districts within 12 hours after the cyclone 

hit to the ground. This enabled us to gather first-hand information, identify the needs and plan our 

interventions accordingly.  

 

 CARE was able to mobilize its own funds and support in providing biscuits (25000 packets) and 100 

water purification systems within 5-7 days.  

 CARE was also part of a rapid joint assessment and sectoral assessment team organized by Inter Agency 

Group for Ganjam, Gajapati, Balasore and Puri districts. 

 

With funding assistance from DFID and ECHO, CARE was able to reach to above mentioned villages. Once 

the villages were finalized, volunteers and supervisors were identified and oriented on the beneficiary 

targeting with focus to SC/ST HHs, women headed HHs, destitute, pregnant/lactating mothers, houses with 

PWD etc. CARE team constantly guided the volunteers for ensuring robust beneficiary selection process. 

 

To avoid duplicity, the beneficiary cards 

were distributed in the villages just one 

day prior to the actual distribution of 

kits. While issuing the beneficiary cards, 

care was taken to identify the real 

beneficiary by crosschecking with 

documents like voter ID / ration card / 

BPL card / Adhaar Card etc. On the 

beneficiary card, the list of items has 

been clearly stated along with the 

quantity, and a checklist provided to 

the beneficiaries for accountability 

purpose. On the date of distribution, 

beneficiaries are submitting the 

beneficiary card in exchange of the 

relief kit. 

 
Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name, E-mail ID and Contact No. etc) 

Satish Kumar – Mobile- 9437578181 I Amrut Kumar Prusty, Mobile- 9437081377,  

E-mail- akprusty@careindia.org, Address- CARE-India, 372, Saheed Nagar, Bhubaneswar - 751007 

         Basic Summary 

mailto:akprusty@careindia.org


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if Concern Worldwide’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Flood in Balasore 

Districts of Odisha India 

 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

 
 

 

 
Districts covered Balasore 

Blocks covered 1 

Panchayats covered 2 

No.of villages covered 19 

 

Total Households covered  2,000 

Total Pulation Covered 11,000 

Types of Support Provided  

- Shelter Kit: Roof tarpaulin, Nylon rope for 

securing roof tarpaulin, Floor tarpaulin, 

Mosquito net  

- Food Kit: Flattened rice, Sugar, Mung Dal 

(pulse), Cooking Oil, Salt  

- Sanitation Kit: Plastic bucket + lid, Plastic 

jerry can, Bathing soap, Washing soap, 

Halogen tablets, Bleaching powder  

 

 

 

Concern Worldwide Intervention Area’s 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meeting the Essential 

Needs 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 
The recent post-Phailin flood relief operation has been well executed by Darabar Sahitya Sansad 

(DSS) on of the partner of concern worldwide,in Bhogarai Block of Balasore through a team of a 

field manager, four supervisors and 10 local volunteers under the supervision of DSS’s chief 

executive and Concern Worldwide. In addition, the programmes had close association with the 

Panchayat leaders, local volunteers and local govt. authorities, especially from the Block.  

 

The programme had an overall objective was to bring relief to worst affected 2000 households in 

2 GPs of Bhogarai Block of Balasore district within a 2 month period. The objective was met and 

the relief operation had reached to 2000 HHs in 19 villages across two Gram Panchayats. The HH 

selection procedure was carried out through thorough consultation with the PRI members (The 

Sarapanch of both the panchayats, ward members of each ward, the Vice Chairman of the block 

etc.). They played major role in identification worst affected HHs, targeting the beneficiaries, 

approving the final list of beneficiaries and supervising at distribution sites.  

 

The following criteria were followed while targeting 2000 households out of 5053 households: 

 The poor and vulnerable households 

 The households which were under water 

 The houses which were damaged during cyclone and floods 

 The households’ whose crop was lost 

 Women headed households 

 Landless households 

There was an emergency procurement 

committee formed and it followed all 

principles and procedures of Concern 

Worldwide while procuring 3 major needs – 

Food, Shelter and Sanitation. The target 

beneficiaries were provided tokens. The 

distribution was made at the central place – 

ware house and in the presence of local 

volunteers and ward members. The cross 

check and record was maintained through 

a muster roll verified by the Sarapanch and 

PRI members. The distribution started on 

         Basic Summary 
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7th November with food materials and continued till 10th December. The Country Representative 

and Accounts Officer of Concern Worldwide visited twice to participate and monitor the relief 

operations.  

 

The following records were maintained and 

kept for reference/ accounts during 

distribution of the materials. 

 The list of beneficiaries from each 

ward / village duly certified by ward 

member, Sarapanch and DSS 

volunteers 

 The distribution Muster roll for each 

day of distribution 

 Tokens issued 

 Photographs taken 

 

Best Practices  
 

Bisu Soren, an aged (about 58 years) landless labourer lives in two-roomed mud & thatched house 

with another seven members in Daruha village in Mahagav Panchayat of Bhogarai Block, Balasore 

district. He and his wife do daily labour work for survival. Bisu does occasional paddy cultivation as 

a sharecropper which is mostly spoiled due to floods. In 2013, his cultivated paddy in 50 decimal 

was completely washed away by floods.  

 

“The post-Phailin flood in October 2013 

submerged and destroyed his house 

completely. We shifted to the school, a 

temporary shelter by the Government. 

We had to stay there for 28 days; there 

was free food for 3 days and we received 

25 kg of rice and Rs. 300 from the Govt. 

as relief which was not sufficient for my 

family. Now, we face dual problems of no 

shelter and non-availability of daily wage. 

Our standing crop over 50 decimal was 

entirely ruined. We hardly get 8 to 10 days 

of work a month now and I cannot 

migrate in search of work due to my old 

Bisu and his wife with granddaughter in front of his temporary hut 
which he constructed after the floods 
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age and family liabilities”, Bisu shared with tears. Bisu has built a temporary hut receiving kind 

donations from the villagers. He is not eligible the govt. aid scheme Indira Awash Yojana (IAY - a 

national housing scheme) because he does not own a piece of land, which is the basic criteria for 

this assistance. 

 

Concern Worldwide attended Bisu through DSS in November 2013. He was provided with food 

items - 3 kg flattened rice, 1 kg sugar, 2 kg Mung dal (lentils), 1 litre cooking oil and 1 kg of salt. 

“The food items were not sufficient for my family, however, it was very good quality and I could 

not effort for such. I fed my grandchildren with the quality food received. Normally our family 

occasionally tastes Dal as it costs around Rs. 80 per kg; Dal and oil was precious for us as food 

items which could last for two weeks”, Bisu says.”The family also received a sanitation kit and shelter 

kit. The sanitation kit helped the family in fetching and storing drinking water. The shelter kit was 

most useful for them. With the two polythene sheets, Bisu rebuilt his old house with the kind 

supports and donations from the villagers. Bisu needs three major - adequate daily wage works, 

finance assistance as compensation to paddy and a standard house which could withstand the 

floods. As he does not have anything to invest, either a grant or loan may help him to do that. 

These would help him ensuring food and livelihoods security of his family. DSS’ Chief Executive 

Kedareswar Chaudhury says “though flood is a regular phenomenon to Bisu and his family, but 

growing age and frequent floods depressed him. Bisu asked for a labour intensive work in his 

locality, which could give him daily wages for a longer time though the immediate relief provision 

is required”.  

 

Learning and way forward: 

 Beneficiary identification, selection and distribution were successful due to the involvement 

of local PRI representatives 

 The relief operations were to meet the immediate need of the affected people; however, it 

does not target much to livelihood losses. There could be follow up programmes for 

livelihoods restoration and rehabilitation during and/or post-relief operation period  

 Community based disaster preparedness programmes would be more helpful 

strengthening the community’s capacity to better prepare and withstand the disaster; that 

would build community resilience to future disasters  

 

From the extremely vulnerable coastal village of Balijori located just 500 metres away from the sea, 

Ms Kshira Behera, F 45, from the community had this to recount, “We became aware about the 

cyclone from TV, Radio and newspapers. Our relatives staying outside also informed us. The Task 

Force members informed us about the exact date and time of the landfall and reminded us about 

the evacuation procedure besides giving information about the nearest shelter and the road 
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reaching to it. We were very afraid having experienced the devastation of the 

Super Cyclone of 1999 when wind speeds exceeded 300kmph and we saw and 

experienced huge sea surges. We can never forget the destruction wrought and 

lives lost in the wake of that cyclone. The memory helped keep us in focus and 

understand the importance of early evacuation with our belongings. In 1999 we 

did not have any cyclone shelter but this time we had one in our village which 

was helpful. We are extremely indebted to Project “Paribartan” for taking the 

initiative of organizing and training us and also providing us with climate smart 

models which survived the cyclone. This time we were prepared in all fronts and 

touch wood emerged unscathed from the disaster.”    

The cyclone struck the project area on the evening of 12th October with wind 

speeds ranging from 125 to 150 kmph accompanied by very heavy rains. It lasted 

the whole night and cleared up somewhat by the 13th noon. The villagers, aided 

by the search and rescue teams of the TF’s, returned home to assess the damage 

to their houses. There has been some damage to thatched houses, and the 

standing crop has been destroyed. A lot of trees planted by the forest 

department were uprooted and horticulture trees also bore the brunt. Some 

livestock were lost. The crop suffered further damage as the rains continued and 

led to flooding in some areas and water logging in most. The members of the 

institutions set up under the programme resolved to link the community 

members who have suffered losses with the various post disaster relief operations 

of the government.  

According to Mr Ramesh Parida, M 24, “Our stay in the shelter was very scary as 

the rain and winds were heavy. We spent the night dreading breaches and 

consequent floods. We had locked our houses and harnessed our boats. We 

were also worried about the standing crop. We faced communication problems 

as all vehicles stopped plying and our mobiles were not working. After the 

cyclone we survived by plucking coconuts from the coconut trees and also dug 

up rice stored in underground vaults. The villagers accumulated all eatables from 

their gardens and kitchens. We cooked in makeshift community kitchens and the 

entire village would sit down to have the food. It is very important that the 

communities unite to face and survive disasters.” It was very encouraging to 

observe that the community members acted in accordance with the training they 

received. Even the pilot options implemented proved their worth. The IRFC units 

and pisciculture units were unharmed. The people had harvested as much as 

possible from their homestead gardens and horticultural trees and this 

provided them with food and nourishment during the difficult days that followed. 

The fuel efficient stoves were carried to the shelters for cooking to meet 
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individual needs, and as the cyclone and rains made the traditional mud chullahs wet; it did not bother the 

owners of the stoves as they could cook in their stoves. The mangrove plantation escaped damage as the 

saplings were small.  

It was also very encouraging to notice the active role played by women who not only lead the warning 

system, but also prepared for the evacuation, and also helped other women during crisis in the shelter. In 

one case they helped a pregnant lady in labor pain reach the nearest hospital and safely deliver a baby 

even as the cyclone was almost knocking at the door and heavy rains and gusts of wind challenged their 

efforts.The cyclone helped the community members realize the impact of climate change and also the 

effectiveness of the programme. It is now certain that there will now be more replication of the pilot options 

as people have observed the benefits. There will also be more awareness about HH level preparedness. 

The Govt has also gone into overdrive and it is expected that the advocacy work done so far will achieve 

results and the learnings from the Paribartan programme will be given due importance. It is hoped that the 

forest department will now concentrate on stronger more useful trees than go in for planting fragile fast 

growing ones. There will be more effort to strengthen river embankments and constructing sea walls and 

that mangrove plantation in barren coastal areas will receive top priority.  

From the programme side micro-insurance facilities for vulnerable families in the target area has already 

been initiated after consultation with community members. The insurance will cover accidental death and 

injuries, damage to and loss of house, loss of implements relating to livelihood, loss of household assets 

and loss of livestock. A government owned insurance company has been contacted for the purpose which 

has offered a package intended for rural populations at a very nominal cost. For a start the first installment 

of most vulnerable families will be borne by the Project “Paribartan”. This insurance will help the community 

become more resilient in the face of increasing frequency of climate change induced disasters.  

The manner in which the community responded to the Cyclone Phailin and the role of the TF members has 

to be appreciated. The Cyclone provided an opportunity to practice the learnings from the training 

programmes and mock drills and everyone rose to the occasion. The community now feels empowered 

and is confident of similarly tackling future disasters. 

 

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name, E-mail ID and Contact No. etc) 
 

Chintamani Mahapatra 

Team Leader – Paribartan project, Concern Worldwide,  

C/o. Regional Centre for Development Cooperation 

HIG-26, K-6, Phase-II, Kalinga Vihar, Bhubaneswar – 751019, Mobile No: 9938672744 

E-mail: chintamani.mahapatra@concern.net  

 

mailto:chintamani.mahapatra@concern.net


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if CRS India’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cylone and Flood in 

Ganjam and Balesore Districts of Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

Districts covered Ganjam, and Balesore 

Blocks covered 6 

Panchayats covered 32 

No.of villages covered 205 

Total Households covered  20090 

Total Population Covered 100450 

Types of Support Provided shelter, livelihoods and child 

protection awareness-raising activities 

 

 

CRS India’s Intervention Area’s 



 

  

Sharing the Gift & Promoting 

Happiness 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

1. Shelter repair and T-shelter construction. 
2. Kitchen garden seeds  and other inputs support in Ganjam and Balasore. 
3. Rabi and Kharif season seed support in Balasore and chicks support to landless 

families. 
4. Awareness generation on government schemes and services related to shelter 

and livelihoods. 
5. Awareness creation on child protection issues and existing redressal 

mechanism. 

Best Practices 

Rabi season seed fairs 
 

Cyclone Phailin and resulting floods in October 2013 destroyed almost all khariff season (May to November) 

paddy crop due to high winds, water submergence and water‐logging in Balasore. Also, the stored paddy, 

green gram and black gram seed at the household level were destroyed leaving no option for farmers for 

further planting. Therefore, farmers expressed the need for immediate seed support to help restore their 

livelihoods. 

 

Shortly after Cyclone Phailin struck, CRS 

assisted 23,800 flood affected families in 

Ganjam, Balasore and Puri districts of 

Odisha, India. In addition to the 

immediate relief response, CRS is now 

supporting the flood recovery 

interventions in Balasore and Ganjam 

district. The project will directly benefit 

14,300 households (about 71,500 

individuals) Livelihood support, including 

seed fairs and vouchers will be extended 

in seven gram panchayats in Basta and 

Baliapal blocks in Balasore. CRS and its 

partner, Balasore Social Service Society 

(BSSS), will meet the needs of 8,300 

farming households (about 41,500 individuals) in Balasore with agricultural inputs for the Rabi (winter) 

cropping season through the provision of vouchers and establishment of livelihood fairs. Shelter repair will 

cover 6,000 households (about 30,000 individuals) in Ganjam. 

 

         Basic Summary 
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The seed fairs started on 2nd December and will be completed by Mid-December. The fairs target only 

small, marginal farmers and sharecroppers having up to 2.5 acres of land. Based on the assessments, seeds 

of paddy, potato, green gram, black gram, vegetables and oilseeds including groundnut, mustard and 

sesame are being provided. Apart from seeds, other agricultural inputs like fertilizer, seed treating 

chemicals, hormones, bio‐fertilizer, pesticides etc. are also on offer. 

Kharif season Seed fairs:  
 

Cyclone Phalin and subsequent Floods in October 2013 destroyed almost all khariff season (May 

to November) paddy crop due to submergence and water‐logging. The farmers could not 

harvest any crop in Balasore as there 

was more than 90% crop loss; no 

grains/seeds could be harvested 

leaving no option for farmers for 

further cropping. Farmers expressed 

the need for seed support for kharif 

season cultivation to help restore 

their livelihoods. CRS is supporting 

kharif season seed fairs in 56 villages 

in five Gram Panchayats in the Sadar 

block of Balasore district in Odisha. 

The project will directly benefit 5,050 

households (about 25,250 

individuals) through paddy seed and 

kitchen garden vegetable seeds. So 
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Farmers participating in the seed fair    Partner staff conducting exit interview using tablet computers 
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far, two fairs have been completed and served 1496 farmers of 14 villages. The fairs have been 

covered by electronic and print media. 

 

CRS along with its partner Balasore 

Social Service Society (BSSS), Balasore 

are conducting six seed fairs between 9th 

and 20th May. The fair targeted for only 

small, marginal farmers and 

sharecroppers having up to 3 acres of 

land. The farmers were provided with 

seed vouchers for Rs. 700/‐ of different 

denomination. Within paddy seeds 

different varieties are on offer including 

high yielding varieties (Pooja, Swarna, 

MTU 1001, MTU- 1010, MTU-1018, 

ranidhan), traditional or local varieties (Bhundi, 

kalachampa, mugei etc. The project is also promoting 

flood resilient varieties including Swarna sub-1 (SS-1) 

and Varshadhaan. The farmers in this area were not 

aware on SS-1. They were oriented on some of the key 

best management practices (seed treatment, line 

sowing, and application of fertilizer, seed selection and 

storage). 100% of the farmers shared that the seed fairs 

location was convenient; and 99% said that the pricing 

was reasonable as per the exit interview. 

Restoration of Kitchen garden 
 

As the consortium lead on the OFDA-

funded Cyclone Phailin Early Recovery 

Project in Odisha,, CRS and its partners 

(ADRA, Plan India and its local partner 

CYSD, and CRS local partners BSSS and 

SWAD) are supporting cyclone affected 

families with shelter, livelihoods and child 

protection awareness-raising activities in a 

nine-month project that began in March 

2014. The three objectives of the project are 

to: ensure affected households live in safe 

and appropriate living spaces, assist 

targeted communities to increase access to 

Farmer carrying paddy seeds after participating in the 
seed fair 

Women with her vegetable seed pack and vermicompost 
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food, and raise awareness on child protection risk factors and government 

entitlements. Overall, the recovery project will reach 42,300 beneficiaries.  

The project will provide transitional shelter to 2,193 families in Balasore and 

Ganjam districts, incorporating disaster risk reduction techniques and 

meeting Sphere standards.  Additionally, 1,883 families will receive material 

assistance and guidance to repair damaged homes. To increase access to 

food, the project will provide 8,460 families with inputs for kitchen gardens 

while working with communities to raise awareness on child protection risks 

and how to access government schemes through clear communication 

and education strategies. 84% said that they received the seeds of 

preferred crops and nearly 80% said the seed is given just at the right time 

while rest said it is very or little early as per the exit interview results.   

 

For restoration of kitchen gardens, 

CRS and its partner, Balasore Social 

Service Society (BSSS) and Society 

for Welfare Animation and 

Development (SWAD) is providing 

seed of 8 popular kitchen garden 

crops along with vermin compost to 

estimated 5000 households across 

18 villages in Balasore. Crops 

includes: brinjal, okra, ridge gourd, 

snake gourd, pumpkin, cowpea and 

amaranthus (two varieties, leutia and 

Khada. The seed kit, valued at Rs. 

200 approximately per household, 

will cover approximately 400 square 

feet of KG space per household. 

Information on key best practices is 

provided to both women and men 

of each HH. Till now, 586 

households of seven villages have 

received the seed kits and vermi 

compost. In addition, the landless 

families are being provided with three sacks for sack gardening1. The 3 

number of sack gardens per HH will take up only 3m3 of space but 

represent 15m2 of new gardening area. Information and demonstration on 

sack garden construction and maintenance is being provided at the day of 

materials distribution. 

                                                           
 

Women farmers participating in quiz and 
identifying the best practices 

Partner staff showing sack garden demo to men 
and women farmers 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

CRS INDIA HAS COVERED 

20090 
HOUSEHOLDS 

INCLUDING 100450 
POPULATION 

IN BALESORE & GANJAM  

UNDER RELIEF & 

REHABILITATION 
ACTIVITIES 
 

 

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address,Name,e-mail id and Contact 
No. Etc) 

Kirti Mishra, Operations Manager, CRS India I Mobile- +91-9437023042,  

E- mail ID: kirti.mishra@crs.org I Skype ID: kirtimayimishra 

 

mailto:kirti.mishra@crs.org


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if EFICOR’S Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone in Ganjam 

District of Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

Districts covered Ganjam 

Blocks covered 2 

Panchayats covered 32 

No.of villages covered 8 

Total Households covered  2683 

Types of Support Provided  food and non-food items  

 Cash for Work and House 

repair covering 

 

 

EFICOR’s Intervention Area’s 



 

  

Rebuilding Rural 

Infrastructure & Hope 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

Total Population Covered- 2683 families from 7 villages ( Katia Ramchandrapur, Balasinghapalli, 

Nanadapalli, New Golabandha, boxippalli, New boxippalli, Ganga Vihar)  in 2 blocks (Rangailunda 

and Ganjam) supported with food and non-food items during phase I of Emergency Relief 

Provision .  

Phase II – Cash for Work and House repair covering 1008 families of New Golabandh Village, 

Rangailunda block.  

Types of Support Provided- Cash for Work (Debris cleaning, pond reclamation and House Repair 

using environmental friendly housing roof using non asbestos sheet.)   

 

Best Practices- 

 Project could strictly adhere to the HAP (Humanitarian Accountability partnership) 

guidelines to ensure transparency 

and accountability of all the 

stakeholders from relief to 

restoration phase.  

 Ensured the community ownership 

from planning to implementation of 

emergency relief and phase II 

restoration programme.  

 Conditional cash transfer to the 

affected families through CFW 

programme could improve the 

purchasing power of the community 

as well as choice of their commodity.  

 Local coordination and net working with GO/NGO could avoid the duplication of at some 

extent.  

 

 

         Basic Summary 
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CASE STUDIES 

The Tale New Golabandha after Phailin 

This the case study of New Golabandha 

villagers scince the whole villagers were 

struggling like anything to get safe 

drinking water due to the water logging 

the whole surrounding of the well which 

was made by the government 

department. But the pump house was not 

functional condition due to this situation. 

Therefore the department was also 

helpless to repair the pump house, unless 

until the area cleaned it was difficult to 

repair.   Because of that even the villagers of this community were struggling to reach to the 

particular point of main source of water, and they used to go little far to fetch the water. But after 

the intervention of EFICOR people are feeling comfortable because project has did cash for work 

project activity of covering the water logging area (Length 208 ft, Wide 113 ft, depth 1-4 ft). By 

sand filling. Now community people are using the well as before and not going far for fetch water. 

Now the villagers are very happy. The whole community of this village are very appreciate of Cash 

for work project and thankful to EFICOR for the effort and support. 

As per the Naidu (Village Head man) and villagers what the EFICOR’s cash for work project has done it is 

more precious than lakhs of rupees if we would have provided to each family. Because now they are not 

struggling more to the   water.  Naidu (village head man) he appreciated EFICOR’s work and convey his 

regards to EFICOR and it’s all authorities.  

Ray of Hope 

This is cash study of Mrs. KaminiNayak,W/o,Mr. 

Parsuram Nayak aged about 27 yrs  one of the 

most  vulnerable  resident of New Golabandh 

village. Staying with 3 children ( 2 daughters 

aged about 5yrs & 2 years &  one 7 months Son 

) who  lost( fully damaged) her house due to d 

the cyclone hit in this area. It was very pain ful 

situation during cyclone Mrs Kamini was 

pregnant and 2 days after she gave birth to a 

boy baby so they put their name Tufan. She gave 

birth in a tent which was roofed by tarpaulin. 

Since her husband is a daily labourer and he 
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Kamini Nayak with her family are in EFICOR provided Non asbestos 
sheet roofing house 
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always go outside for the daily wages work 

the leady stays with her 3 children and her 

mother in law inside the tarpaulin roofed 

tent.  Since this family belongs to SC 

sometimes they were ignored by others. 

Due to poor economic status they were 

unable to reconstruct their house. Since 

her husband migrated for labour work to 

other district and she belongs to SC as well 

she stays alone with her 3 children and old 

mother in-law, she was very hopeless and 

helpless to get benefit.   So they lives in 

small tent house. After the intervention of EFICOR she came to the notice of EFICOR staff. 

When staff of EFICOR met her came to know her problem while sharing she started to cry. 

She was thinking that she has to remain in same tent house because nobody is there to help 

her. Staffs of EFICOR really felt the problem and she was provided the non-asbestos sheet 

immediately. Now she could see the Ray of Hope 

She said, Because of EFICOR only they are able to enter the proper roof house. She is very 

happy and thankful to EFICOR for the sheets provided. Now they can stay in proper roof 

house.  

Case Study-3  

This is the case study of Mrs Kauti Pārbati w/o Mr Kauti Krishna age about 28 yrs. and belongs 

to OBC cast. She has husband, one year old son and mother-in-law resident of New 

Golabandha village of Kamalapur Gram Panchaya of Rangailunda block dist. Ganjam. During 

Phailin cyclone their house damaged fully. Since they are the daily wages labourer her 

husband usually migrated to other places time to time, now this lady residing with her one 

year old son and mother-in-law. So it was very hardship for them to repair their house for 

this reason.They were worried how to repair the house as well maintain their house.  

When EFICOR started its second phase case for work activities that time they got some 

financial assistance. From this case for work activity by that money they purchased wood to 

repair their house. After that they were thinking to make thatched roofing due to lack of 

money. But when they heard that EFICOR is going to provide non asbestos sheets it was a 

very hope full moment for them and when they got the non-asbestos sheets they felt very 

happy. Since they were struggling for finance that time it was like a happiest moment for 

them.Now the repair work of house is about to finish so they are very happy to get the 

financial assistance through Cash for work activity as well received non-asbestos sheets for 

that they are grateful to the Organisation 

 

 

Mrs. Kamini Nayak with children and mother in law were 
in Tent house 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

EFICOR HAS 

COVERED 

2683 
HOUSEHOLDS 

INCLUDING OVER 
30000 
POPULATION 

IN GANJAM  

UNDER RELIEF & 

REHABILITATION 
ACTIVITIES 

 

 

 

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name, e-mail id and Contact No. Etc) 

RAKESH KUMAR NAYAK (Project In-charge) EFICOR, OCTC campus, Gopalpur on sea, Ganjam, Odisha, 

Email ID- rakesheficor@gmail.com. Contact No-7750048782 

Harshan K.Y. (Manager ER&DRR), harshanky@eficor.org, 09650892146 

 

mailto:rakesheficor@gmail.com
mailto:harshanky@eficor.org


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if Help Age India’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone and Flood in 

Ganjam,Balesore, Puri, Khordha and Kendrapada 

Districts of Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

 

Districts covered 5 (Balasore, Ganjam, Kendrapada, 

Khordha,Puri) 

Blocks covered 22 

Panchayats covered 65 

No.of villages covered 144 

Total Households covered  5,629 

Total Population Covered 50,000 Approx. 

Types of Support Provided 1. Health Intervention 

2. Emergency relief 

3. Temporary Shelter  

4. Distribution of Bleaching 

Powder in public areas 
 

 

Help Age India’s Intervention Area’s 



 

  

Where Dignity Matters 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

Cyclonic storm Phailin slammed Gopalpur in Odisha at 9.15 pm on Saturday, October 12, 2013 

triggering heavy rains and strong winds with speed reaching up to 200 km an hour.  

Warnings of Phailin's potential arrival in northeastern India were sounded early. In Odisha, the 

government issued a high alert to the districts of Balasore, Bhadrak, Mayurbhanj, Keonjhar, 

Dhenkanal, Jajpur, Cuttack, Jagatsinghpur, Kendrapara, Puri, Khurda, Nayagarh, Ganjam and 

Gajapati, and cancelled the Dusshera holidays of employees of all 30 districts of the state, asking 

them to ensure the safety of people. Food and relief materials were stocked-up at storm shelters 

across the state. Distant storm warning signal was raised to two at the ports of Paradip and 

Gopalpur of the state. The Chief Minister of Odisha wrote to the Union Defence Minister seeking 

support from defence personnel, particularly the Air Force and Navy, for rescue and relief 

operations. Odisha government has made arrangements for over 100,000 food packets for relief. 

Indian Air Force helicopters were kept on standby in West Bengal to move in for help at short 

notice. 

Heavy rainfall resulted in the death of a man in Bhubaneswar after a tall tree fell on him. Gusty 

winds resulted in downing of trees and power lines. It was also reported that due to high winds, 

seven other people were killed in Odisha. In a period of 24 hours ending on 13 October, Banki and 

Balimundali in Odisha received heavy rainfall of 381 mm and 305 mm respectively.  

After Cyclone Phailin, Floods triggered in major rivers in northern parts of Odisha because of heavy 

rains which were the peripheral effect of the high-velocity cyclone has caused a massive inundation 

in the vast coastal belt of Odisha state. 

Identifying the severity of the situation HelpAge India immediately went into act. Looking into the 

health needs of the community, HelpAge India has pressed into service its three Mobile Medicare 

Units (MMUs) in Balasore, Ganjam, Puri & Kendrapara districts for providing immediate Health 

service which was followed by a need assessment in the affected areas of Ganjam, Puri, 

Kendrapara, Balasore & Khordha districts of Odisha. Health checkup along with free medicines 

were provided to 18356 cyclone & flood affected victims) in Balasore, Ganjam, Puri & Kendrapara 

districts of Odisha. Below is the details of Health intervention provided by HelpAge India . 

         Basic Summary 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Balasore
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhadrak
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayurbhanj
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Keonjhar
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhenkanal_district
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jajpur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cuttack
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jagatsinghpur
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kendrapara
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puri
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Khurda
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nayagarh
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ganjam
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gajapati
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dusshera
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Besides health Intervention, HelpAge India also provided food and essential non-food items (NFI) 

to 5629 Households in Balasore, Ganjam, Puri, Kendrapara & Khordha districts of Odisha. The 

Components of food items  comprises of 12 Kg Rice, 2 Kg dal, I Kg Flacked Rice ,  2 Kg Sugar, I litre 

bottle Mustard Oil,1 Kg Salt, 

100 Gm Turmeric powder, 

100 gm  red Chilli Powder, 

100 Gm coriander powder 

.The Non Food items kits  

comprises of  2 no  of 

bathing soap 70 Gm each ,2 

nos of detergent bar 250 

gm each ,match box 1 

packet(6 Nos), 2 nos wollen 

blankets, 1 No Solar Lamp , 

2 nos of plastic mats, 1 no 

tarpaulin along with rope. 

7.25 tones Bleaching Powder (Calcium hypochlorite) were distributed in public areas for prevention 

from contamination and spreading of 

commonly known diseases usually seen at 

the aftermath of any disaster.Beneficiary 

Households identification exercise was 

carried out through utilization of a Multiple 

Vulnerability Assessment Format. Final 

Identification of beneficiaries were made in 

collaboration with PRI members and Local 

Partners. Priority was given to providing 

the relief items to older people (60 years 

+) and their families who are isolated, in 

poor health, have no food or essential 

medicine stocks and whose house contents have been damaged.  

Name of 
Districts 

No. of Villages 
Covered 

No. Of GPs 
Covered 

No. of Blocks 
Covered 

No of Patients 
Provided 

Treatment 

GANJAM 30 20 08 7577 

BALASORE 22 16 07 5872 

PURI 21 11 02 2819 

KENDRAPARA 14 07 02 2088 

TOTAL 87 54 19 18356 
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The Food items and non-food items were packed in a specially designed bag for the beneficiary’s 

convenience and prevent damage and loss of commodities. Also the face of the bags displayed 

the list of commodities including the quantity to maintain transparency. 

 

Family cards, Acquaintance forms and 

beneficiary register were designed to 

maintain systematic & authentic 

distribution process. The family cards & 

Acquaintance form are being printed in 

English as well as in Oriya (local 

language). The family cards are issued to 

identified beneficiaries who further 

produces during the distribution time, 

while the Acquaintance forms are being 

filled up based on the token issued. Both 

these forms reflect the list of receivable 

items for easy understanding of the 

beneficiaries and all stakeholders 

signature are documented. 
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                     Best Practices 

1.  Formation of Village Committee, involvement of PRI members, CBOs 

& other stakeholders in the entire process  starting from selection of 

beneficiaries to  completion of distribution. 

2. Regular intimation and coordination with consortium , IAG and 

district administration to expedite the process of response and avoiding 

duplication of reaching out to affected communities. 

3. Selection of most needed commodities/service to be best utilized / 

helpful for the people in distress immediately after the disaster.   

4. The Food items and non-food items packed in a specially designed 

bag for distribution displayed the list of commodities including the quantity 

to maintain transparency. 

5. Immediate Medical Attention through Mobile Medical Units at the 

most effected villages. 

6. 7.25 tones Bleaching Powder (Calcium hypochlorite) were distributed 

in public areas for prevention from contamination and spreading of 

commonly known diseases usually seen at the aftermath of any disaster. 

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name ,e-mail id and 

Contact No. Etc) 

Rashmi Mohanty I State Head -Odisha 

HelpAge India 

Plot No : N-3/120,IRC Village 

Nayapalli,Bhubaneswar-751015 

Landline -0674-2559644/2550029 

Cell No:- 09437484141   

                 09337124254 

Elder's Helpline : 1800 345 1253- ( Toll Free) 

  

"Fighting isolation, poverty, neglect"  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

HELP AGE INDIA HAS 

COVERED 

5629 
HOUSEHOLDS, 

OVER 50000 
POPULATION, 

DISTRIBUTED 

7.5 TONES OF BLEACHING 

POWDER 

IN 5 DISTRICTS OF ODISHA  
BY PROVIDING MEDICAL 

SUPPORT,  

EMERGENCY RELIEF ETC. 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if IRCS OSB’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone and Flood in 

Ganjam,Balesore, Puri, Khordha and Kendrapada 

Districts of Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

 

Districts covered 10 (Districts Covered 

Puri, Khordha, Balasore, Mayurbhanj 

Bhadrak, Kendrapara, Ganjam, Keonjhar 

Jajpur, Nayagarh) 

Blocks covered  

Panchayats covered  

No.of villages covered  

Total Households covered  23253 

Total Population Covered 1,20,000       Approx 

Types of Support Provided 1. Relief assistant Dry Food & NFI 

2. Distribution of Purified Drinking water.  

3. Early Warning & Evacuation by cyclone 

shelter volunteers. 

4. Volunteer Deployment 

 

 

Indian Red Cross Society- Odisha State Branch’s 

Intervention Area’s 



 

  

Reaching the Unreached 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

 

Initiative of Indian Red Cross Society, Odisha State Branch (IRCS-OSB) 
During Pre and Post Disaster 

 

 Early warning message were disseminated to all the Red Cross Cyclone Shelter 
communities and keep constant touch with the communities. 

 Community volunteers supported to the Govt. administration for evacuating people 
to safe places.  

 Rapid Assessment made with the support of IRCS National Headquarter & 
International Federation of Red Cross & Red Crescent Societies (IFRC). 

 Packing & distribution of dry food (Chudda, Jagery, Biscuit, Match Box, Candle, 
Bread, Water pouch & Salt) and NFI’s (Dhoti, Saree, Towel. Blouse, Blanket, Kitchen 
Set, Bucket, Bed Sheet, Mosquito Net and Tarpaulin etc.) in the cyclone and flood 
affected areas. 

 Installation & Distribution of purified drinking water and deployment of trained 
National Disaster WATSAN Response Team. 

 Post assessment with the support of IRCS National Headquarter & International 
Federation of Red Cross & Red Crescent Societies (IFRC). 

 

As Disaster Preparedness and Disaster Response are core areas of the Indian Red Cross Society. 

Keeping in view of the effect of the severe cyclonic storm PHAILIN, Indian Red Cross Society, 

Odisha State Branch has informed all 75 Red Cross Cyclone Shelter communities in 06 coastal 

districts of Odisha by sending SMS & it was followed up with phone calls to the Secretaries, Shelter 

& Disaster Management Committee (SDMC). 

As a pre-preparedness step to cope with the situation, Red Cross Odisha State branch 

disseminated the messages to the Secretaries of all the cyclone shelters to preposition Dry food, 

Drinking water, alternate electric system and essential medicines in the shelter for at least three 

days. It was stressed that during evacuation priority should be given to the expectant mothers, 

elderly people, sick persons, Persons with Disability (PWD) and children. To gather information and 

collect situation report on severe cyclonic storm PHAILIN and flood situation, Red Cross Odisha 

         Basic Summary 
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State Branch started operating the 24 x 7 control room at the Red Cross Bhavan, Unit – IX, 

Bhubaneswar since 10th October, 2013. Besides, 1000 volunteers including National Disaster 

Response Team (NDRT), State Disaster Response Team (SDRT), District Disaster Response 

Team(DDRT), Family News Service(FNS) and Certified First Medical Responder(CFMR), Life 

Members, Youth Red Cross & Junior Red Cross counsellors & volunteers and staff members of 

IRCS-OSB were informed to remain alert & prepared to support the situation. 

Due to the preparedness, nearly 2,00,000 people were evacuated with the support of 2,500 Red 

Cross cyclone shelter volunteers to their respective cyclone shelters as well as to school buildings 

situated near the cyclone shelters. 

Responding to the situation, IRCS-

OSB has made an immediate 

assessment of the very severe 

cyclone & flood affected villages 

with the support of IRCS, National 

Headquarters and International 

Federation of Red Cross & Red 

Crescent Societies (IFRC). Team 

consisting of Mr. Utkarsh Pandey 

from IRCS-NHQ, Mr. Kausav Kukude 

and Ms. Moude Forberg from IFRC 

visited Gokharkuda, Sonapur & 

Rewakatru villages in Ganjam district 

on 15th October and Bedhakandola, 

Bandhanmunda and Tainla villages in Puri district on 16th October. 

The WATSAN team consisting Ms. Seema Mohanty and Ms. Maria Luz from IFRC visited Odisha to 

make an assessment on the Water, Sanitation & Hygienic practices of the people of our state. 

During the assessment they have interacted with the inhabitants of Bhartapur & Haladipadia slum 

in Bhubaneswar and Nolia basti in Konark. 

Life Members, Junior Red Cross, Youth Red Cross counsellors & volunteers and staff members of 

IRCS-OSB prepared the dry food packets (one packet contains Chudda, Jaggery(Guda), Candle, 

Match Box, Biscuit and salt) at Red Cross Bhavan, Bhubaneswar. IRCS-OSB distributed Dry food 

packets (Chuda, Jagery, Salt, Biscuit, Match Box, Candle) Bread, Flour to 6,740 families and 51,000 

Water Pouches. IRCS-OSB also distributed Non Food items (Dhoti, Saree, Towel, Bedsheet, Blanket, 

Blouse, Bucket, Kitchen Set, Mosquito Net and Tarpaulin) to 16,513 families. 
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During Phailin IRCS-OSB Has distributed 7,57,500 liters of purified drinking water distributed to the 

Cyclone & Flood affected people through the Water Purification Unit. 

 

Dr. Mangala Prasad Mohanty, Honorary Secretary, IRCS-OSB has taken a lead in the well-

coordinated effort of Red Cross Odisha in evacuating more than 2,00,000 people in all 75 cyclone 

shelters & school buildings. He has extended his concern for scarcity of drinking water in flood 

affected area & with constant effort has mobilized Water Purification Units from IRCS-NHQ, one 

which is installed at Kanas in Puri district to provide safe drinking water to the flood affected people. 

Dr. Mohanty has constantly encouraged all the NDRT, SDRT, DDRT members, Members & 

volunteers of Red Cross and staff members of IRCS-OSB to provide humanitarian service to the 

most affected people. He has shared information to National & International Media regarding the 

activities & response of Red Cross Odisha in pre and post phase-I very severe cyclone, PHAILIN & 

Flood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  2,00,000 
Due to the preparedness, nearly 2,00,000 people were evacuated with 
the support of 2,500 Red Cross cyclone shelter volunteers to their 
respective cyclone shelters  
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A Brief over View of Various Activities Undertaken By IRCS-OSB 

Response 
 

 Informations were regularly shared in various national, international and local media for 

proper information dissemination during PHAILIN. 

 Work in close coordination with the SRC and OSDMA, Govt. of Odisha, Govt. of India & 

IAG Odisha.  

 IRCS-OSB mobilized Dry Food and Non Food items from various sources. Primarily form 

IRCS-NHQ, Chhatisgarh State Branch and District Red Cross Branch, Keonjhar. Besides, 

IRCS-OSB procured dry food consisting of Chuda, Guda, Salt, Biscuit, Match Box, Candle, 

bread, flour(Ata) by the duly constitute of local purchase committee. 

 The list of interested volunteers and Life members made ready for distribution of relief 

materials and they were deployed to the assigned cyclone and flood affected areas. 

 Mail & letter to all district administration to flood & cyclone affected district the most 

affected targeted block/ panchayt /village, no. of families, targeted households/ name of 

the beneficiaries, name of the head of families along with the members for the distribution 

of Family Kit (Tarpaulin, Dhoti, Saree, Towel, Bed Sheet, Blanket, Mosquito net, blouse). 

 IRCS-OSB distributed Dry food packets (Chuda, Jagery, Salt, Biscuit, Match Box, Candle) 

Bread, Flour to 6,740 families and 51,000 Water Pouches.  

 IRCS-OSB distributed Non Food items (Dhoti, Saree, Towel, Bedsheet, Blanket, Blouse, 

Bucket, Kitchen Set, Mosquito Net and Tarpaulin) to 16,513 families. 
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Distributing Water and Happiness 

Timely Organised Emergency response after Phalin by the 

IRCS-OSB, Such as the installation of water distribution 

Points,Ensures that Population have access to Basic Needs 

Including Water and Sanitation Facilities. 7,57,500 liters of 

purified drinking water distributed to the Cyclone & Flood 

affected people through the Water Purification Unit. 
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Installation of Water Purification Units & distribution of purified drinking water 

 IRCS-OSB mobilised three Water Purification Units (SETA, NOMAD, NORIT) from IRCS, 

National Headquarters, New Delhi. The SETA & NOMAD machines installed at Dayavihar, 

Kanas in Puri district. The NORIT Water Purification machine installed at Humma in Ganjam 

district.  

 Mobilised two Water Purification Units from Central Salt & Marine Chemicals Research 

Institute, Bhavnagar, Gujurat. Both machines were installed at Ersama in Jagatsinghpur 

district & Bhanjanagar in Ganjam district.  

 7,57,500 liters of purified drinking water distributed to the Cyclone & Flood affected people 

through the Water Purification Unit.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deployment of NDWRT volunteers 
& Local volunteers 

 Seven NDWRT volunteers, Four 

SDRT/DDRT volunteers and Eight 

Community volunteers deployed 

for water distribution to the 

Cyclone & Flood affected 

communities. 
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Sanitation Awareness Programme 

 An orientation programme on Hygiene Promotion and Household Water treatment 

organised at Red Cross Bhavan, Bhubaneswar to train the SDRT/DDRT members about the 

sanitation practices of the communities in emergency. 

 

 Awareness made by Red Cross volunteers on Hygiene Promotion and Household Water 

Treatment made in 25 villages under Kanas block in Puri districts where 1673 villagers were 

oriented on sanitation practices. 

 

 

 
Blood Bank Services during Emergency 
 

 The Central Red Cross Blood Bank, Cuttack that is directly managed by the Odisha State 

Branch continued in providing 24 x 7 blood bank services during cyclone PHAILIN & Flood 

in Odisha. 

 

Impact & Need Assessment 

 Impact & Need assessment of the affected 

communities made with the support of IRCS 

National Headquarter & International Federation 

of Red Cross & Red Crescent Societies (IFRC). 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measuring the Impact 
 

After Conducting the Rapid Need Assessment, IRCS-OSB has distributed 

Hygiene Kits, Food, Water, Shelter as well as psychological Support is 

provided by IRCS-OSB to the vulnerable people of the 10 most Cyclone& 

Flood Affected Districts of Odisha. 



Best Practices 

 Operation of 24 x 7 Control room at State Headquarter. 

 Preparation of SIT-REP and sharing with the IRCS, National Headquarter, Govt. of Odisha 

and Inter Agency Group, Odisha. 

 Arrangements of dry food, drinking water, essential medicines and kerosene made by the 

cyclone shelter communities as pre-preparedness. 

 Task Force volunteers of the shelter community used megaphone and manual siren for 

disseminating the early warning message among the villagers.  

 Community used the Generator & inflatable tower light at the shelter during the cyclonic 

situation. Community used the trunk cutter machine after the cyclone for cleaning the 

connecting roads and trees fallen down due to the cyclone. 

 Cooked food provided by the shelter committee member at the shelter sites.  

 

 

Preparedness saved thousands of lives during Cyclone 
Phailin 
 

Kamala is 25 years old and she was 

expected her second child within just a 

month. When she heard about the 

approaching cyclone, she took action 

already two days ahead and went to the 

Red Cross shelter together with her 

husband.  

"I acted as soon as I heard the early 

warnings from the Red Cross volunteers. 

That was the day before the cyclone was 

supposed to make landfall, but I went 

anyway. I didn't want to risk anything,” she says. “Then the cyclone and heavy rain hit the following 

night. I was scared, knowing I couldn't move very fast.  However Kamla, who is eight-months 

pregnant with her second child was one of those who rushed to the shelter on hearing about the 

approaching cyclone. Thousands of Kamala were able to save their lives due to the cyclone shelter, 

It could not be possible without the preparedness measures and relentless effort of red cross 

volunteers and Shelter and Disaster Management committee of IRCS-OSB. 
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Despite the successful evacuation of 1 million people and minimal loss of life, Cyclone Phailin – the 

most powerful tropical storm to hit India’s east coast in 14 years – has still left significant needs in 

its wake. In the village of Sunapur, the Red Cross cyclone shelter has towered above every other 

structure since its construction in 1995. Over the weekend, it once again became the temporary 

refuge for 500 villagers – and, in some cases, their animals – as Cyclone Phailin made landfall on 

India’s east coast. 

 

In Kamla’s village, the shelter saved 

hundreds of lives, but effective disaster 

preparedness requires more than strong 

buildings. The safety of people in 

Sunapur lies in the hands of a dedicated 

network of Red Cross community 

volunteers that make up the Shelter 

Disaster Managing Committee. This 

group is responsible for the early 

warnings, and maintaining the safety of 

those that come to the shelter. 

The cyclone and the floods which followed have affected over 11 million people, with five districts 

in the State of Odisha left submerged. More than 400,000 hectares of crops have been damaged 

and 200,000 houses damaged or destroyed. Thousands had no choice but to remain in shelters 

or take refuge in evacuation centers. Dr. SP Agarwal, Secretary General of the Indian Red Cross 

Society, said the preparedness efforts of the society and communities had saved the lives of 

thousands of people.  
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Where Every Minute & Every Helping Hand Counts 
As floods caused by cyclone Phailin worsened, volunteers from the Odisha state branch of the Red 

Cross in Bhubaneshwar, took part in relief operations in the region. Rajesh Kumar Mishra was on 

his first day as a volunteer said "My father is a member of the Red Cross. It comes naturally for me 

to help the people in need," he says. Part of his work involves preparing family kits filled with 

candles, matches, rice, sugar, salt, and biscuits. 

At his side, 12-year old Rajat Ku Man Gochhe, a Junior Red Cross member who dedicated two days 

to assist in the relief work. With determination, he hurried between the different packing stations. 

During Phailin when the situation became worsen and the flood started, the volunteers and staff 

members of red cross accept the challenges 

and distributed the relief materials by 

realizing the situation and they reach the un-

reached remote villages of the districts like 

Balasore, Mayurbhanj, Bhadrak, Kendrapada, 

Jajpur and Puri districts, where floodwater has 

left thousands stranded. In some unreached 

and inaccessible areas Red Cross volunteers 

began shift the load to the relief boats; a pair 

of traditional Indian wooden boats. By 

looking forward the need of fresh water is a 

as major priority, IRCS-OSB has mobilized six water treatment units, together with response teams 

specialized in water, to provide potable water. 

Gitanjali Paikaray, a mother of four, comes wading to receive her relief package. Around her, 

people are standing on their roofs. "We have never seen this amount of water," she says. "In my 

house, it reaches to the chest, and we cannot stay there." 

She was lacking food and has no alternative but to drink and cook in the muddy water surrounding 

the houses. The relief package from the Red Cross including bags of safe drinking water was a 

welcome relief for Gitanjali and her Family. 

Overseeing the whole operation is IRCS-OSB’s Honorary secretary Dr. Mangla Prasad Mohanty, 

who has been using every minute to see to the people affected by floods are not forgotten. He 

says the society is perfectly placed to help at all levels. “We are well placed in the communities 

through our network," he said. However The government has done a commendable job in 

evacuation and immediate relief, and Red Cross volunteers and staff have also assisted the 

communities in 75 shelters with on-going needs and helped them return to normal life as soon as 

possible, he added. 
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Role of Women in Disaster Management in IRCS-OSB cyclone shelter 

communities 
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The Red Cross Cyclone Shelters 

The Multipurpose cyclone shelters are earthquake resistant and the building is 

designed to withstand the cyclonic wind, it can resist cyclonic wind speed up to 280 

km/hr. Its plinth is above High Flood line (HFL) and standing on a stilted floor, it can 

remain unaffected in storm surge up to the 1st floor level. Overhead water tank with 

rainwater harvesting system and deep borewells have been constructed in the 

cyclone shelters with the provisions of separate adequate toilets for both male and 

female for emergency use. 

Community members have been trained in Search & Rescue and First aid techniques 

and all types of equipment have been supplied to the shelters. Basic Training on 

Shelter Management has been given to the SDMC members of all cyclone shelters. 

Each cyclone shelter has been provided with 50 types of sophisticated equipment 

required for disaster management including power saw, siren, free kitchen utensils, 

flexi water tank, solar light, stretcher, life buoy and life jacket, inflatable tower light, 

generator, T.V, Radio and Mobile etc., To review preparedness and to practice the 

skills learnt, mock drills are frequently being organized by involving community 

members and shelter volunteers. Fifty volunteers in 19-35 age group recommended 

by each shelter committee are being trained by IRCS OSB in disaster preparedness 

and crisis management. “Many shelters are used as community halls and schools, 

generating some revenue. This way, villagers develop a sense of ownership and are 

enthused to maintain these shelters in good shape 

In shelter maintenance women are playing a vital role. Participation of women 

member in the Shelter & Disaster Management Committee (SDMC) and 

Household Micro Group(HMG) is 50%. Youth ladies/women are given priority for 

Task Force volunteers, their participation is equal in Providing First Aid service and 

preparedness activities.and preparation of community contingency plan. IN each 

cyclone shelter two Dhais(Trained birth attendants) selected to the Shelter & 

Disaster Management Committee who will look after the pregnant lady. 

During the emergency women are looking after the sanitation and hygiene practices.  

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name, E-mail id and Contact No. Etc

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

IRCS-OSB 
HAS COVERED 

23253 
HOUSEHOLDS, 

OVER 120000 
POPULATION, 

EVACUATED 

200000 PERSONS 

DISTRIBUTED 

757500 LITERS OF 

PURIFIED DRINKING WATER 

IN 10 DISTRICTS OF ODISHA  
UNDER,  

EMERGENCY RELIEF 

& REHABILITATION 
ACTIVITIES 
 

Dr. Mangala Prasad Mohanty  I Honorary  Secretary, Indian Red Cross Society 
Odisha State Branch Red Cross Bhavan, Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru Marg,  
Bhubaneswar – 751022 
Tel/Fax – 0674 – 2392389 
E-mail: mpmohantys@gmail.com  ircsosb@gmail.com 
Web- www.ajsaodisha.in 

mailto:mpmohantys@gmail.com
mailto:ircsosb@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if LWSIT’s Different Intervention 

Area’s during Cylone and Flood in Ganjam and 

Balesore Districts of Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

Districts covered Ganjam 

Blocks covered 3 

Panchayats covered 9 

No.of villages covered 30 

Total Households covered  1948 

Total Population Covered 10129 

Types of Support Provided Food Item, Non-Food Item, Shelter kit, 

Agriculture support, Livelihood 

support, Water & Sanitation, 

Community Support 

 

 

LWSIT’s Intervention Area’s 



 

  

Where Accountability & Transparency 

Matters 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

Types of Support Provided LUTHERAN WORLD SERVICE INDIA TRUST - 

Food Item- Rice, Lentil, edible Oil, salt, Soybean, sugar, tea, biscuit & baby food (1,948 families) 

Non food Item- Hygiene kit (2,200 families) & Blanket (1,200 families) 

Shelter kit- Tarpaulin (1,200 families) 

Agriculture support- Ground nut seeds (514 farmers) and Green gram seeds (700 farmers) 

Livelihood support- Backyard Poultry Birds (Banaraj) to women headed families (100 families) 

Water and sanitation- High raised tube well platform (1 meter height) with multiple steps with 

hand drill (30 nos.) 

Community support- Utensil set for free kitchen during disaster situation (20 communities) 

Basic Summary  

Immediate response -Before going to take action by the organization for relief , initially a ground 

level rapid assessment carried out by the organization in major affected areas where we can start 

immediate response assistance  to the victimize people. The door to door household survey has 

been conducted by the staff where really a household affected by cyclone and given a relief card 

mentioning all items name and quantity to receive. A close eye view observation and interaction 

has been carried out with the affected people whether he /she is really entitled or eligible to receive 

the commodities. The process followed by staffs without any discrimination of cast /creed / religion 

and political conviction. As our past experience says that in a partly affected and non-affected 

community also demanding for relief for whole community and sometimes also rich people and 

political leaders forcefully try to enroll their name/ community for the relief assistance.   The 

organization categorically divided all those items according to the need of community and people 

where a victimize feel happy with these assistance.   

 

 

         Basic Summary 
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The immediate response programme has been covered with the maximum deprived caste 

community where people unable to access the food item due to financial crisis and other hand 

reconstruct their house due to shortage of house building materials. 

Organization maintained the quality of commodities and area of operation where other 

organization operation is not there in same of area. 

Agriculture support -The agriculture support provided to the poor and marginal farmers where 

they are unable to pay for the seed with high cost. The ground nut seed provided 30 kg for ½ 

acre of land and 10 kg green gram for ½ acre of land. 
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Livelihood support - Livelihood support provided to the poor women headed families with 20 

nos. Banaraj poultry birds 20 days old with vaccinated for sustainable livelihood and it will support 

the families for immediate money like ATM (Any time money) where poor women get money in 

their door step. 

 

Water and sanitation- High raised tube well platform with multiple steps with hand drill 

constructed in 30 communities in flood and cyclone affected areas where the platform submerge 

and people unable to collect the safe drinking water. These plat form help the community at the 

time of disaster flood and cyclone to collect water near the shelter place and community.   
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Community support- This Utensil set provided to the community as a 

common assets of the community to utilize the utensils for free kitchen during 

disaster situation. 

 

Best Practices- 

The village committee of affected areas sincerely work for immediate relief 

operation from different civil society organization and requested to the 

district administration for cleaning of village road and water logging areas 

immediate to control epidemic and other disease and it is really successful in 

the cyclone affected areas where no death case reported. The youth mass of 

community works energetically   for rescue operation and provided shelter 

and other essential facilities as per the availability facility.  

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name, e-mail id and Contact 
No. etc.) 

Dr Vijayakumar James – Executive Director, LWSIT  

Email. director@lwsi.org  

Mr. Bibeka Nanda Biswal, Dy. Manager – Programme and Emergency 

Email – bnb@lwsi.org 

LUTHERAN WORLD SERVICE INDIA TRUST 

84, Dr.Suresh Sarkar Road 

Kolkata – 700 014 

Phone. 033 2284 9730, Mob. 09831277852 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

LWSIT HAS COVERED 

2683 
HOUSEHOLDS 
INCLUDING OVER 
30000 POPULATION 

IN GANJAM  

UNDER RELIEF & 

REHABILITATION 
ACTIVITIES 
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 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if Oxfam India’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone and Flood in 

Puri, Ganjam, Jajpur and Balesore Districts of 

Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

Districts covered Puri, Ganjam, Jajpur and Balesore 

Blocks covered 6 

Panchayats covered 26 

No.of villages covered 89 

Total Households covered  14500 

Total Population Covered 95000 

Types of Support Provided Emergency Food security and 

livelihood, Emergency shelter NFI kit, 

Water, sanitation and hygiene, 

 

 

Oxfam’s Intervention Area’s 
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Bringing Back Smiles 
Promoting Happiness 

Hand Wash Programme for School Childrens, Photo Credit- Sam Spickett/Oxfam © 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

 

Emergency Food security and livelihood: Oxfam India provided cooked food, 

supplementary food and dry rations (during the first month) to the affected people. The 

affected farmers received kitchen garden and seed support, while as fishing community 

received dry and fresh fish vending support. Cash transfer which includes, unconditional cash 

transfer and cash for work was given to most vulnerable households.  

Emergency shelter NFI kit:  Oxfam provided NFI kit for emergency shelter during the first 

month.  Transitional shelter support was given to 20 households under cyclone recovery 

programme.   

Water, sanitation and hygiene: Under WASH programme, Oxfam’s work included water 

tankering (initial month), chlorination, repairing and cleaning of water sources.  Under cyclone 

recovery project, Oxfam also distributed community water filter, household water filter and 

hygiene kits. Hygiene kits contained washing and bathing soaps, buckets and mugs, sanitary 

cloths, nail cutter, combs, antiseptic liquid, chlorine tablets and ORS sachets. Oxfam under took 

village cleaning and extensive public health promotion work.  Oxfam also constructed 130 

latrines and bathing facilities, installed 50 hand pumps, and rehabilitated 100 dug wells and 

hand pumps, besides raising and retrofitting of 30 dug wells. 

 

Basic Summary and of different Intervention’s undertaken by the Organisation 

Oxfam’s immediate response to Cyclone Phailin and subsequent flooding focused on 

addressing the negative impact that the natural disaster had on people’s lives. Oxfam 

concentrated on affected communities’ access to safe water, sanitation and hygiene practices, 

and immediate food security and livelihood needs and damage to their shelters. Assessments 

and reports indentified many chronic WASH and poverty issues that are not a result of cyclone 

Phailin. For example, according to UNICEF only 15 per cent of households in Odisha have 

access to improved sanitation. Government of India’s Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan (NBA) aims to 

eliminate open defecation in the state by 2022. A post Phailin response, thereby, focused on 

issues, which had arisen as a direct result of cyclone Phailin rather than getting drawn into 

addressing long-term chronic issues.  

 

 

         Basic Summary 
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Emergency Food Security and Livelihood: Oxfam and partner (Unnayan) initiated cooked 

food distribution in flood affected Balasore district from 15th October 2013. Over 32,000 

displaced people were served with cooked food during the initial one week. Oxfam and its 

partners (SOLAR, UAA, Pallishree and Unnayan) distributed dry rations in Puri, Ganjam, Jajpur 

and Balsore districts to 5,028 households since 16th October and continued through the first 

month of the disaster. Dry food kit consisted of rice, dal, edible oil, salt, turmeric powder, spices 

and biscuits for children. 
 

 

This was followed by cash 

transfer @Rs.7,500 per 

household to 1,310 poor 

and vulnerable 

households in Puri and 

Ganjam district with 

support received from 

European Commission 

Humanitarian Office 

(ECHO). Out of which, 310 

poorest and destitute 

households received 

unconditional cash 

transfer and rest of the 

1,000 households were 

assisted under cash for work programme.  

 

The cash for works decided by the communities and undertaken in the targeted villages were: 

pond excavation, pond repairing 

and cleaning, village internal 

road repairing, cleaning and 

raising, raised flood shelter, 

approach roads to sea shore, 

crop field and graveyards, village 

cleaning, diversion based 

irrigation canals, protection of 

sweet water. Under livelihood 

support, 1,650 poor farmers were 

supported with vegetable seeds, 

kitchen garden kits, and paddy 

seeds and vermin compost. Two 

hundred and forty women from fishing communities (Ganjam and Puri) were assisted with dry 

and fresh fish vending equipments and training.    

Village cleaning under cash for work in Ganjam. Photo by Oxfam staff 
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REVITALISING THE LIVELIHOODS 
 

Under Oxfam livelihood support, 1,650 poor farmers were 

supported with vegetable seeds, kitchen garden kits, and paddy 

seeds and vermin compost. Two hundred and forty women from 

fishing communities (Ganjam and Puri) were assisted with dry 

and fresh fish vending equipment’s and training. 

 

 

A Farmer Near His Vegetable Graden, Photo Credit - Sam Spickett/Oxfam © 



Water, sanitation and Hygiene (WaSH):  Oxfam India distributed hygiene kits to 10,273 

households, out of a total population of approximately 67,000. The per household hygiene kit consisted of 

HDPE plastic,  Oxfam bucket with lid, mug – 1 pc, water filter 1 pc (selected households), bathing soaps 

(120g) 8 no, washing soaps (100g) 8 numbers, sanitary cloth – 4 meters, soap case, nail cutter and comb, 

antiseptic liquid 100ml, cotton swabs 100g, ORS 5 packets, NaDCC tablets 60 numbers. Ninety-five percent 

of the distribution of NFI kits 

was completed by end of 

November, 2013. Initially 

buckets, mugs and chlorine 

tablets were used from the 

contingency stock.Having 

contingency stock was helpful 

to initiate a rapid response 

while procuring materials to 

cover larger section of the 

population. Apart from 

Oxfam’s affiliates, the 

programme was also 

supported by UKAid. Water 

source disinfection, repairing 

and cleaning and mass 

awareness on hygiene were 

carried out in the project villages immediately after the cyclone. Forty four community water filters were 

installed in villages, schools and anganwadi centers. In collaboration with RWWS department, Oxfam 

supplied more than 250,000 liters of drinking water during initial days through tankering. Construction of 

WASH facilities in the affected villages is ongoing. Oxfam has constructed 130 latrines and bathing facilities 

(individual and community), rehabilitated 

100 water sources, and installed 40 out of 

targeted 50 new hand pumps in the 

project villages.  

 

The hardware support (NFI items) helped 

in hygiene promotion in the affected 

villages. The main areas covered for 

hygiene promotion were - safe water 

chain management, food hygiene, 

personal hygiene, environmental 

hygiene, village cleaning drives and hand 

wash and household (HH) level diarrhea 

control measures (ORS Preparation). The formation of village level WASH committees and adolescent 

groups was done in the targeted villages followed by orientation and accompaniment. These groups have 

been working intensively with women and children to make an enabling environment, which can support 

and carry forward the current interventions.  
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Emergency and transitional shelter support: Oxfam distributed emergency shelter kits to 

10,273 households, which consisted of (per household) HDPE thermoplastic tarpaulin 18 X 12 feet 

– 1pc, HDPE ground sheet – 1 pc, nylon ropes 10 meter, Solar lantern with mobile charger – 1 pc, 

blankets/bed sheet – 2 pc, utensils to selected households. Distribution of tarpaulin, ground sheets 

and tarpaulins was started from 16th October onwards from the contingency stocks pre-positioned 

at partner locations. Oxfam set up two temporary schools cum anganwadi centers in New 

Podampeta village in Ganjam and Chadchadi (Arakhakuda) village in Puri, where the temporary 

school/centers were damaged due to cyclone.    

Good Practices- (few processes followed)  

Village committees were oriented in order to minimize the possibility of incorrect targeting, 

especially in case of invisible households such as women headed households, poor and socio-

economically vulnerable households in the villages. Where village committees did not already exist, 

Oxfam and partners helped to establish them, ensuring that there was equal representation from 

women as well as men. 

 

There was blanket coverage done during initial stage for hygiene kit distribution in the worst 

affected villages. However for specific interventions (household items, foods, cash transfer and 

livelihood support) a target population was selected factoring the vulnerability criterion set in the 

beginning of the project. The majority of the beneficiaries selected are from poor and marginalized 

communities. The selection criteria was done in consultation with the community (for example 

village committee local Gram Panchayats members).  

 

Public health campaign for mass awareness on hygiene issues in a village of Puri, Photo Credit- Oxfam © 
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CASH FOR WORK PROGRAMME 
 

In Ganjam and Puri 310 poorest and destitute households received 

unconditional cash transfer and 1,000 households were assisted 

under cash for work programme.  
 

The cash for works decided by the communities and undertaken 

in the targeted villages were: pond excavation, pond repairing and 

cleaning, village internal road repairing, cleaning and raising, 

raised flood shelter, approach roads to sea shore, crop field and 

graveyards, village cleaning, diversion based irrigation canals, 

protection of sweet water. 

Photo Credit - Sam Spickett/Oxfam © 
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Provisions were made to address complaints at community level and Oxfam targeted to consider 

people who have actual needs and had not received any assistance or sufficient assistance from 

any agencies or government. To ensure gender equality, women’s active participation was ensured 

at each level of the distribution process, including in planning and at the distribution sites. 

Leadership and management capabilities among key leaders, particularly women by encouraging 

them in roles, like volunteering and PHP organizing with clear responsibilities and ensuring gender 

issues are well integrated in public health and WASH response plans. 

 

In the guiding principles for project participant selection, women were given priority if they were 

heading a household, pregnant or lactating, widowed or separated. A conscious effort was made 

to target women as beneficiaries for most of emergency food security and livelihood, besides 

water, sanitation and hygiene activities. Special groups with mothers’ and adolescents were part 

of public health promotion activities. They were the recipients of hygiene messages and major 

actors in village cleaning activities and monitoring. Women also helped to plan the cash transfer 

interventions – for example Cash for Work (CfW) and Unconditional Cash Transfer (UCT) 

intervention. UCT was prioritized to the most vulnerable households and by default the percentage 

of women beneficiaries was greater. Selection criteria was based on  cyclone and/or subsequent 

flood affected poor and vulnerable households, single women head households, no land holding, 

daily wage laborers, poor household with disable person or chronically ill persons; households who 

worked on others boats but do not own boats (in case of fishing community), and below poverty 

line population. 

 

 

 

 

1-Excavated pond in New Podampeta village, Ganjam,  2- Approach road to sea shore in fishing community village in Ganjam, constructed 

under cash for work, Photo Credit: Bipul Borah/Oxfam © 
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Immediately after the first phase of response, Oxfam India conducted a 

brief study on gender in cash transfer programming as part of post 

distribution monitoring in Puri district. With regards to the decision 

making at household level for utilizing the cash income, 40 women 

beneficiaries were interviewed and consulted randomly. Out of the 40 

women interviewed, 19 women responded that they being the earning 

member of the family at present take decisions on spending money on 

daily food and other household needs, Whereas, 11 beneficiaries shared 

that they make decisions jointly with their spouses (husbands), two 

women shared that their decisions are influenced by their husbands. 

Therefore, 75% of the women respondents play important roles in 

decision making at household level whereas rest 25% are either 

influenced or follow the decisions taken by the male members of their 

families. The Post distribution monitoring survey has given an overall 

understanding about the position of women in the target villages and 

their control over resources at household level. The survey found that a 

majority of Hindu women among the respondents have control over 

cash received from CFW and its utilization, whereas Muslim women 

have limited control over resources. Though men in fisher communities 

do not control cash utilization directly, they do influence the female 

member/wives to spend cash according to the decision taken by male 

members.  
 

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name, e-mail id and 
Contact No. Etc.) 

1. Zubin Zaman, Deputy Director, Humanitarian and DRR, National 

Humanitarian Hub, Oxfam India, 30SB, Block – B, New Alipur, 

Kolkata – 700 053 / zubin@oxfamindia.org , contact no – 

9831034706 

 

2. Bipul Borah, Humanitarian Programme Coordinator, National 

Humanitarian Hub, Oxfam India, 30SB, Block – B, New Alipur, 

Kolkata – 700 053 bipul@oxfamindia.org , contact no – 98301 44224 

 

3. Akshaya Kumar Biswal, Regional Manager, Odisha and South India, 

No. D-022, Maitri Vihar,Phase II, Chandrasekharpur, Bhubaneswar - 

751 016. akshaya@oxfamindia.org , contact no - 0674-2303992/93 

 

4. Animesh Prakash, Programme Officer – DRR, Odisha and South 

India, No. D-022, Maitri Vihar,Phase II, Chandrasekharpur, 

Bhubaneswar - 751 016. animesh@oxfamindia.org , contact no - 

0674-2303992/93. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

OXFAM HAS COVERED 

14500 HOUSEHOLDS, 

OVER 95000 POPULATION, 

DISTRIBUTED 

10273 HYGINE KITS & 10273 
SHELTER KITS 

COVERED 1000 VULNERABLE 

HOUSEHOLDS UNDER CASH FOR WORK 

PROGRAMME, 

DISTRIBUTED 250000 LITERS 

OF DRIKING WATER 

IN 4 DISTRICTS OF ODISHA UNDER  

EMERGENCY RELIEF & 

REHABILITATION PROGRAMME 
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 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview of Save the Children’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone and Flood in 

Ganjam and Balesore Districts of Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 
 

 
 

 

Districts covered 3 

Blocks covered 4 

Panchayats covered 14 

No.of villages covered 75 

Total Households covered  5583 

Total Population Covered 33,500     Approx. 

Types of Support Provided Food Item, Non-Food Item, Shelter 

Support, Education Kit, Hygiene Kit 

etc. 

 

 

Save The Children’s Intervention Area’s 



 

  

Saving the Childrens Lives, 

To Save Mankind 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

SUMMARY: Save the Children reached on providing assistance to the 5583 most vulnerable 

families (Population 33,500) in the worst affected district i.e. Ganjam, Balasore & Kendrapara by 

providing Shelter support - Tarpaulin, WASH - Hygiene Kit, NFIs - Cotton Blankets, Floor Mats, 

Solar Lamp and food basket to few vulnerable families with support from UKAID, USAID, IKEA, 

Save the Children Alliance like SC US, SC UK, SC Netherland, Western Union and Wadia Group. 

Later on Early Recovery programme is going on with support from ECHO through Unconditional 

& Conditional Cash Transfer, WASH & Livelihood support. Save the Children worked in close co-

ordination with the Government and Inter Agency Working Group to ensure that our activities 

complement those implemented by Government bodies and other Civil Society Organizations. 

Selection Process: Through the humanitarian response, Save the Children strives to reach the 

most vulnerable communities at the village level. Before commencing any distribution process, 

Save the Children and our partner staff shared the proposed intervention with the village headman 

and PRIs sought his support not only in carrying out the activities but also in identifying the most 

affected and vulnerable families. The impact on the affected and vulnerable families was 

determined both in terms of lost as well as in terms of vulnerability (i.e. Women-headed household, 

Child-headed household, Pregnant and lactating women, Old Age, Person with Disability and 

Extreme Poor families were prioritized during the distribution 

Hygiene Kit: Cyclone and subsequent 

floods in Odisha damaged the means of 

meeting the basic hygiene needs of the 

affected population. Appropriate usage of 

the hygiene kits was demonstrated to 

community members by the Partner NGO 

staff at the distribution centre itself. IEC 

materials were also distributed to the 

communities to generate awareness and 

reinforce hygiene and sanitation messages.  

Impact: Hygiene kit was a complete family 

kit. Bucket and jug facilitated safe water handling practices. Mosquito net was a great help to 

prevent vector borne diseases. It minimized the risk of diseases such as Diarrhea, Malaria, Dengue 

and Typhoid fever. Personal hygiene and sanitation was prioritized for the first time in response 

         Basic Summary 
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program after disaster in affected area 

and this had good impact on the 

community as well as the PRI 

members.  Sanitary towels for 

menstrual hygiene enhanced self 

confidence among adolescent girls 

and women and changed behavioral 

practices. Mosquito net was a great 

help to prevent vector borne diseases. 

 

Tarpaulin: The provisional shelter 

support Tarpaulin - HDPE 18’ x 12’ Size, 

200 GSM with riveting and Stitching 

with corner holes provided to the affected families to make temporary arrangements. Tarpaulin 

was most useful at the time of regular rain before they start and during their repairing of houses. 

 

Solar Lamps: Like all other NFIs, all identified families were provided one each with Solar Lamp 

with Mobile Charger and Solar Panel. During our post distribution monitoring we found all most 

all the people were using the Solar Light and charged their mobile since there was no electricity 

restored at that time. It was also useful for the Children to use their education in the night time. 

 

Cotton Blankets: All identified families were provided with Blankets. Each family was provided with 

two numbers each. During the monitoring it was observed that, Blankets were great help at the 

critical period in the winter. 

 

Utility Kits: Which included essential cooking and eating utensils such as cooking pots, plates, 

mugs and spoons were provided. Since most of the families either lost Household kit or damaged 

(not in condition for using again), it wa s great help for the living in dignified manner. 



 

  

 

Save the Children provided assistance to the 

5583 most vulnerable families including 33,500 
Population in the worst affected district i.e. Ganjam, 

Balasore & Kendrapara 



Mats: With continuous rain & flood water entering into most of the houses the floor and walls 

became damp and caused difficulty for the children, caused cold and cough. It was quite 

uncomfortable and unhealthy for the children specially to live in that condition. Each family was 

provided with 2 numbers of floor mats of 7’ x 5’ size. 
 

Food Baskets: During this time of crisis, a total of 1288 families were provided a food basket 

which was critical at that juncture just aftermath of Cyclone & flood. Since Government provided 

50 kg rice & 500 INR for the other food Items, we focus to only highly vulnerable families having 

scarcity of foods without rice like Pulses, Sugar, Cooking Oil, Salt, Curry Powder and Baby Food - 

Chhatua. 

Education Kits: To address Primary education of the affected Children in flood affected district, 

Save the Children with through its local partners provided Education Kit to 9466 children. 

Education Kits consist of Exercise Note Book ruled & non-ruled, Pencil, Sharpener, Eraser, Pen, 

Scale, Umbrella, Milton Water Bottle & School Bag. It has been found that, School children were 

enthusiastic with new education kit. It will ensure retention in the school and also invite other non-

school / drop out going children to join school 

 

Best Practices: 

Timeliness:  

 Early warning, Evacuation has been done at the right time with jointly by the Government and 

Civil Society Organization which survived many lives in the State.  

 Similarly Rapid Assessment has been done by the Odisha Inter Agency Group with support 

from all humanitarian Organization immediately after the Phailin.  

 Coordination at the District level helped to avoid duplicity in the response. 

 Identification of vendors has been done by the all the logistic team of Consortium Partners 

under UKAID. 

Relevance: 

 Since Cyclone Phailin and subsequent floods damaged the means of meeting the basic hygiene 

needs, Houses and their daily belonging as well as food items, affected population faced lot of 

challenges at that time.  

 Particularly food item has been distributed by the State Government in terms of 50 kg rice & 

500 INR (for Pulses, Oil etc.) in very severely affected area and 25 kg rice with 300 INR (for 

Pulses, Oil etc.) severely affected area. 

 On 19th October’ 2013 meeting, the State Government (OSDMA & SRC) with Revenue & 

Disaster Management Minister requested Civil Society to address the affected population. 
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Quality: 
 

 Humanitarian Industry Standards maintained accordingly items 

were checked at Central Warehouse. 

 Standard of the materials provided in terms of utility as well as 

durability (e.g. Utensils & Hygiene). 

 Culturally accepted materials were included in the Kit Content. 

 
Approach: 
 

 Formation of Consortium - Helped in good coordination & 

understanding of reporting requirements. 

 Identification & selection of beneficiaries through village 

committees. Criteria followed for selection of beneficiaries. 

 Participation of the PRI was ensured both in the process of 

beneficiary selection and distribution. 

 Coordination with PRIs & Government functionaries on periodic 

intervals and sharing the updates on the relief materials and 

distribution. 

 Pre-event distribution followed - Coupons / Family cards were 

provided before distribution. 

 Demonstration and Orientation on the different items in the kit. 

 Jointly Work with Handicap International to address Persons with 

Disability. 

 

Challenges:  
 

 Prioritization of the beneficiaries during distribution as the demand 

was much higher, some time pressures from the local elected 

representative to cover more families in more villages. Lot of 

discussion & consultation was held among them to convince them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DURING PHAILIN  

SAVE THE CHILDREN 
HAS COVERED 

5583 HOUSEHOLDS 

INCLUDING OVER 33500 
POPULATION, 

DISTRIBUTED 9466 
EDUCATION KITS TO 

PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDRENS, 

DISTRIBUTED 1288 
FOOD BASKETS 

IN GANJAM, BALESORE, 

KENDRAPADA DISTRICTS 

UNDER RELIEF & 

REHABILITATION 
ACTIVITIES 
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The Story of Prafulla Dalei 
‘The days were miserable and I hadn’t seen such a huge flood in my life time. Water and water 

everywhere, we just fled from 

house and survived’ said Prafulla 

Dalei, 55 year old villager from 

Jaldha. The village is located near 

the river Subarnarekhsa, which 

spate at large in mid-October after 

a continuous and heavy rainfall 

across the region for few days. 

Prafulla, a landless daily wage 

labourer is a habitant of Jaldha, 

under Nachinda gram panchayat 

of Bhograi block, Balasore and live 

with his wife Sukamani and two 

teen age daughters Beby and 

Namita. 

 

Describing the flood days, Namitha, who studies in Class IV said that sudden water flow covered 

the whole area around afternoon and they all got afraid. Along with all neighbors they four started 

collecting the valuables, dry food and school bags and then crossed almost 3 feet high water flow 

for more than one kilometre to reach at the nearby main road and then to school building, which 

was full of villagers by the time. 

 

‘Lost everything, household utensils, share crop of 2 acres, house got partial damaged, no 

livelihood options left now, lost all’ said a depressed Prafulla. ‘The relief came to me as god gifted, 

I never ever thought of this kind of huge assistance at the time of most difficult days in my life, he 

said. We are really very happy’ he added after the humanitarian assistance distributed to all 

affected villagers by Save the Children and its local partner PECUC with support from UK AID.  

 

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address, Name, e-mail id and Contact No. Etc) 

Santaram Nanda, 
Programme Coordinator,  
Save the Children, Odisha State Programme Office, Bhubaneswar - 23 
e-mail: s.nanda@saveyhechildren.in 
Cell: 9437170755 
 

 

 

 

mailto:s.nanda@saveyhechildren.in


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Response 

Type of Support Provided 

A Brief overview if Water Aid’s Different 

Intervention Area’s during Cyclone and Flood in 

Ganjam, Balesore, Puri & Bhadrak districts of 

Odisha India 

Name Of The Organisation 

 

 

 
 

 

Districts covered 4 

Blocks covered 12 

Panchayats covered 61 

No.of villages covered 295 

Total Households covered  38,450  Approx. 

Total Population Covered 2,30,827      

Types of Support Provided Food Item, Non-Food Item, Shelter 

Support, Education Kit, Hygiene Kit 

etc. 

 

 

Water Aid’s Intervention Area’s 
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In The End, the Real Work Begins 
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BASIC SUMMARY OF  

      DIFFERENT INTERVENTION’S UNDERTAKEN   
         BY THE ORGANISATION 
 

Aftermath of the cyclone, torrential heavy rain and subsequent flood,  the village environment 

become devastated with uprooted trees falling in large numbers, village roads and pathways 

get destroyed, debrises found deposited here and there and water logging with stagnation of 

wastes & water in places and patches. In post cyclone phases this puts a great threat to the 

village environment and also to the health condition of the inhabitants. 

Considering WASH as one of the crucial response action and looking into the recent responses 

trend by Govt and other agencies concentrating on relief mode deliveries, it is understood that 

WASH response should be taken as one of the early recovery mechanism during  WaterAid 

interventions in the disaster affected area. To safe guard the affected population against any 

further deteriorated health condition and also against any outbreak of epidemics, it was a call 

during the time to make the surrounding clean, to make access to safe drinking water and 

sanitation. 

Program Planning: 

The rapid assessment of the post disaster situation was clearly indicating water & Sanitation 

sector was seriously affected due to which people could not have access to safe drinking water 

and sanitation. Almost all drinking water sources were either damaged or contaminated due 

to submergence/inundation. Even the pipe water supply system was defunct due to extended 

damage to electricity power sector.  

The water bodies were also contaminated so that it would create health hazards in the 

community along with the solid waste. Most of the places being open defecation practice, now 

due to inundation,  people finding it difficult to go out for defecation (this creates an 

opportunity to mobilize people in long run for use of toilets) and then high level of 

bacteriological contamination. Women, people with disability and senior citizens were mostly 

affected in the situation. This would evolve the risk of diseases like cholera, typhoid, skin disease, 

malaria, dengue etc as a consequence of cyclone. 

So, WaterAid has planned to associate its partnership with the existing and local NGOs as 

partners and administer the system and situation in the most affected area with a principal 

focus on the following aspects;  

         Basic Summary 
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 Restoration of drinking water sources in the affected areas through disinfection and repair 

if needed. 

 Information/ sensitization on emergency WASH and village sanitation drive in a campaign 

mode - how to use halogen tablets, use of latrines or having a demarcated area for 

defecation, if sanitation facility is not available, safe disposal of solid waste & liquid waste 

etc. 

 

APPROACHING THE CHALLENGES IN A CAMPAIGN MODE 

The cyclone and flood affected people of the project areas were in serious disarray. They had 

lost many of their precious resources and worried over salvaging the few left. But the 

devastation also required action from those affected people as outside assistance were far and 

few. That was a challenge the project accepted and conquered.   

The project adopted a campaign approach to all major activities like disinfection of drinking 

water sources, cleaning of water bodies, improving overall hygiene of the village, improving 

sanitation practices and habits largely through temporary toilets, testing of water sources, and 

hand wash practices etc. Besides, public campaigns aimed at spreading awareness about 

overall water, sanitation, hygiene related practices as well as information about government 

programmes, departments and agencies concerned with implementation of such programmes, 

role of different stakeholders there in etc.  

Partner organisations used their strengths and capacities to initiate campaigns. AAINA used its 

outreach with students and adolescents through Children Clubs and Kishori Clubs to great 

effect. UAA used its drama and play mode to reach out to the people. RCDC used its good 

rapport with the students and Panchayat institutions to build momentum while CYSD and PJS 

targeted the youths to fast track progress. In the second stage all partner organisations 

involved other groups and institutions like SHGs, VECs, GKS etc. to further consolidate the 

campaigns and give them an water and sanitation focus.  

Campaign activities can be classified into two broad categories:  

(a) To initiate community actions; and 

(b) To build awareness about issues, programmes, stakeholders, roles and responsibilities. 

Building a cadre of volunteers 

The project adopted a volunteer centric approach from the very beginning. It aimed to serve 

two purposes at a go: (a) create a cadre of volunteers in the community, and (b) contribute to 

the process of sustainability. Project implementation partners identified and formally engaged 

one volunteer, mostly drawn from intervened area, for each of the 61 Panchayats to plan and 
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implement project activities. Getting good volunteers was the first pre-requisite to successfully 

implement the project. The criteria for selecting volunteers, in a situation of urgency, had to be 

simple. A mindset and attitude to work for the community in disaster situation and hostile 

condition was the foremost criteria. Basic educational qualification to read, write, count and 

communicate effectively was the next consideration. Most of the selected volunteers had prior 

experiences of mobilising community and WASH specific intervention approaches.  But some 

were new. Leaving behind their other engagements, they jumped to the challenges of working 

in a disaster situation out of their sheer determination.  

The project carefully planned exercises and activities to instil sense of camaraderie, motivation 

and technical capacity among the volunteers. A two-day long ‘orientation of volunteers’ at the 

beginning of the project from October 31 to November 1, 2013 was the first such exercise. The 

orientation exercise, which used participatory learning tools with facilitation of experienced and 

expert persons, had three major parts.  

 The first part covered issues of psychology and communication like: behavior and 

approach of an ideal volunteer, roles and responsibilities, risk and vulnerability situation 

of disaster, people’s behavior and expectation during post disaster period etc.  

 The second part tried to acquaint volunteers with thematic inputs on WASH.  

 The third part of the orientation largely focused on project implementation strategy and 

approach with various Dos and Don’ts.  

 

 Thematic coverage during volunteer orientation 
 

1. Basic characteristics of water and factors that make water ‘safe’ or ‘unsafe’ 

2. Water borne diseases: Identification, mitigation, prevention and treatment 

3. Treatment of water: Techniques of treatment for drinking and other domestic 

use 

4. Hygiene practices: Hand wash, waste management, cleanliness, issues around 

open defecation 

5. Technology: Toilet technologies, technology of tubewells hand pumps and PWS 

6. Government programmes on WASH and line departments: with focus on major 

programmes and points of dealing at field level 
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While the first orientation programme was held before the project teams formally reached out 

to their respective project areas, another follow-up ‘Reorientation of volunteers’ exercise was 

organised at the end of the project – from January 30 to January 31, 2013. The most important 

objective of this exercise was to take the volunteerism to the next level and beyond project 

scenario. Exercises during this re-orientation programme facilitated cross sharing of 

experiences and found out ways to keep the spirit of volunteerism to take WASH momentum 

forward. 

Broad project activities 

 Cleaning and sanitisation activities through mass community involvement like 

Shramadana (Voluntary work camps). 

 Cleaning and sanitization of drinking water sources, water bodies, drains etc.  

 Safe disposal of solid and liquid wastes in and around affected areas. 

 Repair and restoration of drinking water infrastructures, where required, preferably in 

coordination with concerned department and Panchayats. 

 Cleaning of institutional WASH facilities (school, AW etc.) 

 Community awareness on appropriate WASH practices. 

 Water quality testing and appropriate follow up action. 
 

Sustainability through Community institutions 

The project has facilitated 

formation of VWSCs in 181 

villages out of a total of 294 

villages. In villages where VWSCs 

have not been formed other 

community institutions like SHGs, 

Kishori clubs,Youth clubs, Gaan 

Kalyan Samitis etc. strengthened. 

These institutions have helped 

groom community leaders. Many 

of these VWSCs and institutions 

have gone beyond normal mass 

cleaning or campaign 

mobilisations. They have 

mobilised resources for long term actions.   

These institutions and their members are expected to continue with the spirit of contribution 

and participation. Various awareness drives have helped the community members know about 

WASH standards, government programmes and contact points and their rights and 
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responsibilities. All these are expected to lend sustainability to WASH focussed intervention. 

Some activities like regular water testing, quick repair of drinking water sources, treatment of 

water etc. are most likely to continue well.  

ABSTRACT OF PROGRAM PROGRESS ON PHAILIN RESPONSE PROGRAM TILL 30TH Jan’14 

District Block Progra

m 

Partner 

No of 

Water 

Source

s 

disinfec

ted 

No of 

Waterbodie

s cleaned 

No of Viilages 

Sanitation 

Campaign 

started (Village 

Cleaning/ Work 

Camp) 

No of 

orientation 

Camps on   

Hygiene 

education 

No of 

tempo

rary 

Toilets 

constr

ucted 

No of 

popul

lation

s 

Cover

ed 

Ganjam Chhatrapur,  

Beguniapada 

UAA 1133 1436 38 76  63962 

Ganjam Bhanjanagar, 

Jagannathpr

asad, 

Belaguntha 

AAINA 109 21 70 21  42600 

Puri Brahmagiri, 

Kanasa 

CYSD 116 85 60 60 26 40857 

Puri Krushnapras

ad 

RCDC 1408 36 29 77  10000 

Balasore Baliapal, 

Basta, 

Jaleswar 

RCDC 182 68 62 62 678 43830 

Bhadrak Chandbali PJS 194 23 36 50 284 29578 

    TOTAL 3142 369 295 347 988 2,30,82

7 

 

Best Practices/ Case Studies 

Chased away volunteers became community’s darling 
Pravat Rout, assigned volunteer of PJS never had imagined that his very first foray into flood 

ravaged Sanaitagotha village, of Bhadrak district, will be a nightmare. He was literally kicked 

out of the village by irate villagers. He was the first external person to enter the village with 

intention of responding to Phailin and flood disaster. Whole village was in submerged 

condition; people were drinking water from partly drowned tube wells. Faeces were everywhere 

- on the road and around the water sources as there were no toilets in the village and no other 

place to defecate. Still water and sanitation was not a priority for the villagers. Rather, they were 

looking forward to relief materials – like rice, milk powder, cloth, tarpaulin etc. Pravat’s mistake 
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was that instead of providing 

the villagers relief materials, 

he requested them to clean 

the fast deteriorating water 

and sanitation condition. “I 

was shocked but did not give 

up. With some volunteers we 

started cleaning debris, 

distributing halogen tablets, 

sanitised wells and tubewells,” 

says Pravat. The persistence 

changed community 

response. Within few weeks all 

water bodies Sanaitagotha 

were clean, all water sources treated and the village had 49 temporary toilets. “We were hungry. 

Government and other agencies were distributing materials in neighboring villages. We too 

were expecting such free help,” says Gouranga Dash, a villager. Tulasi Barik, Anganwadi 

Worker, adds further, “I was very happy that PJS people sought my cooperation. I was involved 

with them from the beginning. Together we motivated villagers and gradually all came forward 

to contribute during work camps.” 

While Sanaitagotha village was new intervention area for PJS, Nabaratnapur village in Ganjam 

block was already under AAINA’s intervention. AAINA’s volunteer Tukuna Khatei was a known 

face for the villagers. But when Tukuna reached village by boat with great difficulty, which was 

fully cut-off from the outside world, immediately after the flood and requested them to get 

together to improve the fast deteriorating bad water and hygiene of the village, he too met 

with a response similar to what Pravat had. “We complained that when other agencies 

distributing loads of relief materials in other villagers, Tukuna instead was asking us to work to 

get our village water sources and water bodies clean,” recalls Pramod Dash, a villager.  

The village soon reported increasing incidence of diarrhea. People became more conscious as 

diarrhoea threatened   Mandara village, lying about four kilometers from Nabaratnapur. The 

threat was an opportunity for Pratap. Within days he and other volunteers succeeded in 

organising multiple work camps. All drinking water bodies were cleaned and sanitised. “We did 

it all through voluntary contribution. On the day when whole of the village converged to clean 

the pond we had a community feast,” says a beaming Kumari Jena, a village woman who took 

a lead role. The village also showed tremendous change in habit at the household level. “Every 

household of the village were using halogen tablet to sanitise their drinking water, almost 

everybody were washing their hands with soap, all backyards and critical places in the house 

were regularly sprayed with bleaching powder,” informs Pari Biswal with pride.    
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Odds high but optimism higher 

After the very severe Cyclone Phailin hit Odisha, the people of Balasore district were at their 

wits end facing the twin effects of a vicious storm and the resultant flooding. Seeing three feet 

of water flowing over the main highways was a scary sight. Water and sanitation facilities were 

severely hit. Even the hand pumps were under water. People had to face serious problems in 

attending to their daily needs says Mr Manmath Kumar, a 32 year old, resident of Mandarcha 

village in Tarata GP of Basta Block. 

After the flood the sanitation facilities in villages had collapsed. The available drinking water 

sources were terribly contaminated. In many places the water pipes had burst and flood waters 

entered the water supply. As their latrines were horribly dirty and filled with slime people had 

no option but to defecate in the open. Branches and leaves were scattered everywhere as trees 

were damaged by the Cyclone. The garbage and shallow regions left by the flood created 

water logging conditions which resulted in mud houses crumbling down. After the flood 

government and non-government agencies embarked on relief work. 

When people do not have a roof over their head and no food for their stomach it is normal 

for them to ask for relief and rehabilitation. Other needs become secondary. Thus when our 

volunteers approached our target villagers to ask communities to stress on clean drinking water 

and sanitation they refused to cooperate. “The people instead wanted polythene, rice and 

jiggery. They lined up when relief teams came, and ignored us,” says Santosh Kumar Panda, a 

volunteer. 

However project volunteers were 

not discouraged by this. They 

continued to communicate with 

the villagers. They encouraged 

the community members to take 

up the cleaning of villages, 

draining out water accumulation, 

and built temporary latrines. To 

prevent the spread of diseases 

like diarrhoea they cleaned up the 

drains, and applied bleaching 

powder in the open water 

sources. Water samples were 

tested. The community then understood that carrying out the above steps after floods and 

natural disasters was the key to preserve health and life. Soon the activities started spreading 

to other villages and work began on a war footing. 
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Case study: United by WASH action 

The pond that lies in the middle of Adalabad and Fatehpur villages is the only source for sweet 

water supply for about 1400 people residing in the two villages. The Chilika Lake with its 

brackish water surrounding both the villages from three sides, groundwater is saline and hence 

unusable. Being the only source of freshwater people depend on the pond both for their 

drinking water requirement as well as bathing. Yet, when in the first week of November 

Programme Officer of WaterAid Mr Purnachandra Mohanty along with Programme Officer of 

RCDC Mr Dillip Subudhi made their first visit to Adalabad and Fatehpur villages of Maluda 

Gram Panchayat of Puri district they found the pond full of uprooted trees and other wastes. 

The issue of deteriorating 

water quality of the pond 

came as a major concern 

during interaction with 

few villagers. They were 

complaining of skin 

irritation and other skin 

ailments. However, when 

suggested that the pond 

should be immediately 

cleaned of decaying 

garbage and treated, not 

many were forthcoming. 

“It is a large pond spread 

over five acres area. 

Cleaning that would require a lot of people,” was what Purushottam Behera of Fatehpur said. 

When the visitors went to the other village Adalabad they got the same reply. “The government 

should do the cleaning not us,” reasoned Mochiram Biswal. Within two days both Purushottam 

and Mochiram had a changed view. A little motivation and pursuance by the visitors and their 

volunteers did the trick. Not only they took lead role in forming village level water and sanitation 

committee at their respective villages, they also took steps to initiate united action by both 

village communities. Towards the end of the second week of November the pond was back to 

its sparkling best. All garbage was fished out and water treated with lime and bleaching 

powder. “After forming committee at our village we coordinated with the committee of 

Adalabad and then took a decision to clean the pond on Monday,” said Mr Behera. That 

Monday was a great day. More than 80 people from both the villages participated in the mass 

cleaning. Saying “we were hoping to clean the pond in one day but it took two more days to 

clean,” Mochiram further adds, “but we did not complain, rather we were very happy.” The 

village committees played a very active role in ensuring such a large mobilisation. “We had a 
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Sankirtan committee comprising of members from both villages. But we had never thought of 

a committee on our water and sanitation. Now we have water and sanitation committees in 

both our villages and for activities that require large mobilisations both committees work 

together. “We will not stop at this. We have planned to demand toilet and safe water supply 

through our water and sanitation committee and also take up voluntary actions like pond 

cleaning,” says a happy Purushottam.  

 

Filling soil gives way to removing ill feeling in the community 

Matto Basti, a hamlet of 30 households in Chandbali block, had just one tube well to meet their 

drinking water as well other water needs like cooking, bathing and washing. In summer as load 

on the tube well increase situation becomes chaotic. Quarrels and conflicts between the users 

is a regular sight.  While everybody was depending on the tube well to source their water, 

nobody had any care for its upkeep and maintenance. Users were not even bathing about the 

filthy surrounding – created by waste water from tube well use.  The tube well was located in 

low lying area. Accumulating water around tube well made the situation worse. The 

neighboring houses too were complaining because accumulating water was creating serious 

hygiene problems and acute stench.  

The tube well was under submergence during the cyclone and subsequent flood. Like other 

sources this source was chlorinated by PJS volunteers in coordination with the local SEM. 

Though the source was chlorinated, still after some days when the source was tested for 

bacterial contamination, it reported positive. During interaction and transact, local people 

identified the possible cause. Stagnating water around the tube well was seeping into the tube 

well. They took a decision to fill up the place with soil. But in a flooded condition soil was not 
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available nearby. PJS assured them to provide 

one tractor load soil provided community 

members collect the rest to fill up the swamped 

surrounding of the tube well. Within a day the 

otherwise swamped low-lying surrounding of 

the tube well was filled up. PJS also provided a 

20 feet long plastic drainage pipe. Now the 

excess water is drained out 20 feet away from 

the tube well. Villagers have not stopped at that. 

Their village committee has debarred its 

members from bathing and washing clothes or 

utensils near the tube well. “Through a agreed 

decision by village community, the tube well is 

exclusively being used for drinking and cooking 

only,” informs Sk. Amiruddin. Ryatat Bibi is 

happy as “quarrelling has stopped and use has 

become disciplined.”  Ms. Anjuman Nesa, Assistant Teacher of Motto Urdu Primary School, 

praises efforts of the villagers and PJS volunteers, “they first did a wonderful job by uniting ever 

quarrelling people and then taking up constructive work to improve quality of drinking water 

access.” The villagers now do not look up to the government for silly things. United villagers 

have gained confidence that they can solve many problems themselves.     

Bacteria in our water… let us not use it 

When Kalandi Jena, 

Ward Member of 

Bankmuhan village of 

Chandbbali block took 

out the bottle he was 

awestruck. “The 

content was dark 

black,” he recalls. The 

previous day, while 

filling water sample 

from the tubewell in 

that bottle, he and his 

fellow villagers had 

been oriented that if 
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the colour turns black then there is serious bacterial contamination in water. “We did not 

imagine that tube well water can also be contaminated,” says Kalandi.  

 After learning about 

contamination Kalindi 

contacted the SEM and 

requested him to 

disinfect the source. SEM 

Kusasan Ojha, with 

support of villagers, 

disinfected the source 

using chlorine. Villagers 

again tested the source to 

verify effectiveness of 

disinfection. To their 

surprise the test result 

again showed positive to 

bacterial presence in 

water.  

Villagers discussed this issue in a meeting of their village committee. The Committee took a 

decision to stop using that water. Villagers attribute the cause to an absence proper base 

around the tube well. They have lodged a complaint at local RWS&S office at Chandbali. They 

hope that concerned department will take action. But if the government does not take action, 

then we will repair that ourselves,” says Kalandi. His confidence only reflects the newly gained 

confidence of being united courtesy village committee. Bankmuhan villagers have not only 

become quality conscious but also gearing up to protect their village water source. 

Power from VWSC 
Like most part of the Ganjam district, 

Titiridi village in Beguniapada block 

of Ganjam district was without 

electricity even after two months of 

Phailin strike. As the power grid was 

the only energy supply, the pump 

that feeds the village pipe water 

supply scheme stayed useless. Power 

distribution company officials were 

expressing their helplessness. The 
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damage to their infrastructures was just too huge for the company.  The 110 household big 

Titiridi village was forced to dependent on only three functional tube wells. As days progressed 

community members began to think of the idle pipe water supply. But a belief that it is 

government’s job to run the pipe water supply project was dissuading them to take any 

initiative. A revived VWSC, facilitated by project partner UAA, changed the perception. In one 

village meeting the VWSC took a decision to purchase diesel generator set to power the pipe 

water supply project. Every household of the village contributed 300 rupees each instantly. 

More than 30,000 rupees was collected on that day itself. On the very next day, powered by a 

new generator, the pipe water supply project was running and happy inhabitants were 

jubilantly collecting their water. “We could have waited few more days for power supply to 

restore. After all we were already without power for two months. But we decided to take a 

concrete action which will ensure our water supply in future as well,” says a philosophical 

Ghanashyam Mohanty, President of VWSC.  

Titirdi village shows how VWSCs have started owning infrastructures and systems and how the 

project facilitated long term action.  

Community led water quality test leads to awareness and 
rights assertion  

With active community participation WAI’s partner CYSD tested bacterial contamination of 306 

drinking water sources in Kanas and Brahmagiri blocks of Puri district. The samples comprised 

of 167 tube-wells, 59 open wells, 75 ponds, 2 rivers, one pipe water provision and one gravity 

flow source. The test results were quite startling. Nearly half of the tube wells, 59 percent of 

open wells, all ponds and all rivers tested positive for bacterial contamination. Even one of the 

two pipe water supply sources tested positive.  

This result helped in making people more aware about water they drink. An aware community 

shared this result with block level RWS&S officials who took further action to disinfect the 

sources.  
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An avoidable tragedy led to pit latrine movement 

“Had we known the technique of building pit toilets in our backyard without any cost and with 

minimum labour, I would not have to spend Rs. 5,000 towards my husband’s treatment,” says 

Nirupama Pala, w/o Dibakar Pala of Mandarada village of Tarada GP, Basta Block Balasore. 

“My husband had gone out to defecate and he had his feet cut by a sharp rock in the way. The 

wound could not be treated properly due to our financial condition and the wound soon turned 

septic. We had no way but to take him to SCB Medical College Cuttack where we had to spend 

the amount on his treatment.” 

 We are a family of four, with 

two children. We have a two 

roomed thatched cottage and 

no cultivable land. Though we 

are extremely poor we have 

wrongly been classified as APL 

thus being deprived of many 

benefits. After the incident we 

did consider building a latrine 

but were unable to do so for 

lack of money. After the 

Cyclone of 12th October 2013 

when water entered the village, 

we faced tremendous difficulty 

in going out for defecation. At 

this critical juncture the officials of LIFE and RCDC came to our village and urged us to go in 

for no cost pit latrines. 

Being influenced by them, I built the pit latrine within a few hours and we started using it from 

that very evening. I was wondering why this knowledge had not reached us earlier. It was a 

solution to a very big problem. 

Bharatimani Pala of the same village saw Nirupama’s toilet and immediately set up her own on 

the very same day. That spread further. Seeing them 35 households of the village set up pit 

latrines within one day. ‘This may be a temporary measure but its benefits helped us overcome 

the bad habit of open defecation’, says Dibakar Pala. They profusely thank LIFE, RCDC and 

WaterAid for helping them overcome an almost insurmountable problem. 

In flood affected villages, the pit latrines not only help the community members defecate safely 

when surrounded by water but it also helps them realise the benefits of safe sanitation and 
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helps them overcome their age old habit of defecating in the open, says a Trilochan Giri of 

LIFE. 

Today 844 pit toilet users of three Blocks, and 62 villages of 16 GP’s are planning for upgrading 

their latrines to a permanent structure as they are now unwilling to go out for open defecation. 

The members of LIFE are helping them fulfil the task. Therefore a small step taken during a 

disaster has had long term implications and has resulted in awareness on WASH issues. 

A trigger that worked 

It took just one triggering exercise to change Paradia villagers’ nonchalance towards their 

defecation practice and sanitation condition. The water-locked village in Chandbali block of 

Bhadrak district was infamous in the locality for its large scale open defecation on the road that 

lead to the village, around the drinking water sources and even very close to the houses they 

reside. Filth and stench was synonymous with the village. Villagers were getting ill, but they 

were still not willing to attribute their illness to their bad sanitation condition.   

When the project team reached the village with lot difficulty after the cyclone and flood, they 

were taken aback by the enormity of sanitation problems. They tried to make people aware 

that the villagers are inviting a disaster which may be worse than the flood or cyclone. The 

message of human faeces and their relationship with diseases and dignity was vigorously taken 

to the people. When people started receiving the message, the project team then moved in.  

‘One afternoon we invited all 

villagers to the centre of the 

village. The idea was to map 

defecation zones and 

potential spread from those 

zones,” says Debabrat Dash of 

PJS. People came in large 

numbers. They were 

requested to draw a map of 

their village and identify places 

of open defecation with red 

colour. By the end of the 

exercise the enthusiastic 

villagers were themselves 

quite surprised to see their 

village map donning red colour all over. “We found that people are defecating at critical places. 

We also found that with every rain the faeces and their contaminants flow in the direction of 

our houses and backyards,” says Jhuma Mallick, a mother who participated in the exercise. “We 
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became aware about our 

defecation areas and the possible 

adverse effects, including health 

hazards and societal stigma,” 

Jhuma adds.  

That was the time when people 

were provided with different 

choices to get rid of open 

defecation menace. Pit latrine was 

one of those suggestions.  “We 

suggested them to construct pit 

toilets which can be done in very 

quick time and used instantly, “ 

says Debabrat. “A decision that 

whoever constructs a toilet will be provided with a plastic sheet to cover 

the top acted as a big incentive for the people who had lost a lot,” he 

adds.  The worked wonders. Within just few days almost all households 

of the village constructed their toilet and started using that. “A total of 

54 pit toilets were constructed by the villagers,” informs Kanchan Mallick, 

ASHA worker. Quite elated by their success, the villagers now have set a 

higher benchmark for themselves. After learning about government’s 

individual household toilet programme under Nirmal Bharat Abhiyan, 

they are planning to claim their right for good and permanent toilets.  

While permanent toilets may take some time to happen, the villagers are 

rejoicing at being able to shed their tag of infamy. Village elder Trilochan 

Mallick says, ‘we got a few kilograms of rice and few hundred rupees 

from the government as relief. But we are far more proud of the relief 

that we have got from open defecation’. While the villagers were happy 

with their new earned status, the SEM from other village too underwent 

a big change. “Paradia was one village where I was reluctant to come. It 

had defecations all around - on the road, and around the tube wells that 

I work with. Now I have no problem in coming to the village,” says 

Raghunath Das, the SEM. He is not alone in having such a changed 

perception. 
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IN GANJAM, PURI, 

BHADRAK, BALESORE, 
DISTRICTS 

UNDER WASH ACTIVITIES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Persons Name (Along with Address,Name,e-mail id and Contact 
No. Etc)  
Neeraj Jain Chief Executive WaterAid India 

India Liaison Office, 403-408, 4th foor, CNI Bhawan 16, Pandit Panth Marg, New 

Delhi – 110001 Email: NeerajJain@wateraid.org 
 

Bishakha Bhanja Regional Manager Water Aid India Additional Liaison Office, 

EAST (ALOE), 1266, Bhoi Nagar, Unit-9 

Bhubaneswar – 751022 

Email: BishakhaBhanja@wateraid.org 

 

mailto:NeerajJain@wateraid.org
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THE NEXT GOAL 

No doubt the 1999 super-cyclone was a wake-up call and some lessons 

have been learned, but a lot remains to be done, and the WDR 2014 

provides significant entry points where risk management can begin to 

feed into policy making from the grassroots to international levels. 

Saving the lives of people is one important task that has been 

accomplished in Cyclone PHAILIN in 2013. However disaster reduction 

achieved in Odisha needs to be replicated and institutionalized. Hence 

the next goal should be to ensure that loss of property and livelihood 

are also needs to be minimized. 
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The impact of cyclone Phailin has affected large part of country deep inside from the coastal region in 

the states of Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, Bihar, Orissa, and Chhattisgarh, which saw heavy rainfall and 

thunderstorm damaging the crops and upsetting the daily life of millions of people. Cyclone Phailin, 

however, was quite unlike the others that preceded it, in more ways than one. Its intensity was such that 

meteorologists world over sat up and took notice.  

Next is the question of disaster preparedness. Considering that Odisha is one of the most backward 

states suffering from frequent disasters and inadequate infrastructure and resources, Moving nearly one 

million people from thousands of villages to safer places by mobilising necessary vehicles, fuel, water 

and food was nothing short of well-coordinated army operation. There was excellent coordination 

between Odisha's administrative machinery and the armed forces that were called upon to stand by. 

Announcing to ensure "zero" human loss by the Govt. of Odisha, showed not only the level of 

preparedness, but also faith in the existing administrative machinery. 

The next visible takeaway is the role of media; the fact that the national media kept repeating cyclone 

warnings, beamed continuous news bulletins even from the interiors of the affected areas had two-fold 

benefits of not only keeping the people posted about the latest cyclone position but also kept a steady 

pressure on the authorities. In the full blaze of the media glare, the authorities could not slacken their 

efforts to rescue the affected people. 

While preparation averted a human tragedy, it couldn’t quite avoid the trail of destruction that Phailin 

has left behind. Flooded villages, broken highways, knocked down power lines, and unavailability of 

relief materials are among more serious challenges that lay ahead. Major crops have also been 

damaged and it might take up to 2 - 3 crop cycles for the fields to get rid of the salt water in many 

areas. Many have lost homes made of mud and bamboo and could be increasingly susceptible to 

epidemics, particularly in the district of Ganjam, Odisha. A string of communities need to get back on 

their feet. 

The WDR 2014 finds that risk management requires shared action and responsibility at different levels 

of society, from the household to the international community.  The report also recommends countries 

set up national risk boards to systematically assess risks and coordinate public and private actions to 

address them. No doubt the 1999 super-cyclone was a wake-up call and some lessons have been 

learned, but a lot remains to be done, and the WDR 2014 provides significant entry points where risk 

management can begin to feed into policy making from the grassroots to international levels. 

However our results are quantitative, not qualitative, Disaster Response requires a machinery attitude 

we need more specialized agencies and we need a proper disaster resilient development planning for 

a sustainable and visible result. Saving the lives of people is one important task that has been 

accomplished. Disaster reduction achieved in Orissa needs to be replicated and institutionalized. The 

next goal should be to ensure that loss of property is also minimized. 

 

The Way Forward 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/phailin-damages-fruits-vegetable-crops-worth-rs-107-cr-113101800851_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/phailin-damages-fruits-vegetable-crops-worth-rs-107-cr-113101800851_1.html
http://www.livemint.com/Politics/ZtNGPrclOK2yVIAqPA37zH/Epidemic-fear-mounts-in-Phailinhit-Odisha.html
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Source - OSDMA 
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1. D.M In India [Published By Ministry Of Home Affairs GoI 

2. State Disaster Management Plan published by GoO 

3. National Disaster Management Guidelines, GoI 

4. State Disaster Management Plan 

5. World Disaster Report 2013,2012 

6. OCHA Humanitarian Icons created by United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 

Affairs. 

7. Very Severe Cyclonic Storm, PHAILIN over the Bay of Bengal, (08-14 October 2013) : A Report by IMD 

Odisha 

8. MEMORANDUM  On the Very Severe Cyclone Phailin prepared By GoO 

9. Census Information India 2011 

10. www.osdma.org 

11. www.mapaction.org 

12. Prevention Web- http://www.preventionweb.net/english/ 

13. Relief We-http://reliefweb.int/ 

14. UNISDR - http://www.unisdr.org/  

15. HEWS, Humanitarian Early Warning Service- http://www.hewsweb.org/hp/ 

16. IMD Odisha- http://www.imdorissa.gov.in/ 

17. IMD India- http://www.imd.gov.in/ 

18. World Meteorological Organization- http://www.wmo.int/pages/index_en.html 

19. WIS Portal - GISC New Delhi- http://wis.imd.gov.in/MessirWIS/srv/en/main.home 

20. Govt. Of Odisha- http://www.odisha.gov.in/portal/default.asp 

21. Department of Revenue &Disaster Management- http://www.orissa.gov.in/revenue/index.htm 

22. http://blogs.reuters.com/india/ 

23. http://www.odisha.gov.in/disaster/src/src.htm 

24. http://data.un.org/ 

25. OCHA Humanitarian ICON’s 

26. Cover Page and Acronyms Page Courtesy – Pursotam Singh.Thakur 
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For Further Information and queries write us At- 

IAG Odisha, Secretariat 
 

Red Cross Bhavan, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Marg, Bhubaneswar-
751022, Odisha, India 

Phone/ Fax - +0674- 2390228 
E-mail – iagorissa@gmail.com 

Visit us at – www.iagodisha.org  
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